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Order of Auction

Day One: 
27th November 2018 at 10:00

Limited Edition & Collector’s Teddy Bears            1- 284
Antique & Vintage Teddy Bears & Soft Toys         285-596
Including - The Eric Petit Collection          380-419
The remainder of the Teddy Edward Archive 
from the Estate of Patrick & Mollie Mathews       494-515

Day Two:
28th November 2018 at 11:00

Post-war Dolls            597-613
Dolls’ Houses & Chattels           614-712
Traditional Toys            713-850
Dolls’ Accessories            851-857
Antique & Vintage Dolls         858-1108
The Lillian Middleton Collection of Wax Dolls          916-946
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 8. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Ancestor of Cheeky 4 of 6 
Artist Proof from 2002 Open Day with paper 
certificate; Plum Sherbet 46 of 300 and Lemon 
Sherbet 133 of 300 with certificate tags; and a 
green Cheeky £50-80
 
9. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Two Noisettes, 9 and 58 of 500 
with certificate tags; a London Olympic Games 
2012 and two others £50-80
 
10. Five Merrythought Cheeky bears, 
My Old Cheeky 61 of 160; and Cheeky George 
12 of 40 with certificate tags; and three others
 £50-80
 
11. A Hermann limited edition Captain 
Smith from the Titanic,  275 of 500 European 
edition with wooden Titanic and tag certificate 
 £40-60
 
12. A Steiff limited edition black 1912 
replica teddy bear,  1490 of 1912, in original 
box with certificate, 2012 and Polar the 
Titanic Bear, 2328 of 5000, 1998 (no box or 
certificate) £80-120
 
13. Teddy Bears of WItney, Theodore, 
109 of 1000, in original leather case; 
Theodora, 175 of 500, in original box; and two 
miniature Alfonzos, one as a keyring, in boxes
 £70-100
 
14. A Steiff limited edition Bell Boy, 324 
of 2000, in original box with certificate, 2008
 £50-80
 
15. A Steiff limited edition Moon Ted, 
942 of 2000, in original box with certificate, 
2006  £60-80
 

16. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
Workshop,  839 of 1902, in original box with 
certificate, 2002 £150-200
 
17. The Steiff Collection by Enesco, 
Twenty-one porcelain teddy bears with 
pewter figurine, in original boxes  £100-150
 
18. The Steiff Collection by Enesco, 
British Collectors Set 1989-1993, five porcelain 
teddy bears, in original box; and ten individual 
bears with pewter figurines, in original boxes
 £60-80
 
19. A Steiff limited edition for Harrods 
Centenary Bear, 1629 of 2000, In original box 
with certificate, 1995 £40-60
 
20. A Steiff limited edition for Hamleys 
Richard Steiff Celebration Bear, 49 of 1500, in 
original box with certificate, 2002 £50-80

 21. Two Royal Steiff limited edition 
Teddy Bears, Queen Elizabeth II 90th Birthday 
Bear, 51 of 1926, 2016; and Prince William’s 
21st Birthday for Peter Jones of Wakefield, in 
original boxes with certificates £80-120
 

22. Steiff Pandas, A small limited edition 
Panda with Bamboo, 892 of 3000, in original 
box with certificate, 2008; and three yellow 
tagged pandas £60-80
 
23. Three Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears,’Ich mag Dich!’ with friendship necklace, 
in original bag with tag certificate, 2003; 
Heildelberg Du Feine musical bear with bag 
(no certificate) and a Steiff Club Event Bears 
Galore 2000 £50-80
 
24. A Steiff limited edition George 
teddy bear, For Teddy Bears of Witney, 163 of 
2000, in original bag with certificate, 2000
 £40-60
 
25. A Steiff limited edition Polar the 
Titanic Bear, 2661 of 5000 with tag certificate, 
1998; and a Lladro Ornament Bear with 2001 
bell, 1881 of 3000, in original box with tag 
certificate  £50-80
 
26. A Merrythought limited edition 
musical Cheeky carousel, with three Cheeky 
bears, wooden painted blue and red -16in. 
(41cm.) high £50-80
 
27. Thirteen small Merrythought teddy 
bears, Including limited edition five Coffee 
Valenteenie; and others £70-100
 
28. Nine small Merrythought teddy 
bears, Including limited edition Tiny Bears Lost 
and Lonely; others; and two resin bears
 £60-80

29. Six Dean’s Rag Book Jill Baxter 
teddy bears, Including Lonesome, Bilberry, 
Mushy Pea, Greengage and Hopeful, all but 
one with limited edition tag £80-100
 

Limited Edition & Collectors’ Teddy Bears

1. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Lucky Kitten 90 of 250; Witney 
Blossom 23 of 200; Cheeky with Love 22 of 
250; Cheeky Little Prince 53 of 250; and Cosy 
Alpaca Musical 28 of 75 all with certificate 
tags  £60-80
 
2. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Anniversary Loopy 35 of 100; 
Cheeky Raspberry 7 of 35; Nuzzle 18 of 50 
with certificate tags; and two others without 
certificates £60-80
 

3. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Little Alfonzo 122 of 2000; 
Koala 147 of 500 with box; Rosie Bean 214 of 
1000; Tweedy 8 of 50; all with certificate tags; 
and another Panda girl Cheeky £60-80
 
4. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Ancestor of Cheeky 9 of 1000; 
Rainbow Cheeky 77 of 250; Broseley 24 of 
60; Cheeky Coronation with crown 47 of 500, 
three with boxes and all with certificate tags; 
and a red Cheeky £60-80
 
5. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Cheeky Muffin 4 of 6 Artist 
proof from 2002 Open Day with paper 
certificate; William 67 of 500; Cheeky Vintage 
7 of 500; Golden Bear 43 of 1000 with 
certificate tags; and Virgin Atlantic Cheeky
 £60-80
 
6. Five small Merrythought limited 
edition Cheeky bears, Cordon Bleu 36 of 500; 
Cranberry 12 of 500; and Ice Cream Sundae 
37 of 500, in original boxes with certificate 
tags; a metal Cheeky Jewellery Box Royal Blue 
19 of 100, in original box; and another cream 
example £60-80
 

7. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, For Teddy Bears of Witney - 
Cheeky Aloysius 58 of 1000; Baby Alfonzo 
50 of 200; Cotswold 95 of 150; and Witney 
Cheeky Buttons 2 of 100 with certificate tags; 
and three TB of W catalogues £50-80
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30. Twelve Dean’s Rag Book Co. Ltd 
Mini Bears, Including Sooty, Sweep and Soo, 
in original blue boxes with certificates
 £80-100
 
31. Six Merrythought limited edition 
Farnell teddy bears, Including a large example 
-26½in. (67cm.) high; Winnie the Pooh; a pink 
one; and three other £60-80
 
32. Merrythought Cheeky Bears, A 
21st Century Cheeky, in blue cloth covered 
presentation box; and Boot Sale Challenge 
Cheeky and Bear in attache case £40-60
 

33. A large Merrythought Cheeky 
Coronation Jubilee bear,  1953-2003, red, 
white and blue, 31 of 100 -25in. (63.5cm.) 
high £40-60
 
34. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, including Cheeky Big Top and 
Squeaky Cheeky with tag certificates £50-80
 

35. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Including Cheeky Queen of 
Hearts, Jack of Spades, Lucky Kitten and 
Happy Birthday £50-80
 

36. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Including two unidentified 5 
of 10, signed by Oliver Holmes and Jacquline 
Revitt; Panda, Silken Tip and Flood Alert, with 
certificate tags  £50-80
 
37. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, comprising Little Witney 
Rocker, Marjorie, Squeaky Cheeky, with tag 
certificates and two others unidentified 
 £50-80
 
38. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, comprising King of Diamonds, 
Ace of Clubs, Choc=A-Hollic, Baby Big Top and 
Witney Golden Punkie, with tag certificates 
(one tag faded) £50-80
 
39. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, For Teddy Bears of Witney 
comprising Centenary Alfonzo, Odd Socks, 
2008 Cheeky and Cotswold Cheeky with tag 
certificates  £50-80
 
40. Four Merrythought limited 
edition Cheeky bears, Comprising Oliver 
80th Birthday Party, Cheeky Sailor and two 
unidentified, two with tag certificates and 
another not limited £50-80
 
41. Miniature and small Merrythought 
Cheeky bears, Three miniature limited edition 
bears comprising Blondie, Charcoal and Jet, 
in original boxes; Banana Split and Chocolate 
Orange; and three resin Cheekies £60-80
 

42. Three limited edition Merrythought 
teddy bears, A large red tipped Farnell bear, 
2 of 12; a small golden Farnell; and a blue 
Magnet Melody Maker; and another unlimited
 £50-80
 
43. Eight Merrythought teddy bears, 
A small grey prototype bear; limited edition - 
Timeless, Gordon, Sarah and Albert; and three 
others unlimited £60-80
 
44. Eight Merrythought teddy 
bears, Limited editions - The Coronation 
Bear, in original box, Magnificent Magnet, 
Glendalenda Brown Bear and another 
unidentified 5 of 6; and four unlimited
 £60-80
 

45. Nineteen Canterbury teddy bears, 
Including a Maude Blackburn Artist Proof in 
brown uniform, an Elizabeth prototype 80th 
Birthday and three from the John Blackburn 
Collection £80-120
 
46. Seven Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, A large 2000 bear and 
Centenary Elite Bear, Charity Bear 2001 for 
Diabetes UK, British Bear, Earl Grey, Cream 
Bun, all with limited edition tags and another
 £70-100
 
47. Five Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, The Coronation Bear, 
Golden Jubilee Bear, Centenary Bear, Waffle 
and Thank You Bear, all in original boxes
 £50-80
 
48. Eleven Harrods teddy bears, 
unjointed, one in original box £20-30
 
49. Seven Hermann teddy bears,  
Martin J Hermann - H.M. Small Queen 
Elizabeth, Max Hermann King of Teddy Bears, 
Queen Mum, Queen Mum 1900-2002, The 
Maki Bear and two others £60-80
 

50. Golliwogs, Merrythought - Golly 
Fisherman and Millennium Golly, in original 
boxes; a Canterbury Bears John Blackburn 
Collection golly with feather hair; a Robin 
Rive Jubilee Golly 2003; and a Merrythought 
cowboy £60-80
 
51. Eight small Merrythought teddy 
bears, For Harrods - Anthony Bear, 2001 
and 2005 Christmas Bears, two Golden Paws 
and Champagne Bear; a Mr Whoppit and 
Millennium Magnet Bear, all in original boxes
 £80-120
 
52. Nine Merrythought teddy bears, 
Three limited editions - Magnet Panda, British 
Bertie and an unidentified black bear; six 
unlimited teddy bears and a china piggy bank
 £60-80
 
53. Five Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Theodore 100 Years Bear, 
Captain Wishbone, Don’t Shoot Bear, Princess 
Charlotte Bear and New Born Bear, in original 
box; a Peace Bear and an unlimited black bear
 £60-80
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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54. Three Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, A very large Wallace, 30 
of 100; Wilfred and Hobson, the second two 
with tag certificates £40-60
 
55. Ten Canterbury Bears teddy bears, 
One with paper handwritten label ‘Sample, 
not for sale’; Arnold, George, a small polar 
bear and others £50-80
 

56. Four Artist teddy bears, A Teddy 
Bears of Witney Bristol, the lost property 
bear; a ThreadBears Victor by Rachael Wintle, 
a Friends for Life Bruce by Richard and Julie 
Clarke and a Hyfolk Baby Boofums  £40-60
 
57. Seventeen Canterbury Bears teddy 
bears,  Venus and Aphrodite, and Elizabeth 
II, in boxes; a heavy stuffed bear with leather 
claws; and others, most with labels £70-100
 
58. Eight Artist teddy bears, Three Old 
Mother Hubbard, a Wire Hill Wood Bear by 
Keith Latimer, two Crafty Bears by Shirley 
Latimer, an Image Bears and Hardy Bears
 £50-80
 
59. Five Robin Rive teddy bears,  A 
Soldier Boy, a Dame Barbara, a Queen Mum, 
a Bearalia and Jubilee Jules, all with certificate 
tags  £50-80
 
60. Twelve Merrythought teddy bears, 
Limited editions - two of an edition of 12, 
Loopy Bear White, Baby Baggy Nutmeg and 
three others; and others unlimited  £40-60
 
61. Seven Steiff yellow tagged teddy 
bears, Latte Macciato bear, Classic Teddy Bear 
35, Teddy Clown 16 and four others, one with 
box £50-80
 

62. Fifteen Merrythought teddy bears, 
Limited editions - Little Scruffy, Baggy New 
Born Panda and another unidentified; and 
other unlimited, mainly unjointed  £50-80
 
63. Six small Merrythought teddy 
bears, For Harrods - Christmas 1997, 1999 
and two 2000, another with rose embroidered 
waistcoat; and a Millennium Bear, in original 
boxes  £60-80
 
64. Twenty-one Harrods teddy bears, 
Mainly unjointed, two with boxes £30-40
 
65. Thirteen Canterbury Bears teddy 
bears, Including a raw silk Winnie-the-Pooh, 
a 1997 Disney-Fest Winnie-the-Pooh and 
Tristram, most with card tags £40-60
 
66. Four Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Pale green Queen Mother Bear; 
21st Century Bear; The Great Ormand Street 
Hospital Bear and William, all in original boxes
 £60-80
 
67. Eight Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Orville, Whiskers, 100th 
Birthday Bear, Bean Bag Bear, Cardiff Bear 
2005, Golden Jubilee Bear, Centenary Nigel 
and Festus 2002 Bear, in original boxes 
 £80-100
 
68. Nine Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Bryn, Blancmange, 
Frankie, Fuzzy, Hudson, Russell, Rye Post 
Office, Stardust, Henry and Lavender Blue, 
most with original tags and plain card boxes
 £80-100
 
69. Seven Merrythought limited 
edition teddy bears, The Queens Diamond 
Jubilee Bear, pale green Queen Mum bear and 
Christmas Teddy Bear, in original boxes; Mint 
Magnet, Baby Baggy Nutmeg, Minny, WG and 
another limited to just 10, all except the last 
with tag certificates £70-100
 
70. Ten Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, HRH, Tintagel, Cherry 
Pink & Apple Blossom, Ninety Niner, My Own 
Dean’s Bear, Squeaky, NSPCC Charity Bear, 
Shocked of Tumbridge Wells, Henry and Benjy, 
mainly with tag certificates and original boxes
 £80-100
 
71. Six Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears,  70th Anniversary Bear, Arthur, 
Barney, Crowning Glory, Jingles Celebration 
Bear and Alexandra, with tag certificates and 
original boxes  £60-80
 
72. Ten Robin Rive teddy bears, Charlie, 
Christmas Angel, Kapok, Estee, Alistair, 
Maxwell Millennium, Tom Thumb, Teddy 
2005, Kauri and Toi-Toi, all with tag certificates
 £100-150
 

73. A Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition Nelson teddy bear, 100 of 500, with 
a piece of wood from HMS Victory, in original 
box with certificate £30-50
 

74. A large Merrythought limited 
edition teddy bear, Red, white and blue to 
celebrate 50th year Coronation Jubilee, 12 
of 150; a similar smaller bear, 67 of 500; and 
More Merrythought Magic by Pat Rush
 £50-80
 
75. Six Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Two Dean’s Rag Book 
Bears, Past Time Captain Henry Samuel 
Dean, Jill Baxter design - Wilbur, Hopeful 
and Whiskers, mainly with tag certificates, in 
original boxes £60-80
 
76. Harrods teddy bears, Fifteen small 
bears 1986 to 2000 in original box; and eight 
larger unjointed year bears £30-50
 
77. A Merrythought very large limited 
edition Cheeky bear, Naturally Linen, 14 of 50, 
with tag certificate  £30-50
 

78. A Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky set, Shoulder to Shoulder, 10 of 500, 
commemorating September 11th, with tag 
certificate  £30-50
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 79. Five Merrythought Cheeky bears, 
Four limited editions - Little Alfonzo, Witney 
Blanket, Black Bean and another unidentified; 
and a Harrods Cheeky £50-80
 
80. Five Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Hazelnut for Teddy Bears of 
Witney, 10 of 15 and four others unidentified 
including a panda £50-80
 
81. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Diamond Jubilee, 33 of 80, 
Cheeky Jubilee (Golden), Branson Bear and 
Millennium Cheeky, in original boxes with tag 
certificates £50-80
 
82. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, For Teddy Bears of Witney 
- Alfonzo 30th Witney Anniversary, Signing 
Cheeky and  Witney 30th Anniversary; and an 
Oliver Holmes Memorial Cheeky, in original 
box, all with tag certificates £50-80
 
83. Four Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky bears, Cheeky Colourul Eyes Ruby, 
56 of 100, Patrick, Branson Bear and Little 
Leprechaun, the last two in boxes, all with tag 
certificates; and a small unlimited example
 £50-80
 

84. Five Kosen bears, Limited editions 
- brown bear, 93 of 1000 and small brown 
bear, in original window boxes and polar 
bear, 160 of 1000 and a small polar bear, in 
original crates and Knuddel, 25 of 100, all with 
certificates  £80-120
 
85. Five Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Comprising Windsor 5th Club 
Bear, Birthday Bingie, Royal Presentation Bear, 
Panda 2000 and Alexander, in original boxes 
and with certificates £40-60
 
86. Five Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears,  comprising Titanic Bear, 
Christmas 2000, V & A Museum bear, The 
Libearty Bear and Stardust, in original boxes 
with certificates; and an unlimited William 
bear £50-80
 
87. Four Merrythought Collector’s 
Club Bears, Warwick 4th, Buckingham 6th, 
Caernarfon 7th and Glamis 8th, all in original 
boxes with certificates £40-60
 

88. Seven Merrythought limited 
edition teddy bears, The Veteran, Tweedie, 
Bruin Bear, The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
Commemorative bear, Coalport and a 
Personalised embroidered bear, in original 
boxes with certificates £60-80
 
89. Twenty Canterbury Bears teddy 
bears, Including Marmaduke, Hubert, Henry 
and Douglas £50-80
 
90. Seven Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Millennium Bear in 
wooden box, Zodiac Bear Leo, Bluebells, 
Golden Jubilee Bear, Christmas Bear 2002, 
Hugo and Golden Dawn, in original boxes with 
certificates £50-80
 
91. Four Steiff yellow tagged animals, 
Treff -11¾in. (30cm.) high, two Meerkats and 
a Donkey; and a limited edition Christmas Tree 
robin £50-80
 
92. Eight Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Christmas Bear 2003 
(unopened boxed wrapped in Christmas 
paper), Rare Bear, Jamboree Bear 2005, 
Nightfall, Hardy, Tennyson, Bertie Bean, boxed 
with certificates; and another £60-80
 
93. Eleven Harrods teddy bears, 
including 1999, 2001, 2005 and boxed Bloom 
Bear; and four other small bears £20-30

 

94. Two adventurous teddy bears, A 
Merrythought Artic Flyer and Dean’s Rag Book 
Co The Everest Bear, in original boxes with 
certificates £30-40
 

95. Five Canterbury Bear rabbits, 
Edward, Jaspar, Sun Flower and two John 
Blackburn Collection £40-50
 

96. Twelve Merrythought teddy bears, 
Mainly unjointed including a Guardsman, 
Horseguard and Beefeater and a rabbit
 £30-50
 
97. Twenty Canterbury Bears teddy 
bears, Including Disney Winnie the Pooh, HMS 
Warrior Artist Proof and Beau; and a leather 
elephant  £40-60
 
98. Four Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Diana Bear, Queen’s 80th 
Birthday Bear, Wistful and Baby Baggy Bear, 
in original boxes with certificates; and a 
Merrythought porcelain tea for one and piggy 
bank £40-60
 
99. Four Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Margarettes Teddy Bear 1909-2009, 
Teddy Bear Celebration 1880-2005, Steiff Day 
at Harrods 2000 and Steiff Club Event Bears 
Galore 2001 with tag certificates £40-60
 

100. Robin Rive limited edition Princess 
Elizabeth and Prince Philip 60th Wedding 
Anniversary teddy bears, D-Day and Teddy’s 
Bear with tag certificates £40-60
 
101. Seven Merrythought for Harrods 
limited edition teddy bears, Ruby Cheeky, 
Ginger Snap, Christmas 2004, Butterscotch, 
Christmas 2003, Coffee Beans and Harrods 
1849-1999, in original green boxes  £60-80
 
102. Four Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, 30 Years of Teddy Bears of WItney, 
1909 Replica, Steiff Club Event 2008 Paulchen 
and Queen Elizabeth II 90th Birthday (no 
boxes or certificates) £40-60
 
103. Six small Merrythought teddy 
bears, Two Christmas bears in stocking Holly 
Berry and Snowflake, miniature Master 
Mischief, Magnet Bear and two resin models; 
and a Dean’s miniature Little Magnolia
 £40-60
 
104. Five special Merrythought limited 
edition teddy bears, One 1 of 1 with gold 
stitched nose, a red bear 4 of 12 and another 
3 of 8; Poppy for the 7th Open Day 2002 and 
Picnic Bear for the 4th Open Day 1999
 £60-80
 
105. German limited edition teddy 
bears, Hermann - Edelweiss Bear, English 
Rose, Anthony by Debs Canham and two 
others; and a Clemens  £50-80

 
Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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106. Nine Merrythought teddy bears, 
Mainly limited editions including Titch, Baby 
Bruin, Toffee (missing hat) and Buildwas
 £50-80
 
107. Steiff teddy bears, A limited edition 
Big Timmy, 384 of 1500 (no box); yellow 
tagged - two jointed, three soft stuffed; and 
two keyring £60-80
 

108. Five Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Timmy the Teddy, My Old Bear, 
Art Silk Style Magnet, Magnet Bear and 
Magnificent Magnet with tag certificates 
 £50-80
 
109. Nine Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Including Peking to Paris Rally, 
Claude (Monet), Vincent (Van Gogh), Griz, Me 
& My Chick and Lavender Bear 9th Open Day 
2003 £60-80
 
110. Three Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Rambling Ronnie, Jelly 
Bean and USA Dean’s Centenary; a Jane 
Hissey’s Old Bear and three other bears
 £30-50
 
111. Eighteen Canterbury Bears teddy 
bears, Including The Blackburn Family 
Collection two white wool plush bears, Onyx, 
Ralph, Oliver and Drummond
 £40-60
 
112. Ten Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Including Mint Magnet, Holly 
Bear, Jimmy Bean and I love you Eyes 
£50-80
 
113. Ten Merrythought teddy bears, 
Limited editions - Explorer Bear, Leo and Baby 
Baggy Nutmeg, and others not limited
 £50-80
 
114. Fifteen Merrythought teddy bears, 
Limited editions - Little Old Baggy, Leap Year 
Bear, Tweedy Bear, Heathcliff and others; 
three unjointed soft stuffed bear, a Hippo and 
a large sheep dog £60-80
 

115.	 A	Steiff	modern	yellow	tagged	Ango	
Lioness,  Seated with button and chest tag 
-16in. (41cm.) high £80-100
 
116.	 A	Steiff	modern	yellow	tagged	
Mocky	Hippopotamus, Standing with button 
and chest tag -24½in. (62cm.) long £50-80
 

117.	 A	Steiff	limited	edition	Koala	
Bear,  1112 of 1500 with tag certificate -13in. 
(33cm.) high £40-60
 
118.	 Two	large	modern	Steiff		bears, 
a limited edition Sloth Bear made for the 
Smithonian’s USA 1998 -21½in. (55cm.) long; 
and a large brown yellow tagged floppy soft 
stuffed lying bear No.069680  £80-120
 
119.	 A	large	Steiff	yellow	tagged	Molly	
Donkey, With button -39½in. (100cm.) long; 
and yellow tagged Fenny and Molly black 
ponies  £100-120
 

120.	 Five	Steiff	modern	yellow	tagged	
dogs, Treff -11¾in. (30cm.) high, Caesar 
Tommi and Hektor, lying and standing; and 
Whiskas kitten with chest tags £100-120

 121. Eight modern Steiff yellow tagged 
animals, including Raggi wild boar, Lorli  
sleeping fawn, Dachs badger, Scotty Husky and 
others, most with chest tags £100-120
 
122. A Steiff limited edition Teddy 
Peace 1925 replica, 1193 of 1500 (no box or 
certificate) £60-80
 

123. Two Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Black Jack, 212 of 2004; and Baer 55PB, 
5047 of 7000 (no boxes or certificates)
 £50-80
 
124. Three Steiff yellow tagged teddy 
bears, Grizzly standing on all fours with swivel 
head -17in. (43cm.) long; a Classic pale golden 
bear; and small black 1912 bear £60-80
 
125. Two Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Zeihharmonikaaspieler for Spielzeug 
Ring, tag certificate 908 of 1500 (missing 
accordion); and Fischer  teddy bear, 1356 of 
2000, 1998 (no boxes of certificate for second, 
dusty, tags a little discoloured)  £50-80
 
126. Four Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Green Schulte bear, 1316 of 1500, 
2001; English Bear 2003, Teddy Feuer 
2001; and 2002 Jubilee bear (no boxes or 
certificates) £70-100
 
127. Five Steiff limited edition Christmas 
toys, Winter Bear 2000 (missing dungaree 
button), Rentier 1956 replica, Snowman, 
Gingerbread bear tree decoration and clip on 
robin (no boxes or certificates, dusty, damage 
to snowman hat) £60-80
 
128. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Rose, 
1819 of 10000, in original box with plastic lid 
and certficate, 1987 (chest tag loose and lid 
broken)
 £60-80
 
129. A Steiff limited edition Musical Bear 
1928 Yellow 40, 3382 of 8000, in original box 
with certificate, 1992 (box lid damaged and 
missing chest tag) £60-80
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130. A Steiff limited edition Petsy Bear 
1927,  1601 of 5000, in original box with 
plastic lid and certificate, 1989 (chest tag 
detached and taped to certificate)
 £60-80
 
131. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Clown 
1926,  7944 of 10000, in original box with 
plastic lid and certificate, 1986 (missing chest 
tag, hat detached) £50-80
 
132. A Steiff limited edition Muzzle 
Bear 1908,  5055 of 6000, in original box with 
plastic lid and certificate, 1990 £60-80
 
133. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s 1911 Replica Teddy Bear,  150 of 
3000, in original box with certificate, 1992 
(missing chest tag) £50-80
 
134. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s 1906 Replica Teddy Bear,  2469 
of 3000, in original box with certificate, 1990 
(missing chest tag) £40-60
 
135. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s 1906 Replica Teddy Bear,  2734 
of 3000, in original box with certificate, 1990 
(missing chest tag and lid damaged)
 £40-60
 
136. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s 1907 Replica Teddy Bear,  197 of 
3000, 1993 (missing box, certificate and chest 
tag, a little dusty); and a Steiff Club gift bear 
2005, in original box £40-60
 
137. Eight small Steiff yellow-tagged 
teddy bears, Including a black and pink 
example -7½in. (19cm.) highest (missing chest 
tags) £70-100
 

138. Five small Steiff yellow-tagged 
teddy bears, Three Clown Bears -6½in. 
(16.5cm.) high and two Muzzle Bears, in 
different colours (missing chest tags) £50-80
 

139. Four Atlantic Bears, two light and 
two dark blonde, fully jointed with tags 
behind ears -24½in. (62cm.) height of largest 
(one smaller bear with patched toe) £100-150
 
140. Three Memory Lane Bears by Sue 
Lane for Oshkosh, One in red mohair with a 
strawberry collar -7in. (18cm.) high; a Gretl 
Sutter bear; a Bear with a Heart Diane Gard 
Original; and two small Hermann bears
 £80-100
 
141. Three Antipodean teddy bears, An 
Almost South Pole Bears by Janis Harris (New 
Zealand) jointed green wool plush -17¼in. 
(44cm.) high; a Coogi (Australia) multi-
coloured koala and a Drummond Bears (New 
Zealand) Chloe £30-40
 
142. A Steiff limited edition Steiff Club 
Jubilee Set 2002, 1490 for the year, a blue and 
a yellow bear, in original box with certificate
 £40-60
 
143. A large Steiff limited edition Zotty 
Teddy Bear 1953, 654 of 1500, in original box 
with certificate, 2000 (chest tag creased) 
 £60-80
 
144. Dean’s Rag Book Co limited edition 
teddy bears, Sue Tolcher Tearose, 60 of 
250; Arthur, 17 of 1000 and Michael, 216 of 
1500, all with tag certificates, and another 
probably made for the Teddies 93 Festival & 
Convention, London £30-50
 
145. Two Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears,  The Great Ormond Street 
Children’s Hospital Bear, 274 of 1000 and 
Millennium Cheeky, 610 of 2000, in original 
boxes and a recent Merrythought bear 
 £30-50
 

146. Three large modern Hermann teddy 
bears, One 338 of 500 with red plastic tag and 
tag certificate -32in. (81.5cm.) high; and two 
others -24in. (61cm.) high £50-80
 
147. A Steiff limited edition Margarete 
Steiff Jubilee teddy bear,  2270 of 3999, 
signed on foot H Junginger with tag certicate, 
1997; and a Steiff Scotiish Teddy Bear 2001, 
2612 of 3000, in original box with certificate
 £60-80
 
148. A Steiff Studio Screech Owl 1980s, 
With large red tag, button and yellow cloth tag 
-12in, (30cm.) high  £50-80
 
149. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
Clown, Designed by Richard Konold, 888 of 
2006 with certificate, 2006 (missing box)
 £30-40
 
150. A Steiff limited edition Somersault 
Teddy 1909,  481 of 5000, in original box with 
certificate, 1990 (mechanism not working)
 £50-80
 

151. A Steiff limited edition Father 
Christmas Teddy Bear with Reindeer, 929 of 
2500, in original window box with certificate, 
2000 £80-120

152. A Steiff limited edition Father 
Christmas Teddy Bear with Pony Sledge, 
1560 of 4000, in original window box with 
certificate, 2001 £80-120

 
153. A Steiff limited edition Snowman 
with Raven, 1978 of 3000, in original window 
box with certificate, 2002 £60-80
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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154. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
Jack in the Box, 1640 of 3000, in original 
window box with certificate, 2003 £60-80
 

155. A Steiff limited edition Christmas 
Pyramid with Teddy Bears,  556 of 1000, in 
original box with certificate, 2004  £300-400
 
156. A Steiff limited edition Santa’s 
Express,  909 of 2002, in original box with 
certificate, 2002 £200-300
 
157. A Steiff limited edition Reindeer, 
258 of 2000, in original box with certificate, 
2003 £60-80
 
158. A Steiff limited edition The Winter 
Bear, 1203 of 4000, in original box with 
certificate, 2000 £60-80
 

159. A Steiff limited edition Christmas 
Musical Box 2003, 669 of 1000, in original box 
with certificate £150-200
 
160. A Steiff yellow tagged Hoppel Blue 
Hare,  Seated with chest tag and a Steiff box 
-14in. (35.5cm.) high £60-80
 

161. An R John Wright limited edition 
Steiff Kinder Katharina,  23 of 500, in original 
box with certificate, 2008 £150-200
 

162. An R John Wright limited edition 
Steiff Kinder Mathias,  23 of 500, in original 
box with certificate, 2008 £150-200
 
163. An R John Wright limited edition 
Steiff Kinder Lukas,  114 of 500, in original box 
with certificate, 2007 £150-200
 

164. A Steiff limited edition Teddy 
Bear Dolly, Violet and cream, 282 of 1500, in 
original box with certificate, 2008 £80-120

 165. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
1909 Blonde 65,  2898 of 5000, in original box 
with certificate, 1995 £70-100
 

166. A large Steiff limited edition Teddy 
Bear 1906, 549 of 1906, in original box with 
certificate, 2005 (a slight musty odour)
 £200-300
 
167. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
with Hot-Water Bottle 1908,  752 of 1908, in 
original box with certificate, 2008 £100-150
 
168. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
1951,  Caramel, 1520 of 5000, in original box 
with certificate, 1996 £60-80 

169. A Steiff limited edition Baerle 43 
PAB  1904, 1938 for 2004, in original box with 
certificate, 2004 £60-80
 
170. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Clown 
1926, 1449 of 5000, in original box with 
certificate, 1998 (slight water damage to one 
end of box) £60-80
 
171. A Steiff limited edition green Teddy 
Bear 1908, 1597 of 3000, in original box with 
certificate, 2005 £50-80
 
172. A Steiff limited edition faded pink 
Teddy Bear 1908, 1159 of 3000, in original box 
with certificate, 2007 £50-80
 

173. A Steiff limited edition black Teddy 
Bear 1908, 1529 of 3000, in original box with 
certificate, 2008 £50-80
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 174. A Steiff limited edition yellow 
Teddy Bear 1908, 2303 of 3000, in original box 
with certificate, 2005 £50-80
 
175. A Steiff limited edition Petsy Teddy 
Bear 1928, With googly eyes, 1033 of 3000, 
2006 (no box or certificate) £50-80
 
176. A Steiff limited edition Victorian 
Musical Bear,  975 of 2000, in original box 
with certificate, 1993-1994 £60-80
 
177. A Steiff limited edition Urfips 1926, 
557 of 3000, in original box with certificate, 
1996 £50-80
 
178. A Steiff limited edition Koala Bear, 
952 of 2000, in original box with certificate, 
2005 (water damage to base of box) £60-80
 
179. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bu 
1925, 1808 of 4000, in original bag with 
certificate, 1998  £60-80
 

180. A Steiff yellow tagged Teddy Bear 
Sailor,  With MS Margarete hat band with 
chest tag, 1997-99 -13½in. (34cm.) high
 £60-80
 
181. Steiff yellow tagged teddy bears 
and animals, a 1935 Classic Fellow -12in. 
(30.5cm.) long; I Love You teddy bear, a bear 
in suitcase and a brown original bear; and two 
other animals £70-100
 
182. Three Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Save the Children Ted, 2091 of 3000, 
tag certificate, 1996; Exhibition Teddy Bear 
with ball, 1091 of 1500, in original box with 
certificate; and 150 Years of Margarete  Steiff 
 £100-150
 
183. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 1996, 1020 of 3000, 
in original box with certificate (slight water 
damage to box) £50-80
 
184. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 1999, 1797 of 3000, 
in original box with certificate (slight water 
damage to one end of box) £50-80
 
185. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2002, 3633 of 4000, in 
original box with certificate £50-80
 

186. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2003, 2858 of 4000, in 
original box with certificate £50-80
 
187. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2004, 1228 of 4000, 
in original box with certificate (box base very 
slight water damage) £50-80
 

188. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2005, 2793 of 4000, in 
original box with certificate  £50-80
 
189. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2006, 399 of 3000, in 
original box with certificate £50-80
 
190. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2007, 907 of 3000, in 
original box with certificate £50-80
 
191. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2008, 1343 of 3000, in 
original box with certificate £50-80
 
192. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 2009, 1123 of 3000, in 
original box with certificate £50-80
 
193. Two Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bears, 1997, 2000 of 3000; 
and 1998, 1409 of 3000 with certificates only 
 £60-80
 
194. Two Steiff limited edition 2000 
teddy bears, A British Collector’s 2000, 1710 
of 4000; and Year 2000 Teddy Bear, 6977 for 
the year with certificate (this bear with slight 
staining to feet and certificate badly water 
damaged) £60-80
 
195. Two Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bears, 2000, 2857 of 4000 
with certificate (missing box and chest tag); 
and 2001 with box and certificate (damaged 
foot pad and hole in heel, box and certificate 
water damage) £40-60
 
196. Fifteen Steiff miniature Club Gift 
teddy bears, 1997 to 2006, 2007 elephant, 
2008 to 2011, in original boxes, all but two 
with outer box £150-180
 

197. A Steiff replica Richard Steiff’s grey 
teddy bear,  80th birthday of the teddy bear, 
in original box, 1983 £80-100
 
198. A Steiff Club Edition Teddy Clown 
1928, In original box, 1993; a Steiff Club gift 
bear 2005; and two Harrods bears £60-80
 
199. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
1951,  2726 of 5000, in original box with 
certificate, 1996 (loose chest tag) £40-60

 
200. A Steiff limited edition The Flemish 
Painter Brueghel Bear, 494 of 1847, in original 
box with certificate, 1997 £60-80
 
201. A Steiff limited edition for the USA 
Compass Rose teddy bear, 2792 of 3500, in 
original box with certificate, 1995 (box a little 
dusty) £60-80
 
202. A Steiff limited edition for 
Morgenroth Luebeck Pirate,  1392 of 
1500 with treasure chest, 1997 (no box or 
certificate) £40-60
 
203. A Teddy Bears of Witney Master 
Teddy, In original box £30-50
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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204. A Steiff limited edition Coca-Cola 
Polar Bear,  4233 of 10000, in original box, 
1999 £80-120
 
205. A Steiff limited edition Disney 
Showcase Steamboat WIllie, 4282 of 10000, 
in original box with tag certificate, 1999 (slight 
surface tear to box) £60-80
 
206. Three Raikes Bears Flower Fairy 
Bears, Autumn, Winter and Spring, in original 
boxes -9in. (22.5cm.) high £40-60
 
207. A Steiff limited edition Austria 
Bears 1997, Brother and Sister Bears, 1393 of 
1847, in original box with certificate 
£50-80
 
208. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Baby Bear Set 1989-1993, 510 of 
1847, in original wooden box with certificate, 
1997 £80-120
 
209. A Steiff limited edition for 
Singapore Raffles Teddy Bear, 488 of 1847, in 
original box, 1997 (missing certificate)
 £60-80
 
210. A Steiff limited edition for Hamleys 
Tobias teddy bear, 302 of 2000, in original box 
with certificate, 1992 £60-80
 
211. A Steiff limited edition Club replica 
1994-1995, Teddy Bear 1908 Blue, 6496 for 
the year, in original box with certificate
 £40-60
 
212. A Steiff limited edition for Harrods 
Edwardian Opera Bear, 1826 of 2000, in 
original box with certificate, 1994
 £60-80
 
213. A Steiff limited edition for Harrods 
Centenary Bear, 1469 of 2000, in original box 
with certificate, 1995 £50-80
 
214. A Steiff limited edition Captain 
James Australasian Bear, 375 of 1500, in 
original box with certificate, 1996-1997
 £60-80
 

215. A Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter Pigling Bland, 70 of 1500, in original 
box with tag certificate, 2008 £80-100
 

216. Two Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter mice, Johnny Town Mouse, 660 of 
1500, 2008; and Hunca Munca,594 of 1500, 
2004, in original boxes with tag certificates
 £80-100

 
217. A Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter The Mouse Tailor, 551 of 1500, in 
original box with tag certificate, 2003
 £60-80
 
218. A Steiff limited edition Winnie 
the Pooh, 1746 limited to the year 2001, in 
original box; Steiff - limited edition Record 
Peter and yellow tagged 1909 bear; two Robin 
Rive Golliwogs Little Salty and Sabina; and a 
Winnie the Pooh book £80-100
 

219. Three Steiff Festival limited edition 
teddy bears, Sandey, 1639 of 3000, 2001; 
Candey, 2047 of 3000, 2002; and Daddey, 
2098 of 3000, 2003 £150-200
 
220. A Steiff yellow tagged Teddy Bear 
Doctor,  In original clothes, 1998-99; and 
another similar yellow tagged bear £80-120
 
221. Two large modern Steiff Mecki and 
Micki, With plastic heads, wrapped in their 
original cellophane -20½in. (52cm.) high
 £60-80

 
222. Historic Steiff Miniatures IV, A 
wooden display shelf with ten yellow tagged 
animals and bears comprising Petsy, Zotty, 
Dicky, Teddy Bear caramel, Tiger, Bully, Tabby 
Cat, Molly Dog, Rabbit and Peggy Penguin 
 £200-300
 
223. Two Merrythought limited edition 
Bonzos, Bonzo Goes to Alaska and Bonzo Goes 
to Texas with tag certificates  
£40-60
 
224. Three limited edition Merrythought 
Cheeky bears, Arundel Teddy Bears; Amber 
Glow and Cheeky Jubilee, in original box
 £50-80
 
225. Four Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Toby, Sun-bleached Red, Colin 
and 70th Anniversary Bear, in original boxes 
with tag certificates £70-100
 
226. Deans and Merrythought limited 
edition teddy bears, Merrythought - Queen 
Mum and Golden Jubilee; Dean’s Rag Book - 
Jones the Bear, Marvin and Arthur, in original 
boxes with tag certificates 
£70-100
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227. Four Steiff for Danbury Mint Four 
Seasons teddy bears,  Hamish the Winter 
Bear, Dylan the Spring Bear, Sunny the 
Summer Bear and Scrumpy the Autumn Bear 
with certificates £80-100
 
228. Three Steiff yellow tagged teddy 
bears, A Fruities strawberry teddy bear; and 
two Classics, one 1920 £30-40
 
229. A Pam Howells Bears that are 
Special artist bear, One of a kind jester 
-18½in. (47cm.) high £30-40

230. Two large Artist teddy bears, A 
Beccles Bears Marvin -24in. (61cm.) high; and 
a Sue Quinn Beau £60-80
 
231. Two girl Artist teddy bears, A 
Beares of Mimizan Eve -18in. (46cm.) high; 
and a Candlewick Bears Constance £50-80
 
232. Two Dean’s Artist Showcase Frank 
Webster teddy bears, Branigan and Corrigan; 
and a Alex, all limited editions of 300 with tag 
certificates £50-80
 
233. Two Artist teddy bears,  A H.M. 
Bears Robert -21in. (53.5cm.) high; and an 
Appletree Bears Elena with tags £50-80
 
234. Seven Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Comprising Domino 
panda, The Norwich Panda, Hamilton, Big 
Ben, Howard, Horace and Robert, all with tag 
certificates £70-90
 
235. Eight small Artist teddy bears, 
Including a Honey Pot Bears Annie, a Ursa 
Domum Bears Sperata and a Teddy Corner My 
Old Ted, some with tags £60-80
 
236. Four Artist teddy bears, One 
unidentified holding a Fritlilia; a Brodie Bears 
Mungo Mangetout; a Que-Sera Bears Ming; 
and a Ursa Domum Bears £50-80
 
237. Seven Artist teddy bears, including 
a Buttons Bears Shen Panda, Honey Pot Bear 
Old Ted and a Do Do Bears Charlie £60-80
 
238. Seven Artist teddy bears, including 
a Honey Hill Bears Timothy; a Cloth Ears Ariel 
and an Ursa Domum Bears Blossom  £60-80
 
239. Fourteen various modern teddy 
bears, Including a Kimbearly’s Originals 
Gabrielle; a Past Times Reginald and a 
Merrythought Panda £60-80
 

248. Various manufactured teddy bears, 
A Failte Bears Doherty, two Steiner bears, a 
1980s china boudoir doll, a Mayfair miniature 
bear and others £40-60
 
249. Seven Merrythought limited edition 
teddy bears, Including a prototype brown 
Alpha Farnell, Queen Mother bear, a pink 1 of 
1 and Mr Melodu  Artist Proof; and another 
non-limited bear £70-100
 
250. Seven Merrythought teddy bears 
and soft toys, Limited editions - Baggy New 
Born Polar, Baggy New Born Panda and Toby; 
and others including a Unicorn £60-80
 
251. Various limited edition teddy bears, 
Hermann - In Memory of Queen Mum and 
H.M. Queen Elizabeth II; a Barton’s Creek 
Collection Ashley; and two Dean’s Rag Book
 £50-80
 
252. Merrythought and Harrods, 
Merrythought - a large 2000 seated bear 
-24in. (61cm.) high), and two others 
unjointed; and thirteen Harrods Christmas 
bears £50-80
 
253. Four Merrythought Cheeky Bears, 
Limited editions - Festive, Hat Box (no box) 
and Baby Love with tag certificates; and 
another £50-80
 
254. Three Merrythought Cheeky Bears, 
A Virgin Atlantic, a Japan Limited Edition and 
Millennium; and a Yeomanry bear £40-60
 

255. Steiff Club Gift teddy bears, Twelve 
- 1998 to 2003, two 2004, 2005 to 2007 and 
2009, in original boxes; and five small yellow 
tagged bears £100-150
 
256. Twelve Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, including 2000 Nightfall 
and Golden Dawn, Frank Webster’s Flanagan, 
Hobson, Howard, Hardy and Hugo, all with tag 
certficates £100-150
 

257. A House of Nisbet Witney Deli, 
300 of 3000 -24½in. (62cm.) high; a Gabrielle 
Design Bedtime Winnie the Pooh, in original 
box and a Bransgrove bear £40-60
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer P

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

240. A Steiff limited edition Henderson 
teddy bear,  For Teddy Bears of Witney, 1351 
of 2000, in original box with certificate, 1997
 £60-80
 
241. A signed Peter Bull’s Book of 
Teddy Bears, Inscribed to Patrick and Molly 
(Matthews), owners of Teddy Edwards; and a 
Staffordshire & Chelsea Figurine Co. of a teddy 
bear, in original box £60-80
 
242. Modern Steiff yellow-tagged teddy 
bears, A 1920s Classic teddy bear -13½in. 
(34cm.) high, a meerkat, five other jointed 
bears and a keyring £60-80
 
243. Eight Dean’s Rag Book Co limited 
edition teddy bears, Including Janet Clark 
Yellow Bear, Frank Webster Paddy, Dick and 
Giuseppe, all with tag certificates 
£70-100
 

244. Seven small Artist teddy bears, 
two Hardy Bears, two Humble Bears, a Life of 
Riley bear, a Just Bears by Kathy and a Browne 
Bears and Friends £80-120
 
245. Six Artist teddy bears, Three Life of 
Riley bears, a Bilbo Bears by Audrey Edwards, 
a Whale Coast Bears (South Africa) and Bears 
by Joan (Canada) £80-120
 
246. A Hermann Golfer Bear Hole in 
One,  797 of 2000 --16½in. (42cm.) high; a 
Hermann Leven; and two Clemens bears
 £50-80
 
247. Three Robin Rive teddy bears, 
Roberta and Rata, Sailing Sam and Swaggy 
Blue; and four Russ bears
 £40-60
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258. Six Merrythought limited edition 
Cheeky Christmas decorations, Christmas 
Tree, Little Santa, Snowman and Baubles for 
2000, 2001 and 2003, with tag certificates
 £100-150
 
259. A Steiff limited edition Molly dog, 
Orange tipped, 1182 of 2000, 2000; a Historic 
Miniature Uhu 1954; and yellow tagged Raudi, 
Snorry and Snuffi £50-80
 

260. A Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter Peter Rabbit 100 Years Anniversary 
Edition,  2922 for the year 2002,  in original 
box with tag certificate £50-80
 

261. A Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter Benjamin Bunny, 1409 of 1500, in 
original box with tag certificate, 2004
 £70-100

 
262. A Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, 1052 of 1500, in 
original box with tag certificate, 2005
 £70-100
 

263. A Steiff limited edition Beatrix 
Potter Mr Jeremy Fisher, 1308 of 1500, in 
original box with tag certificate, 2003
 £70-100
 
264. Steiff limited edition Beatrix Potter 
rodents, A Hunca Munca, 1084 of 1500, 2004 
and Squirrel Nutkins, 1009 of 1500, 2004, in 
original boxes, the first with tag certificate
 £70-100
 
265. A Steiff limited edition Father 
Christmas Teddy Bear with Reindeer, 1288 of 
2500, in original window box with certificate, 
2000 £80-120
 
266. Two Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Year 2000 Teddy Bear, 14378 until the 
end of 1999 and Club Edition Year 2000 Teddy 
Bear, 3399 for 1999/2000, in original boxes 
with certificates £60-80
 

267. A Steiff limited edition 1905 Teddy 
Bear Red Brown 50, 3164 of 6000, in original 
box with certificate, 1997 £60-80
 
268. A Steiff limited edition Hello 2000 
Good-Bye 1999, two bears, in original book 
presentation box  £40-60
 
269. Eight Steiff Club Gift teddy bears, 
1998 to 2005, in original boxes
 £80-100
 
270. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear 
1909 Blonde 65,  2370 of 5000, in original box, 
1995 (box part faded and corner split)
 £80-100
 
271. A Steiff limited edition British 
Collector’s Teddy Bear 1996, 536 of 3000, in 
original box with certificate (box end faded)
 £50-60
 

272. A Steiff limited edition Teddy Baby 
Boy 1930, 4857 of 7000, in original box, 1993
 £60-80
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273. An Atlantic Bears black teddy bear,  
11 of 100 with tag in ear -21½in. (54.5cm.) 
high  £50-80
 
274. Two Steiff yellow tagged soft lying 
bears,  a brown Urs -21in. (53.5cm.) long and 
a similar white bear; a Gund  and a Big Softies 
 £60-80
 
275. Seven Artist teddy bears, A Mary 
Holden Only Natural Tromso -26in. (66cm.) 
high; two Marsha DeHaven bears; a Little 
Treasures by Linda Edwards and others
 £100-150
 
276. Two Steiff limited edition 
aeronautical teddy bears, Graf von Zeppelin, 
967 of 1500, 2013 and Teddy Bear with 
Rackerplan, 648 of 2007, 2007 (no boxes or 
certificates, slightly dusty) £40-60
 
277. Three Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Nicholas for Faberge, 90 of 1917, 2016; 
Kristall Bear, 194 of 1500, 2003 and Fleur 
for Libertys, 128  of 1500, 2015 (no boxes or 
certificates, slightly dusty) £50-80
 
278. Four Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, Maedchen girl teddy bear, 402 of 500, 
2007; Snowdrop bear, 603 of 2000, 2004; 
Guardian Angel, 1389 of 1500, 2003 and 
British Collector’s 1911, 329 of 3000, 1992 
(no boxes or certificates, last could do with a 
clean, the others slightly dusty) £50-80
 
279. Five Steiff teddy bears, A Steiff 
Club limited edition Schulanfanger, 1103 for 
1998; yellow tagged - Danbury Mint Spring 
(missing flower), 1920 Classic and two pandas 
(no boxes or certificates, two could do with a 
clean, others dusty)
 £40-60
 
280. Two Hermann limited edition 
teddy bears, One with brown tipping -20in. 
(50.5cm.) high and David, a Dralon panda; and 
two other bears £30-50
 
281. Twenty three Dean’s Rag Book Co. 
Club Membership teddy bears, 1995 to 2016, 
all with tag certificates  £200-300
 

282. Nine Dean’s Rag Book Co. Silver 
Member teddy bears,  With an assortment of 
tags, certificates and medals, certificate name 
redacted; and velvet bag £100-150
 
283. Seven Dean’s Rag Book Co. 
Gold and Platinum teddy bears, With an 
assortment of tags, certificates and medals, 
certificate name redacted; and velvet bag (one 
eye missing) £80-120
 
284. Dean’s Rag Book Co and Steiff, 
Three limited edition Dean’s bears (no tags); a 
yellow tagged Steiff bear and a Bartons Creek 
Collection £40-60

 

Antique & Vintage Teddy Bears

285. A rare Steiff Urteddy teddy bear on 
clockwork trolley, With pale golden mohair, 
brown and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated 
limbs with felt pads, hump, FF button, red and 
yellow steel trolley with clockwork mechanism 
and red painted wooden wheels -7¾in. 
(19.5cm.) high (fairly worn, faded, metal work 
worn and aged) - this was only made between 
1926-1929. £800-1200

286. The Campbell Bears, Three Farnell 
‘soldier’ teddy bears, one red, one white and 
one blue mohair, each with clear and black 
glass eyes, black painted nose, pipe-cleaner 
ears, swivel head, pin-jointed limbs -3½in. 
(9cm.) high; with suitcase, ‘I am A Campbell 
Bear’ tags numbered 221, 222 and 223 and 
three booklets - The Campbell Bears were 
the childhood toys of twins David and Guy 
Campbell, they were sold at Sotheby’s in 
May 1999, all 398 of them were re-sold as 
sets or individually by Leanda Harwood as 
an opportunity to own a piece of Teddy Bear 
history£800-1200 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

Lot 285
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287. A J K Farnell teddy bear 1920s,  
With blonde mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes, remains of brown painted backs, 
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth, webbed hand claws and feet 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth 
pads, hump and inoperative growler -20in. 
(51cm.) high (a few bald spots, some general 
wear)  £600-800

 
288. Two St Michael Cuddly Toy teddy 
bears,  Probably made by Chad Valley, the 
larger with golden mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with suedette pads, 
inoperative squeaker, original ribbon and card 
carousel swing tag, 1950s -18in. (45.5cm.) 
high; and a smaller artsilk unjointed bear with 
blue pom-poms on feet and swing tag 
 £200-300

 
289. A Schuco miniature teddy bear, 
With brown mohair, metal pin eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and 
jointed metal framed body -2¾in. (7cm.) high; 
and a similar monkey with ginger mohair, 
painted tinplate face, felt hands and feet (one 
hand replaced) £70-100
 

290. An O’Lis (French) white mohair 
teddy bear cub,  With white, brown and 
black human-type eyes, black felt nose, black 
stitched mouth and claws, large swivel head, 
jointed limbs with felt pads and high-pitched 
tilt growler, 1950s -27in. (68.5cm.) high 
(repairs to one hand pad)  £200-300
 
291. A Merrythought Bingie Baby teddy 
bear 1930s, With clear and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
seated with jointed arms, brown felt pads and 
woven label on inside thigh -13½in. (34.5cm.) 
high (replace feet pads, thinning and general 
wear) £80-100
 
292. A post-war Chad Valley teddy bear, 
With light golden mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
painted cloth pads and label on foot -14½in. 
(37cm.) high (label stained and slight general 
wear) £60-80

 
293. A good Chad Valley teddy bear late 
1920s, With light golden mohair, orange and 
black glass eye, pronounced clipped muzzle, 
black stitched bulbous nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth 
pads, inoperative squeaker and metal rimmed 
button at top of chest -16in. (41cm.) high (one 
eye replaced and slight thinning)  £300-400
 

294. Three British soft toys with card 
tags, A 1930s Chiltern blue artsilk rabbit with 
original pink ribbon and orange card Chiltern 
Toys tag -7½in. (19cm.) long; a Pedigree ‘Wee 
Bunny’ with elephant card tag; and a Chilprufe 
pink wool pig with blue felt jacket, shoes and 
gloves and card tag, both 1950s
 £60-80
 
295. A Chiltern Ting-a-Ling teddy bear, 
With blonde mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced short mohair muzzle, ear 
lining and tops of feet, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with painted cloth pads, internal chimes 
and original ribbon, 1950s -16½in. (42cm.) 
high (general wear and thinning, feet pads 
damaged) £60-80

296. A fine Chiltern Ting-a-Ling roly-
poly rabbit 1950s, With blonde, blue and 
white artsilk plush, orange and black plastic 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, whisker, 
internal chimes, seam and card tag -9in. 
(23cm.) high  £80-100

Lot 286
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297. A fine large Farnell teddy bear late 
1930s-1940s,  With golden mohair , clear and 
black glass eyes with brown painted backs, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with cloth painted pads, hump and squeaker 
-27in. (68.5cm.) high (slight wear to pads and 
slight thinning) £600-800

298. A large Farnell teddy bear late 
1930s-1940s, With golden mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, hump and inoperative growler 
-27¼in. (69.5cm.) high (pads replaced, some 
general wear and thinning)  
£400-600

299. A rare and unusual Farnell teddy 
bear 1910-1920s, With blonde mohair, flat 
black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
black stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand 
claws and feet claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with unusual leather caps to the 
joint area of each arm, felt pads, hump and 
inoperative growler -14in. (35.5cm.) high 
(fairly worn, discolouring to face, three pads 
replace, one hand pad patched) - this bear is a 
mystery: his heavy duty leather joints must be 
for a specific reason, one theory,is that they 
help his arms move very freely and would 
not wear out, so perhaps he was attached to 
something moving for a constant display or 
perhaps a puppet? £300-400
 

300. A rare Cramer clockwork Dancing 
teddy bear circa 1929, With brown wool 
plush, brown and black glass eyes, inset dark 
golden mohair face mask and ear lining, 
brown stitched nose, red stitched mouth and 
tongue, swivel head, jointed arms with felt 
pads, key-wind mechanisms causing the bear 
to dance from side to side and squeak -12½in. 
(32cm.) high (thinning to face and some 
general wear) £600-800
 

301. A large Strunz teddy bear circa 
1910,  With blonde mohair, black boot butto 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, cupped ears, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and 
inoperative growler -29in. (73.5cm.) high 
(missing feet pads, a few small holes to one 
side of body, left arm balding, other balding 
spot and general wear) £500-800

 
302. A rare and early Bing teddy bear 
circa 1908, With rare all-in-one ears and 
back of head, dark blonde mohair, black boot 
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, remains of 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and inoperative growler -16in. 
(40.5cm.) high (no hand pads, hole in muzzle, 
feet pads recovered, bald spots, thinning and 
general wear) £400-600
 
303. Two German post-war teddy bears, 
A large blue mohair teddy bear, probably 
Diem with orange and black glass eyes, short 
white mohair muzzle and pads, large swivel 
head and jointed limbs -22in. (56cm.) high 
(slightly discoloured); and a small Schuco bigo-
belo bear with seam label £80-100
 
304. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, With blonde mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
velvet pads and inoperative squeaker -20½in. 
(52cm.) high (small bald spot on belly, slight 
wear) £80-120
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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305. An interesting post-war Chad Valley 
teddy bear, Almost identical to a Chiltern 
Hugmee with golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black plastic nose, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with velvet pads, squeaker and 
label in side seam -14½in. (36.5cm.) high
 £60-80
 
306. A 1930s British teddy bear, With 
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, 
inset velvet muzzle and pads, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs and inoperative squeaker -13½in. 
(34cm.) high (slight wear) £60-80

307. An interesting 1920s teddy bear, 
With bright golden mohair, clear and black 
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, 
small stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with large feet and cloth pads 
-14½in. (36.5cm.) high - this bear has many 
characteristics of a British bear, but there is 
also something a little French about him!
 £200-300
 
308. An early British teddy bear circa 
1920, Terry-type with golden mohair, clear 
and black oily eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
remains of black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, large hump 
and inoperative growler -20in. (50.5cm.) high 
(large patches to muzzle, three pads replaced, 
one pad part replaced, ears set too low on 
head, wear to arms and some general wear)
 £200-300
 
309. A British 1930s teddy bear,  With 
golden mohair, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs 
and inoperative squeaker -14½in. (36.5cm.) 
high (damage to muzzle, missing eyes, pads 
recovered, wear and thinning)
 £60-80
 
310. A Chad Valley Magna teddy bear 
1930s, With golden mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, horizontal stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown 
cloth pads, inoperative squeaker and woven 
red and white label -20½in. (52cm.) high 
(three holes to back of head, label damage, 
some balding and general wear) 
£60-80
 

311. A 1940s Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, With golden mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
oil-cloth pads and inoperative squeaker -21in. 
(53.5cm.) high (missing nose stitching, three 
back seams slightly open and slight general 
wear) £60-80
 
312. A post-war Chiltern dog, With beige 
and white mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, leather nose, felt tongue, hinged limbs 
for sitting, squeaker, original ribbon and label 
in side seam -11in. (28cm.) high £60-80
 

313. A late 1930s Farnell teddy bear,  
With golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws coming slightly onto pads 
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth 
pads and inoperative squeaker -19in. (48cm.) 
high (slight wear and thinning) £250-350
 
314. A post-war Pedigree pink and white 
mohair teddy bear, With orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with cream wool 
plush pads and inoperative growler -17½in. 
(44.5cm.) high (a few small bald spots, some 
thinning and general wear) £80-100
 
315. A Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear circa 
1960, With golden wool/mixed plush, orange 
and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, black 
stitched mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with suedette pads, inoperative squeaker and 
label in side seam -21in. (53cm.) high
 £60-80
 

316. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads and squeaker -24in. (61cm.) high (very 
minor thinning) £80-100

 317. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, With blonde mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads and inoperative squeaker -24in. (61cm.) 
high (tear to one wrist and slight general 
wear) £70-100
 
318. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, With golden mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
velvet pads and inoperative squeaker -21in. 
(53.5cm.) high £60-80
 
319. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, With blonde mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads and squeaker -16½in. (42cm.) high
 £60-80
 
320. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, With blonde mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads and squeaker -16½in. (42cm.) high
 £60-80
 
321. An Alpha Farnell Toffee teddy 
bear 1950s,  With cinnamon mohair, orange 
and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
painted cloth pads and red, white and blue 
label in back seam -10½in. (26.5cm.) high 
(missing hat and scarf, some general wear)
 £50-80
 

322. A post-war Steiff small Spidy Spider,  
With pipe cleaner legs and chest tag, 1960-61 
-4¼in. (11cm.) long  £80-120
 
323. Two post-war Steiff Nelly Snails, 
One brown and one blue velvet, the blue 
with button and remains of yellow tag -7in. 
(17.5cm.) long (rubber shells dried and 
misshapen, brown missing one antenna and 
button discoloured) £40-60
 
324. Two post-war Steiff pigeons, A grey 
mohair pigeon with velvet tail and wings, 
plastic feet with button and yellow cloth tag 
(button rusty); and a fan tail white dragon 
pigeon with button, 1969-73 (some wear, 
dusty and velvet curled)
 £40-60
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325. A post-war Steiff Tulla goose, With 
outstretched wings, button and yellow cloth 
tag, 1958 -11in. (28cm.) high (slightly dusty); 
and a small example £50-80
 
326. Two post-war Steiff Adebar storks, 
Felt with metal feet and plastic beaks, buttons, 
yellow cloth and chest tags -6in. (15cm.) high 
(some wear) £50-80

327. A post-war Steiff Teddyli,  Teddy 
Baby brown mohair head, rubber body, 
checked shirt and orange felt dungarees -4¼in. 
(11cm.) high; and a similar Cocoli Baboon with 
button and yellow cloth tag (bodies melted)
 £100-120

 
328. A rare post-war Steiff USA exclusive 
English Bulldog, With hair ruff, two plastic 
lower teeth, button, yellow cloth and chest 
tag, 1956-58 -9in. (23cm.) long (slight wear)
 £80-120
 

333. A post-war Steiff panda,  With black 
and white mohair, open felt mouth, swivel 
head and jointed limbs with grey suedette 
pads -13¾in. (35cm.) high; and a Floppy Panda 
with button and chest tag £40-60
 
334. A post-war Steiff Renny Reindeer,  
With button, yellow cloth tag and chest tag 
-9¾in. (25cm.) long; and a Piccy Pelican with 
button and yellow cloth tag (slight wear)
 £60-80
 
335. Three post-war Steiff sheep, A 
Wotan Ram with chest tag -9¼in. (23.5cm.) 
long; a large and small Lamby Lamb both with 
button and yellow cloth tag, the smaller with 
chest tag (slight wear) £70-100
 
336. A post-war Steiff Roebuck and Doe, 
With button and yellow cloth tags, 1949-53 
-12in. (30.5cm.) long £60-80
 
337. Three post-war Steiff wild animals, 
A velvet Okapi with chest tag -10¼in. (26cm.) 
high; a Llama and Giraffe with buttons 
 £50-80
 
338. Post-war Steiff wild animals, A 
Llama, a Kangaroo, reclining Leo Lion -12½in. 
(32cm.) long, a Coco Baboon, a leopard, a 
zebra and a Multi-coloured Mungo Monkey, 
four with buttons, three with yellow cloth tags 
and two chest tags (some wear)
 £70-100

339. Three post-war Steiff elephants, 
Walt Disney’s Jungle Book Baby Hathi with bib 
and chest tag; a seated Soft Elephant Jumbo 
with bib, button and yellow cloth tag -8¼in. 
(21cm.) high; and another standing
 £50-80
 
340. Five post-war Steiff rabbits, A Lulac 
Floppy Rabbit -14in. (35.5cm.) high, a large 
jointed Niki Rabbit with button and yellow 
cloth tag; two Nightcap Rabbits and another
 £70-100
 
341. Six post-war Steiff dogs, A seated 
Molly -4¼in. (11cm.) high, a wool plush Chow, 
a Biggie Beagle, a Dally Dalmatian, a white 
and grey Snooby Poodles, all with buttons, 
yellow cloth and chest tags (slight wear, some 
excellent) £80-120
 
342. Six post-war Steiff wood and field 
animals, A Naggy Beaver -6½in. (15.5cm.) 
high, a Diggy Badger, a Goldy Hamster, two 
with buttons, yellow cloth tags and three 
with chest tags, a fox, a squirrel and a Dralon 
Swinny Guinea Pig £70-100
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

329. A rare post-war Steiff tiger hunting 
trophy head,  USA exclusive mounted on 
wooden shield with brass plaque ‘Edward 
December 25 1958’ and button with yellow 
cloth tag -9¾in. (24.5cm.) high (three broken 
and missing teeth, some general wear)
 £60-80
 

330. A rare post-war Steiff Luxy Lynx,  
With button and yellow cloth tag, 1963 only 
-10in. (25cm.) high (slightly dusty) £80-120
 
331. A post-war Steiff Skunk, With 
button, yellow cloth and chest tag -4½in. 
(11.5cm.) long (button slightly corroded); and 
a Wiggy Ermine with button (missing tail, both 
a little dusty) £50-80

 
332. Two post-war Steiff koala bears, An 
unusual large example -13¾in. (35cm.) high; 
and a small example with chest tag (very slight 
wear) £70-100
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343. Eight post-war Steiff birds and 
aquatic animals, a Floppy Duck-9½in. (24cm.) 
long, a Robby Seal, two Hansi Budgerigar, a 
duck, a frog, a stork and a lizard, four with 
buttons (some slight wear, the last two with 
damage) £60-80

344. A rare post-war Steiff Texas 
Longhorn,  For FAO Schwarz, USA, with button 
and yellow cloth tag no.1235,90, 1960 only 
-13in. (33cm.) long  £80-120
 
345. Six post-war Steiff field and farm 
animals, A Snucki Mountain Sheep with 
button, yellow cloth and chest tag-8½in. 
(21.5cm.) long, a Swaply Persian Lamb, a black 
Lamby Lamb with button, yellow cloth and 
chest tag, a goat, a bullock and Bambi (some 
slight wear) £60-80
 
346. Seven post-war Steiff woodland 
animals, a Murmy Marmot -5¼in. (13.5cm.) 
long, a Possy Squirrel, a Raccy Racoon, a Joggi 
Hedgehog, a fox, an owl and a squirrel, six 
with button, four with yellow cloth tags and 
four chest tags (slight wear) 
£60-80
 
347. Eight post-war Steiff pom-pom 
animals, A Skunk, yellow Duck and Duckling 
with metal feet, black Poodle, two rabbits and 
two birds, seven with buttons and yellow cloth 
tags (slightly dusty) £40-60
 
348. Six post-war Steiff dogs, a Hexie 
and a Bazi Dachshund and Boxer with buttons, 
yellow cloth tags and chest tags; a lying 
black and white Cockie Cocker Spaniel -14in. 
(35.5cm.) long, a Cockie seated and a Pekinese 
(slightly dusty) £60-80
 
349. A Steiff Zotty teddy bear,  With 
frosted brown mohair -14in. (35.5cm.) high, 
Steiff synthetic - Jolly Fox glove puppet and 
Diva Persian Cat; Eden Toy - Peter Rabbit and 
Tom Kitten (dusty) £30-50
 
350. A post-war Steiff Polar Bear, With 
blue collar and tag -6½in. (15.5cm.) long 
(dusty); a white Jocko Monkey and white and 
black Gussy Cat both with buttons, yellow 
cloth tags and chest tags £50-80

 

351. A post-war Schuco Rolly clockwork 
teddy bear, With light brown mohair, brown 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed arms, 
felt pads, wooden support stick, metal skates, 
original red felt scarf and keywind mechanism 
causing the bear to move forward -8½in. 
(21.5cm.) high £150-200

 
352. A rare Schuco Bellhop yes/no teddy 
bear 1920s,  With golden mohair head, hands, 
feet and tail, black boot button eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, tail-operated 
head mechanism, integral red felt jacket and 
black trousers, pill box hat and cloth pads 
-11½in. (32cm.) high (some excellent patching 
to felt trousers and around body under right 
arm joint) £800-1200
 
353. Two Schuco Noah’s Ark animals, 
Lady from Lady and the Tramp with blonde 
mohair, googly eyes and metal framed jointed 
body -2½in. (6.5cm.) long; and a similar pig (a 
little dusty) £60-80
 

354. A school room with Schuco teddy 
bears, A wooden room setting decorated 
as school room with two windows -15¾in. 
(40cm.) wide with two pupil and one raised 
teacher’s desk, two cupboards, a blackboard 
and maps;  and three Schuco teddy bears, one 
dark golden, one bright golden and one beige 
mohair with metal pin eyes and metal framed 
jointed bodies -3½in. (9cm.) high £200-300
 

355. A Schuco yes/no Tricky teddy bear, 
with beige mohair, brown and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
tail operated head mechanism, jointed limbs 
with felt pads and inoperative squeaker 
-12½in. (32cm.) high (very slight wear)
 £200-300
 
356. Two Schuco Noah’s Ark animals, 
A tiger with green eyes and metal framed 
jointed body -2½in. (6.5cm.) long (repaired 
tail); and a similar lion £50-80
 
357. A 1950s Schuco miniature panda, 
With black and white mohair and metal 
framed jointed body -3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; and 
a Noah’s Ark grey cat £60-80
 
358. Two 1950s Schuco miniature teddy 
bears, With beige mohair, metal framed 
jointed body and metal pin eyes -3¾in. 
(9.5cm.) high (slight wear and a little rust 
staining); and a small similar golden bear
 £60-80
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365. A Dean’s Childsplay Toy teddy bear 
1960s,  With golden wool mix plush, orange 
and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown 
velvet pads, growler and label in side seam 
-23½in. (60cm.) high £40-60
 
366. A Dean’s Childsplay Toy teddy bear 
1960s,  With light golden mohair, orange and 
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with light 
brown velvet pads, inoperative growler and 
label in side seam -24½in. (62cm.) high (some 
thinning); and a white mohair Childsplay dog, 
possibly a Sealyham £40-60
 
367. Two German Zotty Bears, A large 
Hermann Zotty bear with frosted brown 
mohair and glass eyes -20in. (51cm.) high 
(very good); and a similar Steiff Zotty -14½in. 
(37cm.) high (faded) £40-60
 

368. A rare French Jan-Jac teddy bear 
1950s, With golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
red felt tongue, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with white wool plush pads, printed red and 
blue label on foot and rare large card label 
attached to original ribbon -11½in. (29cm.) 
high  £200-300
 
369. A Chad Valley teddy bear 1940s, 
With blonde mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, inoperative 
squeaker and printed label -13in. (33cm.) high 
-13in. (33cm.) high (very slight thinning and 
some damage to pads) 
£70-100
 
370. An unusual American teddy bear 
1910s-1920s, with golden mohair, black boot 
button eyes, thick brown cord stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
wide hips and felt pads -8½in. (21.5cm.) high 
(ears are a different colour mohair, but appear 
original, slight wear and repairs to pads)
 £80-100
 

359. A rare Schuco dark red mohair 
miniature teddy bear 1930s,  With black pin 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and 
metal framed jointed body -2¾in. (7cm.) high 
 £150-200
 
360. Two Schuco miniature Pandas, With 
black and white mohair, black pin eyes and 
metal framed jointed bodies -3¾in. (9.5cm.) 
high; and a similar monkey £100-150
 

361. A rare Schuco clockwork mouse, 
with tinplate party hat, grey velvet, metal pin 
eyes and red felt shorts -5¼in. (13cm.) high 
(missing spinner from hat) £80-120

 
362. A rare small Jopi clown teddy bear 
1930s, With golden mohair head, hands and 
feet, clear and black glass eyes with brown 
painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth, 
half red frosted and half blue frosted mohair 
body with jointed arms and hinged legs with 
felt feet pads, inoperative squeaker, original 
felt conical hat with pom-poms and pink ruff 
-6½in. (16.5cm.) high (a little faded and a little 
worn) £300-500
 
Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

363. A rare German standing no-no 
teddy bear, Possibly Jopi with brown wool 
plush, his face, ear lining and chest of beige 
wool plush, brown and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, red felt tongue, tail 
mechanism causing his head to move from 
side to side, standing with jointed arms and 
felt hand pads, inoperative squeaker, 1930s 
-9½in. (24cm.) high (very minor wear)
 £300-400
 

364. A rare and fine Omega walking 
teddy bear 1920s, With golden mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes with brown painted 
backs, black stitched nose, mouth with a 
stitched down below mouth and claws coming 
slightly onto hand pads, swivel head, jointed 
arms with felt pads and hinged and weighted 
legs with knees and felt pads with a leather 
toe and growler -14½in. (36.5cm.) high 
(repairs to sides of feet pads) - when you hold 
the bear and walk him along, his weighted 
feet cause him to have a walking motion 
 £1000-1500
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371. An early American teddy bear 
possibly Ideal circa 1908, with dark blonde 
mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and 
five claws, triangular shaped swivel head, 
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and 
indistinctly signed on left foot -16½in. (42cm.) 
high (some general wear, a few bald spots to 
top of head, right foot pad replaced and hand 
pads patched) - this bear was made at the 
height of the bears’ popularity in America, 
when they were often used as a political 
mascot and given away at rallies and dinners, 
sadly his unreadable signature could tell a 
fascinating story! £300-400
 
372. Bourneville and Cadbury two teddy 
bears, Bourneville, an early brown mohair 
Chad Valley teddy bear with orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and slight 
hump -15¼in. (39cm.) high (one ear split to 
make two, pads recovered, general wear and 
thinning); and Cadbury, a small German teddy 
bear with blonde mohair, black boot button 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
swivel head and jointed limbs -9in. (23cm.) 
high (replaced ears, pads damaged and 
general wear) £150-200
 
373. Oscar a FADAP teddy bear 1950s, 
With brown wool plush, clear and black glass 
eyes, plastic nose, black stitched mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads 
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (two patched holes to 
body, general wear) £30-40
 
374. A quantity of teddy bears, A 
1930s British wool plush poplar bear on all 
fours -10in. (25cm.) long, a brown mohair 
Knickerbocker unjointed bear, a small post-
war Chad Valley, three Sooty glove puppets, 
three Dutch Robijtje bears and other items
 £30-50
 
375. Two Chiltern-type teddy bears, with 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
swivel head and jointed limbs -20in. (51cm.) 
high (worn); smaller 13½in. (34cm.) high 
(thinning and balding head); and another bear 
with velvet pads £30-50

 376. Two German teddy bears, Both with 
swivel head and jointed limbs, one a golden 
mohair bear with orange and black glass 
eyes -15½in. (39.5cm.) high (thinning); and a 
Herman type with beige mohair (recovered 
pads) £30-50
 
377. Two Hermann type teddy bears 
1950s, Both with swivel heads, orange and 
black glass eyes, pronounced inset mohair 
muzzles, black stitched noses, mouths and 
claws and jointed limbs, one with golden 
mohair -14¾in. (37cm.) high; and a beige 
mohair example (recovered pads); and three 
later Hermann teddy bears
 £50-80
 
378. An unusual Chad Valley bear on 
wheels 1930s,  With dark brown mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes with remains of brown 
painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth, 
leather strap pull cord, felt pads, leather collar 
with bell, red and white woven label on inside 
back leaf, heavy steel frame and red painted 
wheels -26in. (66cm.) long (slight wear)
 £80-120

379. An interesting British teddy bear 
1920s,  With blonde mohair, clear and 
black glass eyes with brown painted backs, 
pronounced clipped muzzle, faded black 
stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand claws 
and feet claws, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with cloth pads, one foot with stitched and 
lighter impression where a large label one 
was, rounded hump and inoperative growler 
-19½in. (49.5cm.) high (slight wear and 
damage to right foot pad) - another version 
of this bear with it’s label has the last word 
‘Fleece’ legible on the end of a longer illegible 
name £200-300

THE ERIC PETIT COLLECTION 
OF FRENCH TEDDY BEARS    

Lots 380-419

380.  A large and fine MAP (French) 
teddy bear, With white wool plush, clear 
and black glass eyes with brown backs, black 
velvet nose, purple wool plush ear lining, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads, 
black claw stitching coming slightly onto 
pads, rounded hump and inoperative growler 
-31½in. (80cm.) high (very minor wear) - 
Manufacture D’Animaux en Peluche (MAP) 
was a Parisian company ran by Emile Lang - 
this bear is known as Peyreret 
£400-600
 

Lot 380

Lot 379
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381. A FADAP 1950s teddy bear,  with 
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, 
black plastic nose, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with velvet pads, chunky body, slight hump 
and inoperative growler -22½in. (57cm.) 
high (some general wear, pad plush worn) - 
this actual bear appears on page 70 of Eric 
Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is known as 
Espinassounel £150-200
 

382. A FADAP teddy bear 1936-
1937,  With short golden mohair, clear and 
black glass eyes with pink painted backs, 
pronounced muzzle, blacks stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, chin-less profile, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt pads and 
inoperative growler -20½in. (52cm.) high 
(balding to bottom, general wear and damage 
to pads) - this actual bear appears on page 
66 of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is 
known as Drouble £200-300

 383. A Pintel teddy bear 1945-1950, 
With golden mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, chunky body, 
jointed limbs with brushed brown cotton 
pads, growler and original ribbon stitched 
to chest -21in.(53cm.) high (slight wear) - 
interestingly Pintel bear look very like FADAP 
at this time - this bear is known as Mercon
 £150-200
 
384.  A FADAP teddy bear 1955, With 
pale golden nylon plush, clear and black glass 
eyes with remains of brown painted backs, 
black plastic nose, black stitched mouth and 
claws, swivel head and jointed back turned 
arms and legs with brown velvet pads -21in. 
(53.5cm.) high (some slight wear) - this actual 
bear appears on page 73 of Eric Petit’s book 
on FADAP - this bear is known as Roque
 £60-80
 
385. A FADAP teddy bear 1955, With 
yellow Rayonne plush, orange and black glass 
eyes, Bakelite nose, brown stitched mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed back turned 
arms and legs with cream leatherette and 
slight hump -26in. (66cm.) high (plush a little 
flattened) - this actual bear appears on page 
72 of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is 
known as Amistous £70-100
 

386. A rare MAP (French) purple wool 
plush teddy bear,  With clear and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
golden push ear lining, swivel head, broad 
shoulders, jointed limbs with plush pads, 
hump and inoperative growler, 1950-1955 
-23½in. (59.5cm.) high (slight wear and the 
odd tiny bald spot) - this bear is known as 
Esquine £300-400

 
387. A MAP (French) teddy bear 1950-
1955, With blonde long shaggy mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws coming slightly onto pads, 
swivel head, broad shoulders, jointed limbs 
with felt pads and inoperative squeaker 
-22½in. (57cm.) high (slight damage to hand 
pads) - this bear is known as Bourrut
 £200-300

 

388. A MAP (French) teddy bear 1950-
1955, With brown curly mohair, clear and 
black glass with with brown backs, black 
velvet nose, black stitched mouth and claws, 
swivel head, broad shoulders, jointed limbs 
with felt pads and inoperative growler -23½in. 
(60cm.) high (back seam open slightly showing 
growler) - during the 1950s, FADAP bought the 
firm MAP, so this model was sold under both 
names - this actual bear  appears on page 69 
of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is 
known as Pélégri £200-300
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

Lot 386
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389. A MAP (French) teddy bear 1950-
1955, with cinnamon shaggy mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, inset cream felt muzzle, 
black cloth nose, black stitched mouth and 
claws, swivel head, broad shoulder, jointed 
limbs with felt pads and inoperative squeaker 
-23½in. (60cm.) high (slight moth damage to 
felt, top of left leg seam open) - this bear is 
known as Esbourriffé  £150-200
 

390. A MAP (French) teddy bear 1950-
1955, With short dark brown synthetic plush, 
clear and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black velvet nose, black stitched 
mouth, swivel head, broad shoulders, jointed 
limbs with beige plush pads, hump and 
inoperative squeaker -22in. (56cm.) high - 
see foot note for lot TD104, this actual bear 
appears on page of 69 of Eric Petit’s book on 
FADAP - this bear is known as Peyraubé
 £150-200
 
391. A FADAP teddy 1946-1950, With 
short cream cotton plush, clear and black 
glass eyes, Bakelit nose, black stitched mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with beige plush 
pads and inoperative growler -25in. (63.5cm.) 
high (general wear) - this bear is known as 
Rastouble £60-80

392. A FADAP teddy bear 1937,  With 
pinkish golden mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes with remains of brown backs, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with plush pads and growler 
-23½in. (59.5cm.) high (fairly worn) - this 
actual bear appears on page 66 of Eric 
Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is known as 
Poulidou £200-300

 
393. A rare MAP (French) white shaggy 
mohair teddy bear 1935, With clear and black 
glass eyes with remains of brown painted 
backs, brown stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, broad shoulders, jointed limbs with felt 
pads and inoperative squeaker -22in. (56cm.) 
high (damage to left foot pads) - this bear is 
known as Dounegal £300-400
 

394. A Pintel teddy bear circa 1950,  
with brown mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes with remains of brown painted backs, 
pronounced muzzle, black plastic eyes, black 
stitched mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with plush pads and inoperative 
squeaker -19in. (48.5cm.) high (some general 
wear, a few bald spots) - this bear is known 
Espincthou £150-200

 
395. An early FADAP teddy bear 1928-
1929, with short golden mohair, black boot 
button eyes, pronounced twisted muzzle, 
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, 
small hump and growler -23in. (58.5cm.) high 
(balding to back, fairly worn) - this actual bear 
appears on page 57 of Eric Petit’s book on 
FADAP - this bear is known as Theuyis
 £300-400

 

396. An early FADAP teddy bear 1930, 
With short golden mohair, black boot button 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, large cupped ears, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump, 
inoperative squeaker and original ribbon on 
chest -22½in. (57cm.) high - this bear is known 
as Mazuc £300-400

 
397. A large early French teddy bear, 
probably Pintel 1925, With short white 
mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounce 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, 
hump, inoperative growler, a piece of cloth 
attached to his left ear, on the back of his left 
arm and leg, probably a reference number 
-27½in. (70cm.) high (general thinning and 
wear, the odd bald spot, feet pads damaged) 
- it is very unusual to find such a large early 
French teddy bear, his three tags suggest he 
was perhaps a sample, or possibly made for a 
trade fair - this bear is known as Someone
 £400-600
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398. A rare and early FADAP teddy 
bear 1922-1924,  With white mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes with remains of brown 
painted backs , pronounced upturned muzzle, 
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel 
head, jointed elongated limbs with cloth pads, 
hump, inoperative growler and original red 
ribbon on chest -19in. (48.5cm.) high (now 
completely bald, some staining on the back of 
legs) - this actual bear appears on page 51 of 
Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - one of the oldest 
identified FADAP bears, although completely 
bald is one of the most wonderful character 
in the collection - this bear is known as 
Poussiéou £300-500

 
399. An early FADAP teddy bear 1926-
1927, With golden mohair, clear and black 
glass eyes with white corners, pronounced 
muzzle, brown stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs 
with felt pads, slight hump and inoperative 
growler -15½in. (39.5cm.) high (worn, faded 
and slight damage to pads) - this actual bear 
appears on page 55 of Eric Petit’s book on 
FADAP and was the childhood toy of a lady 
from Divonne-les-bains who later worked 
at the FADAP factory - this bear is known as 
Pradalet £200-300

 

400. An early FADAP purple mohair 
teddy bear 1930-1932, With black boot 
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed elongated limbs with cloth pads, 
rounded hump and inoperative squeaker 
-12in. (30.5cm.) high (slight general wear) - 
this actual bear appears on page 58 of Eric 
Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is known as 
Coquious £300-400

 
401. An early FADAP purple mohair 
teddy bear 1925-1926, with clear and black 
glass eyes with white corners, pronounced 
twisted muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated 
limbs with felt pads, small hump, inoperative 
squeaker and remains of red ribbon on chest 
-12in. (30.5cm.) high (balding, damage to 
pads, one foot pad very poor) - this actual 
bear appears on page 58 of Eric Petit’s book 
on FADAP - this bear is known as Granier
 £100-150
 

402. An early FADAP teddy bear 1926-
1927, With golden mohair, clear and black 
glass eyes with white corners, pronounced 
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated 
limbs with felt pads and red ribbon on chest 
-16½in. (42cm.) high - this actual bear appears 
on page 54 of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP and 
was the childhood toy of a lady from Divonne-
les-bains who later worked at the FADAP 
factory - this bear is known as Sauveplane
 £300-400

 
403. A MAP (French) teddy bear 1935, 
With long reddish brown mohair, clear and 
black glass eyes, inset blonde mohair muzzle, 
black velvet nose, black stitched mouth and 
claws coming slightly on to felt pads, swivel 
head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker 
-15in. (38cm.) high (some thinning) - this bear 
is known as Peloux £200-300
 
404. A FADAP teddy bear 1948, With 
light brown cotton plush, clear and black glass 
eyes with brown painted backs, Bakelite nose, 
black stitched mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with plush pads and inoperative 
growler -17½in. (44.5cm.) high (wear and 
thinning, front slightly faded) - this bear is 
known as Figaret £100-150
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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405. A rare FADAP teddy bear 1935 with 
button, Shaggy light brown mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes with remains of brown 
painted backs, small muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws coming slightly 
onto cloth pads, swivel head, jointed limbs, 
inoperative squeaker and button in left ear 
-16in. (40.5cm.) high - this actual bear appears 
on page 64 of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP, 
where it is noted that smaller French bears are 
rare - this bear is known as Peïrejonte
 £600-800
 

406. A rare Jan Jac teddy bear 1955, 
With light golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with white plush 
pads, inoperative growler, label on foot and 
large card label attached with original ribbon 
-15¼in. (38cm.) high (general wear and 
thinning) - this bear is known as Matras
 £200-300
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

407. A French white wool plush teddy 
bear,  With brown and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed inns with 
red/brown leatherette pads and inoperative 
growler, probably dating from around WW2 
-20½in. (52cm.) high - this bear is known as 
Camboné £60-80
 
408. A French brushed cotton teddy 
bear circa 1918, With boot button eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
pin-jointed limbs with buttons on the outside 
and cloth pads and squeaker -17½in. (44.5cm.) 
high  (some general wear) - this bear is known 
as Tchaousse £100-150
 

409. A Pintel teddy bear 1929-1934,  
With light golden mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes with brown painted backs, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and hand 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth 
pads, slight hump and inoperative growler 
-19½in. (49.5cm.) high (balding and thinning) - 
this bear is known as Pargué £150-200
 

410. A 1930s French teddy bear, With 
brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes with 
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle, 
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with plush pads, growler 
and original ribbon stitched to chest -23½in. 
(60cm.) high (slight wear) - this bear is known 
as Dauphinenque £200-300

 
411. A Pintel teddy bear 1930-1935, 
With golden mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, chunky body, 
jointed arms with cloth pads and inoperative 
growler -23in. (58.5cm.) high (fairly worn and 
sparse) - interestingly Pintel bear look very 
like FADAP at this time - this bear is known as 
Esquinle £200-300

 
412. A French 1950s teddy bear, With 
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with 
remains of brown painted backs, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
unusual reddish brown mohair ear lining and 
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs and growler 
-22½in. (57cm.) high (thinning and slight 
balding to back, slight general wear) - this 
bear is known as Prades £150-200
 

413. A Pintel teddy bear 1950, With 
short dense blonde mohair, clear and black 
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown plush 
ear lining and pads, swivel head, jointed limbs, 
hump, soft stuffed and inoperative growler 
-19½in. (49.5cm.) high (very slight wear) - this 
bear is known as Sardoune £150-200
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414. A large Ede (French) teddy bear 
1950, With reddish brown mohair, bright 
orange and black glass eyes, pronounce 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws 
coming onto pads in a W, red felt tongue, 
cream plush ear lining and pads, swivel head, 
broad shoulders, jointed limbs and inoperative 
growler -27½in. (70cm.) high (slight wear and 
back seam open to expose growler) - this bear 
is known as Lunès £200-300

 
415. A Pintel teddy bear 1933-1935, 
With long golden silky mohair, clear and black 
glass eyes, inserted short mohair muzzle, 
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, rounded 
hump and inoperative squeaker -22½in. 
(57.5cm.) high (a few bald spots and some 
general wear) - this bear is known as Gold
 £150-200
 
416. A French 1950s teddy bear, With 
blue artificial silk plush, clear and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle Burgundy stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, Burgundy velvet ear 
lining and pads, chain from nose, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and inoperative growler -27in. 
(68.5cm.) high (faded and discoloured, slight 
wear) - this bear is known as Embounigue
 £80-120
 

417. A MAP (French) teddy bear late 
1930s, with brown artificial silk plush, clear 
and black glass eyes with red painted backs, 
pronounced muzzle, black velvet nose, swivel 
head, broad shoulders, jointed limbs with 
cloth pads, hump and inoperative squeaker 
-24½in. (62cm.) high (one ankle split, wear to 
feet pads) - this bear is known as Nougaret 
 £80-120
 
418. An interesting Baby Boulhom 
(French) teddy bear in box 1953, with white 
nylon plush over a foam rubber frame, clear 
and black glass eyes, standing, in original box 
-9½in. (24cm.) high (foam rubber hardened, 
dusty, and wear and splitting to box) £40-60
 

419. An early FADAP teddy bear 1924-
1925, With brown mohair, now completely 
bald, clear and black glass eyes with brown 
painted backs, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed 
elongated limbs with cloth pads, hump, 
inoperative growler and original ribbon on 
chest -17½in. (44.5cm.) high (some wear) - 
this actual bear appears on page 53 of Eric 
Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is known as 
Labhaou £300-400

Various Properties

 
420. A fine Merrythought spaniel dog 
1950s, With white and black artificial silk 
plush, orange and black glass eyes, black  
mohair ears, standing, printed yellow label 
on foot and card wishbone swing tag -11in. 
(28cm.) long £40-60
 
421. A French pink velvet French bulldog 
1930s, with clear and black glass eyes with 
brown painted backs, black stitched nose and 
mouth, red felt tongue, straw collar, standing 
and black velvet feet -12in. (30.5cm.) long 
(velvet worn and holes to inside of front legs)
 £40-60
 
422. A Farnell Buster the dog, Beige 
and dark brown wool plush, brown and black 
glass eyes with white corners, black stitched 
nose and mouth, red felt tongue, swivel head, 
seated and inoperative squeaker -9in. (23cm.) 
high (a little thinning) £30-50
 

423. An early Chad Valley monkey, with 
light golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes, 
light brown cloth face, ears, hands and feet, 
swivel head, pin-jointed limbs, tail and metal 
rimmed Chad Valley button under chin -9in. 
(23cm.) high (some slight general wear)
 £40-60
 

424. An unusual Otto Scheyer & Co 
Floresta monkey 1920s, With long orange 
mohair, white and black opaque side glancing 
eyes, felt face, ears, hands and feet, brown 
shading to face, white mohair chin, swivel 
head, jointed bent limbs, inoperative squeaker 
and Floresta woven label behind ear -12½in. 
(31.5cm.) high (dirty) £150-200
 
425. A Steiff Record Peter, With brown 
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, felt face, 
ears, hands and feet, swivel head, jointed 
limbs, seated on metal framed cart with red 
painted wooden wheels, probably late 1930s 
-9in. (23cm.) high (missing half of left ear, 
slight general wear); a post-war Steiff monkey; 
and a Merrythought Gran’pop (very worn and 
missing ear) £80-120
 
426. Post-war Steiff and Schuco animals, 
A Schuco Noah’s Ak racoon -3in. (7.5cm.) long; 
Steiff - dromedary camel, a Foxy fox terrier, a 
zebra, a cow and elephant (slight wear)
 £70-100
 
427. A rare Steiff post-war Father 
Christmas, With rubber face and hands, white 
mohair beard, red felt costume with white 
wool trim and script button under jacket trim 
-4¾in. (12cm.) high (rubber slightly perished 
and dirty, splash of candle wax on shoe)
 £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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THE FOLLOWING NINE LOTS WERE BOUGHT 
BY THE VENDOR’S AUNT WHO MOVED TO 
THE HOME OF STEIFF, GIENGEN IN GERMANY. 
IT IS BELIEVED SHE PUT TOGETHER THIS 
INTERESTING COLLECTION DURING THESE 
YEARS   

 428.      A Steiff post-war Bib boy rabbit, 
With mohair head, black and brown glass 
eyes, rubber body, felt clothes, basket on back 
and chest tag -4½in. (11.5cm.) high; and pom-
pom raven with metal legs and script button 
with yellow cloth tag £60-80
 
429. Two Steiff post-war black cats, 
with black velvet, green and black glass eyes, 
red stitched nose and mouth, whiskers, black 
mohair tails, one with pink ribbon, script 
button, yellow cloth tag and chest tag; the 
other with red ribbon and chest tag -5in. 
(12.5cm.) including tail (the first very slightly 
faded) £70-100
 
430. A Steiff post-war miniature teddy 
bear,  with golden mohair, black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, script button and chest tag 
-3½in. (9cm.) high; and Foxy fox terrier with 
chest tag £60-80
 

431. A fine Steiff Sealyham late 
1930s-1940s, with light golden artificial silk 
plush, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, white mohair 
muzzle, pink airbrushing to claws, around 
nose and eyes, swivel head, standing, red 
leather collar, STEIFF button with yellow cloth 
tag No.1614,0 and card tag on collar -8in. 
(20.5cm.) long £200-300

432. A fine Steiff rotating head Rattler 
dog, 1930s, With beige mohair with black 
and brown airbrushing, brown and black 
glass eyes with white corners, black stitched 
nose and mouth, tail operated rotating head 
mechanism, seated, red leather collar with 
card tag, STEIFF button with red tag No. 3310 
H and operating instruction card tag on tail 
-4¼in. (10.5cm.) high £500-800
 

433. A Steiff felt duckling from Duck 
Chain, circa 1917, Dark grey and green felt, 
black bead eyes, stitched detail on wing, 
orange felt beak and webbed feet, tiny STEIFF 
button with white paper tag No.2016 -3in. 
(7.5cm.) high - probably a sample, as such 
a clean example, this should be on a metal 
frame with wheels, but probably never 
actually a completed toy £200-300

434. A rare Steiff orange velvet Rabbit, 
1927-1932, with brown and black glass 
eyes, pink stitched nose and black stitched 
mouth, whiskers, white velvet ear lining and 
underside, swivel head,remains of original 
blue ribbon and bell, STEIFF button with red 
cloth tag No.3415 -5in. (12.5cm.) heigh to top 
of head (light spotted staining across orange 
area) £600-800

 

435. A very rare Steiff dressed white 
rattle teddy bear circa 1912, with white 
mohair, black boot button eyes, upturned 
pronounced muzzle, brown stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump, 
internal rattle, green felt tailcoat, small yellow 
top hat and FF button with white paper tag 
No.5310 -5½in. (14cm.) high (slight thinning, 
tag creased) - this bear was probably part 
of a wedding party, see page 219 of Button 
in Ear by Jurgen & Marianne Cieslik. These 
were made by fellow Steiff workers for their 
colleagues when they were married. 
 £800-1200
 

436. A rare Steiff Jackie Jubilee Teddy 
Bear 1953,  With beige mohair, brown and 
black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, cream stitched highlight to nose, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads, 
inoperative squeaker, remains of US Zone 
tag in arm seam, original pink ribbon and 
large chest tag with Eulan shop stamp on 
reverse -6¾in. (17cm.) high (thinning spot 
to forehead) - Jackie was made in 1953 to 
celebrate 50 years of the Teddy Bear, stock 
number 5317 - 22,862 pieces were made in 
this size. £300-400

Lot 402
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 437. Four Steiff Zotty teddy bears, 
Two with unusual cinnamon frost mohair, 
brown and black glass eyes, jointed, one with 
loose script button with yellow cloth tag and 
remains of chest tag -10¼in. (26cm.) high 
(a little dusty); and two smaller with brown 
frosted mohair; and a Zotty by another maker 
 £50-80
 
438. A post-war Steiff teddy bear,  With 
beige mohair, brown and black glass eyes, 
brown stitching swivel head, jointed limbs 
with felt pads and inoperative squeaker --20in. 
(51cm.) high (pads replaced); and a Herman 
Zotty bear £40-60
 
439. Steiff 1950s polar animals,  A 
Peggy penguin -13in. (33cm.) high, a smaller 
example, a Dralon Cosy Robby seal, a Floppy 
Robby seal and mohair Robby seal, all with 
card tags, the three larger with script buttons 
and yellow cloth tags (some need a light 
clean) £60-80
 
440. Steiff teddy bear and animals, A 
1940s artificial silk deer -9in. (23cm.) high; 
a 1960s teddy bear with inserted shorter 
mohair face mask and button; two Tessie 
dogs; and a pom-pom squirrel £70-100
 
441. Seven post-war Steiff animals, 
A Pandy Indian panda -5in. (12.5cm.) long, 
a jointed lion cub, Nosy rhinoceros, zebra, 
cow, kitten and dog, two with buttons (some 
general wear and fading) £80-100
 
442. Four 1960s Steiff teddy bears, The 
largest with beige mohair, brown and black 
glass eyes, inset short mohair face mask and 
muzzle, brown stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, 
script button and Little Slugger baseball vest 
-18½in. (47cm.) high (some wear); and three 
smaller similar bears (one with damaged 
head) - these bears are know as Freddie, 
Charlie, Harriet and Arnie £80-100
 
443. Steiff Micki and Micki, with rubber 
heads, brown mohair hair, jointed felt bodies, 
original clothes, wooden pipe and spoon, 
button on wrist ring with yellow cloth and 
chest tags -10in. (25.5cm.) high (fading)
 £30-50
 
444. A large German 1930s teddy bear, 
With golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes 
with remains of brown painted backs, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, slight hump and growler -30½in. 
(77.5cm.) high (some bald spots and general 
wear, pads damaged) £50-80
 
445. A French teddy bear, 1920s,  With 
short bristle golden mohair, clear and black 
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, un-jointed head and 
jointed arms with cloth pads -26in. (66cm.) 
high (plush sparse) £40-60
 

446. Six large teddy bears, Two post-war 
British teddy bears with golden mohair, swivel 
heads and jointed limbs -36in. (92cm.) high 
(one head loose, one with balding bottom 
and general wear); and four large artificial silk 
plush bears, all jointed, one blue, one panda 
and one a modern bear in the antique style
 £60-80
 
447. Three worn British 1930s teddy 
bears, A Chiltern-type bear -20½in. (52cm.) 
high; another similar; and another (damaged 
muzzle); a blue painted wooden train and a 
Dinky bulldozer, in a basket 
£30-50
 
448. Three German 1930s teddy bears, 
One with blonde mohair, replaced orange 
and black glass eyes, re-stitched black nose 
and mouth, slotted in ears, swivel head and 
jointed limbs -26½in. (67cm.) high; two others 
(wear and damage); and a Marx blue plastic 
Highway Patrol car, in a basket 
£30-50

449. A post-war Farnell teddy bear, with 
golden mohair, replaced orange and black 
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws coming slightly onto 
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown 
pads and slight hump -19in. (48.5cm.) high 
(nose stitching replaced, thinning to top of 
head and slight general wear) this bear is 
known as Gregory
 £200-300
 
450. A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s,  
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump and 
inoperative squeaker -20¾in. (53cm.) high 
(some thinning and general wear) - this bear is 
known as Archie 
 £60-80
 

451. A British teddy bear 1920s,  with 
blonde mohair, replaced orange and black 
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with felt pads, rounded hump 
and inoperative growler -19¾in. (50cm.) high 
(balding to face, general wear and repairs to 
pads) - this bear is known as Rosie 
£100-150
 
452. A British golden mohair teddy bear, 
With orange and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and 
inoperative growler -23½in. (60cm.) high 
(some thinning and bald spots) - this bear is 
known as Roderick 
£40-60
 
453. A Hermann type teddy bear,  with 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
inset short mohair muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, stuffed ears, swivel 
head, jointed limbs and growler, 1950s -22in. 
(56cm.) high (thinning, pads recovered and 
some general wear) - this bear is known as 
Martha, hence the pearls!
 £30-50
 
454. A 1930s Merrythought teddy bear, 
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth, webbed hand claws and feet claws, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, 
growler and white and black woven label 
-21in. (53.5cm.) high (bald spots, thinning and 
general wear) - this bear is known as Giles
 £40-60
 
455. A British teddy bear 1930-1940s,  
With golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with velvet pads and inoperative squeaker 
-20in. (51cm.) high (general wear and 
thinning, some black stitching replaced) - this 
bear is known as Montgomery 
£40-60
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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456. A rare Merrythought Punkinhead 
teddy bear,  with brown mohair, clear and 
black glass eyes, inset velvet muzzle and 
feet, inset long white mohair top knot, black 
stitched nose and smiling mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, brown felt hand pads, golden 
mohair ear lining and chest, original yellow 
felt shorts and printed yellow label, 1958 
-9½in. (24cm.) high (fading, damage to right 
foot, general wear and thinning) £400-600
 

457. A large 1930s Chiltern teddy bear, 
With golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with velvet pads, hump and 
inoperative squeaker -26½in. (67.5cm.) high 
(mohair good, but dirty, damage to feet pads 
and lacking some stuffing) £200-300
 

458. A 1930s Merrythought panda teddy 
bear, with black and white mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched horizontal 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with black felt pads, inoperative squeaker and 
woven white and black label on foot -15½in. 
(39.5cm.) high (general wear and thinning, 
dusty) £60-80
 

459. An early Farnell teddy bear 1910-
1920s,  With blonde mohair, black boot button 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, brown stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
elongated limbs, replaced brown cloth pads, 
hump and inoperative growler -13in. (33cm.) 
high (some restoration, general wear and 
thinning, some stitching replaced) £200-300
 
460. A Dean’s Rag Book Co ‘mouse-
eared’ teddy bear 1950s,  With golden 
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbed 
with felt pads, hump, inoperative squeaker 
and printed label on foot -16½in. (42cm.) high 
(wear and thinning, bald areas and repairs to 
pads) £70-100
 
461. Two British pandas,  One with white 
wool and black artificial silk plush, one clear 
and black glass eye, black felt eye patches, 
nose and pads, elongated muzzle, swivel head 
and jointed limbs, possibly 1930s-1940s -13in. 
(33cm.) high; and an unjointed wool plush 
example (both with some general wear)
 £80-100

 462. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, With dark blonde mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
brown velvet pads and squeaker -15in. 
(38cm.) high (very slight wear) £60-80
 
463. A post-war Chad Valley teddy 
bear, With light golden curly mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown 
painted cloth pads, inoperative squeaker and 
square Queen Mother label -14in. (35.5cm.) 
high (slight wear and matting) £60-80
 
464. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, with light golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
painted cloth pads and inoperative -14in. 
(35.5cm.) high (some slight wear) £60-80
 
465. A good quality 1930s teddy bear, 
probably German, possibly Jopi with long 
white/or pale blonde mohair, replaced orange 
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
black stitched nose and remains of mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads 
and large for size inoperative growler -12in. 
(30.5cm.) high (thinning and light staining 
around face, slight general wear) £100-150
 
466. A 1960s Dean’s Childsplay teddy 
bear, With golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown velvet 
pads, inoperative growler and label in back 
seam -19½in. (49.5cm.) high (hole in back of 
leg) £30-40
 

467. A large Farnell teddy bear, late 
1930s-1940s, with golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, replaced brown 
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump 
and inoperative squeaker -27in. (69cm.) high 
(replaced pads, some general thinning and 
wear) £300-500
 
468. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, swivel head and jointed limbs with 
velvet pads -16½in. (42cm.) high (balding, not 
attack); and two modern bears  £20-30
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469. An early British teddy bear circa 
1920, with light golden mohair, black boot 
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel 
head, jointed elongated limbs, hump and 
inoperative squeaker -16in. (41cm.) high (pads 
recovered, general wear and thinning, a few 
bald spots) £150-200
 
470. A British teddy bear possibly Dean’s 
1930s,  with golden mohair, replaced orange 
and black glass eyes, replaced black stitching, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads 
and inoperative squeaker -21in. (53.5cm.) high 
(general wear and thinning) £40-60
 
471. A 1950s Farnell teddy bear, With 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, re-stitched black nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs, 
slight limp and inoperative squeaker -19in. 
(48cm.) high (patched hole to muzzle, tummy, 
bald areas, general wear and pads replaced)
 £30-50
 

472. A large post war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear,  With blonde mohair, orange 
and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, 
black stitched mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with velvet pads, rounded hump 
and inoperative squeaker -25in. (63.5cm.) high
 £60-80
 

473. A post-war Chiltern panda teddy 
bear,  with black and white mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
cloth pads and white claws and inoperative 
squeaker -13½in. (34cm.) high (slight general 
wear) £60-80
 

474. Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears,  the larger with blonde mohair, 
orange and black plastic eyes, black plastic 
nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads, label in side seam and inoperative 
squeaker -20in. (51cm.) high; and another 
smaller with white mohair and painted cloth 
pads (both with general wear) £60-80
 
475. Two 1930s Chiltern type teddy 
bears, Both with golden mohair, one orange 
and black glass eye between the two, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, one with cloth and one with 
painted cloth pads -18in. (45.5cm.) height of 
largest (fairly worn) £60-80
 
476. A 1930s German teddy bear,  with 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
slotted-in ears, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs 
-17in. (43cm.) high (recovered pads and slight 
general wear); and two other bears £80-100
 
477. A post-war Farnell teddy bear, with 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed 
limbs with painted cloth pads -17in. (43cm.) 
high (slight wear); and another post-war 
British bear £60-80
 

478. Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears,  with golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel heads, jointed limbs with 
brown oil-cloth pads, the larger with squeaker 
-16½in. (42cm.) high (some general wear), the 
smaller with in-operative squeaker (balding to 
forehead and general wear) £50-80
 
479. Three post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears, One golden and one blonde, 
glass eyes and black stitched nose and mouth; 
and another with synthetic plush with plastic 
eyes and nose, all with painted cloth pads 
-15½in. (39.5cm.) high (general wear and 
thinning, the odd bald spot) £50-80
 
480. Three post-war worn Chiltern 
Hugmee teddy bears, All with golden mohair, 
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed 
limbs with oil-cloth pads -16½in. (42cm.) 
height of largest  (worn and bald) £50-80
 
481. Five post-war British teddy bears, a 
Pedigree panda with black and white mohair, 
fully jointed and label in back seam -17½in. 
(44.5cm.) high, a similar larger golden bear 
and three others (some general wear)
 £60-80
 
482. Three pre-war British teddy bears, 
A dark golden Chiltern type -19in. (48cm.) 
high (replaced pads and general wear); and 
two others with blonde mohair (one with 
replaced legs and back of head, both fairly 
worn) £70-100
 
483. A Chad Valley teddy bear 1940s, 
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and 
printed foot label -13in. (33cm.) high (general 
wear, hand pads missing and repair to foot 
pads); two worn British teddy bears and two 
dogs £60-80
 
484. A Diem teddy bear 1950s, with 
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes 
with beige painted backs, pronounced inset 
short mohair muzzle and pads, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs and inoperative growler -20½in.(52cm.) 
high (balding to left arm and slight general 
wear); a similar smaller beige example; and a 
sheepskin bear with red stitching and red vinyl 
pads £80-120
 
485. An early German teddy bear circa 
1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
and inoperative squeaker -11in. (28cm.) high 
(almost completely bald and pads replaced)
 £60-80
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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486. An early German teddy bear circa 
1910, With short golden mohair, black boot 
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, elongated 
limbs with felt pads, rounded hump and 
inoperative squeaker -12¾in. (32cm.) high 
(very worn, staining to back of left leg and 
hand, damage to pads and nose), wearing 
a knitted vest and a laundry basket of spare 
vests £60-80
 

487. A 1920s Bing teddy bear,  with 
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes 
with brown backs, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads and  
seam down back of leg, hump and inoperative 
growler -14½in. (37cm.) high (fraying to top 
of muzzle, a few bald spots, general wear and 
thinning and darning to pads) £250-350
 

488. An early Steiff teddy bear circa 
1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and 
inoperative grower -13in. (33cm.) high (bald 
spots, general thinking and wear, replaced 
nose stitching, tiny hole in muzzle and repairs 
to pads) £300-400
 

489. A Steiff 1920s teddy bear,  with 
white mohair, brown and black glass eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, brown stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
elongated limbs, hump, inoperative squeaker, 
FF button and later sailor’s top -13in (33cm.) 
high (bald spots, small patched hole on side of 
muzzle, pads recovered and general wear)
 £300-400
 

490. A Helvetic musical teddy bear late 
1920s,  with pale blue long mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes with remains of brown 
painted backs, replaced pink nose and mouth 
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth 
pads and black stitched claws and pressure 
operated musical mechanism -12in. (30.5cm.) 
high (thinning and balding, colour faded and 
discoloured) - the childhood toy of Naomi 
Nelson, who was given this bear and a cat 
by her mother in 1927, in Norfolk, Virginia, 
USA. The bear remained with her until her 
death in 2005. This lot comes with a letter of 
provenance from her husband and copies of 
photographs of Naomi as an adult £400-600

 

491. A 1920s Bing teddy bear,  with 
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with 
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle 
with black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with 
seam down back of leg, hump, inoperative 
growler and later clown ruff with matching 
conical hat -19½in. (50cm.) high (thinning and 
general wear, pads recovered)  £500-800
 

492. A very early and rare German bear 
on wheels probably Steiff, With black burlap 
plush, black boot button eyes, pink or white 
stitched mouth, remain of ears with pink felt 
lining, inoperative squeaker, axles through the 
middle of the foot with gold painted cast-
iron four spoked wheels, circa 1900 -12½in. 
(32cm.) long (missing tail and nose stitching, 
some wear on back, slight hole to underside) 
- this toy is from the very early 20th Century, 
the axle through the foot is a method used 
by Steiff on their first wheeled animals, but 
potentially this could have been copied by 
the rival company Strunz. There is a very 
similar toy shown on page 23 of Button in Ear, 
an illustration of the title page of the Steiff 
1902/3 catalogue. £300-400
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493. A 1920s German bear bell toy,  
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, black painted mouth, oil-cloth muzzle, 
composition body and painted steel circular 
cart with harness, single wheel under bear 
and bell -14½in. (37cm.) long (some wear to 
bell and one attaching bolt replaced)
 £150-200

THE FOLLOWING 21 LOTS FORM THE 
REMAINDER OF THE TEDDY EDWARD 
ARCHIVE FROM THE ESTATE OF PATRICK AND 
MOLLIE MATTHEWS
 
494.     Arthur, an original character from 
Teddy Edward becomes a Red Indian, A post-
war Chad Valley teddy bear with light golden 
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with oil-cloth pads, original ribbon and 
inoperative squeaker -14½in. (37cm.) high; 
two original photographs featuring Arthur 
from another books; a hard and soft back 
copy of Teddy Edward becomes a Red Indian; 
a photographic print of Patrick and Mollie 
with Teddy Edward; and copy of the Christie’s 
Teddy Bear catalogue from December 1996, in 
which Teddy Edward and the main part of the 
archive sold for £30,000          £300-500

495. A rare Chiltern Hugmee Teddy 
Edward, with blonde mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads, inoperative growler and Teddy Edward 
skiing medal on ribbon -14in. (35.5cm.) high; 
and a press image of Patrick and Mollie 
with the Teddy Edward - this bear was 
Patrick and Mollie’s personal example of the 
manufactured toy £150-200

 

496. A rare Burbank Toys Teddy Edward 
glove puppet, And a similar Teddy Edward 
teddy bear, probably also by Burbank Toys, 
both of Dralon type plush, plastic eyes, felt 
noses and medals on ribbons, puppet with 
seam label -9½in. (24cm.) high and 15in. 
(38cm.) high - these were Patrick and Mollie’s 
personal examples of the manufactured toys
 £100-150

 
497. Teddy Edward to the Rescue 1965, 
The original fifty black and white finished 
photographs (8in. x 10in. - 20cm. x 25.5cm.) 
for the printers for the Teddy Edward book, 
each covered with tracing paper, some 
printer’S cropping lines and page numbers 
on back (not known if all are correct for  this 
book or complete) £250-350
 

498. Teddy Edward Winter Holiday 1962, 
The original forty-two black and white finished 
photographs (6½in. x 8½in. - 16.5cm. x 
21.5cm.) for the printers for the Teddy Edward 
book, mainly covered with tracing paper, 
some printer’s cropping lines, notes and 
page numbers on back (not known if all are 
correct to this book or complete); six colour 
transparencies including the cover image; 
and a copy of the original book (dust cover 
damaged) £200-300
 
499. Teddy Edward in the Country 1960, 
The original forty-two black and white finished 
photographs (9½in. x 10in. - 24 cm. x 25.5cm.) 
and smaller, for the printers for the Teddy 
Edward book, mainly covered with tracing 
paper, some printer’s cropping lines and page 
numbers (not know if all are correct for this 
book or complete) £200-300
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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500. Teddy Edward goes to the Grand 
Canyon, Twenty storyboards with colour-
printed photographs (faded), a synopsis of the 
story and a large quantity of transparencies 
related to this story; searching for this title 
on Google comes up with no result, so this is 
possibly an unpublished book £100-150

 
501. Three large colour photographs 
of Teddy Edward, ‘Teddy Edward in his Polly 
Hope’ and another similar from the back 
-10½in. x 10½in. (26.5cm. x 26.5cm.); and 
another large, leaving his helicopter  £30-50
 

502. Two interesting sheets of Teddy 
Edward photographs, Pages 2 and 3 of seven 
black and white photographs showing Teddy 
Edward and Jasmine MkI and Mk II; and three 
photographs of Patrick Matthews, one with 
Teddy Edward £30-50

 
503. Twenty-one original photographs of 
Teddy Edward and Snowy Toes, From Winter 
Holiday; and three photographs of Patrick 
Matthews, one with Teddy Edward and the 
other two with Chad Valley Barclays Toys, 
advertising shots £80-120

 504. Teddy Edward at the Seaside 
1962, Four black and white and one colour 
photographs from the book, possibly finished 
printer’s copies; a 2nd edition of the book; 
three other printer’s photographs; and four 
photographs of Patrick Matthews £40-60
 
505. Six larger format black and white 
photographs of Teddy Edward and friends, 
Including a picnic scene, two finished printer’s 
copies; and three photographs of Patrick 
Matthews £30-50
 
506. An interesting group of behind the 
scenes photographs of the making of Teddy 
Edward,  Including contact sheets, many 
including  Patrick Matthews setting up and 
photographing scenes from various books
 £40-60
 

507. Teddy Edward with the Treasure 
Ship, Eleven black and white photographs, 
various sizes, featuring Teddy Edward and 
many friends on a three mast sailing ship; and 
four photographs of Patrick Matthews £40-60
 
508. Seven larger format black and 
white photographs of Teddy Edward, Mainly 
in the countryside; a press shot of Teddy 
Edward; and three photographs of Patrick 
Matthews £30-40
 
509. Seven larger format black and 
white photographs of Teddy Edward, Mainly 
at the seaside and countryside; and four 
photographs of Patrick Matthews, one with 
Teddy Edward £30-40
 
510. Teddy Edward books, Teddy Edward 
in Timbuctoo, two copies TE becomes a Red 
Indian, TE and the Contraption, three copies 
Snowy Toes and the Magic Music Box, seven 
copies Round the World with TE, TE annuals 
1975 and 76 and other items £50-80

 
511. Teddy Edward books, a 2nd edition 
of Teddy Edwards at the Seaside, signed by 
Patrick Matthews, two copies TE becomes 
a Red Indian, TE and the Contraption, three 
copies Snowy Toes and the Magic Music Box, 
TE colouring book, six copies Round the World 
with TE and other items £50-80

 

512. The Lonely Doll by Dare Wright,  1st 
edition with dust jacket, 1959; Dare Wright 
- Holiday for Edith and the Bears, 1960, The 
Little One, 1961 and The Doll Learns a Lesson, 
1962, all with dusty jackets - these were 
probably bought by Patrick as inspiration. 
 £60-80
 
513. Teddy Bear books, The Teddy Bear 
Book by Peter Bull, signed and dedicated 
to Patrick and Mollie with love from Peter; 
In Praise of Teddy Bear, dedicated to P & M 
from Peter Waring; three others; a teddy bear 
shaped record and some Christie’s teddy bear 
catalogues; and four recent teddy bears
 £30-50

514. Patrick Matthews’ Teddy Edward 
transparency archive, A large collection 
of medium format and some 35mm 
transparencies from many of Teddy Edward 
books, some returned from the publishers 
in book bundles with synopsis notes; some 
previously unpublished  £200-300
 
515. Patrick Matthews’ photographic 
archive, A large collection of 35mm and 
medium format transparencies and black 
and white negatives from across his career, 
starting in the 1930s: subjects including his 
travels around the world, family and friends 
and other subjects; biographical notes; 
Norman Parkinson autographed letter, signed 
and note, signed, date 24th January 1981 and 
some fashion designs in an album and folder. 
Patrick Matthews is best known for his and 
his wife’s Teddy Edwards books; but he was 
also a well respected outside  this world. He 
studied fashion at St Martin’s School of Art 
and worked for four years at Wolsey Knitwear. 
He then worked for Conde Nast, the owner 
of Vogue for nearly 20 years. After the 2nd 
World War he started House and Garden 
magazine; he was managing editor for three 
years and photographed many gardens for 
the magazine. He then became director of 
Vogue Studios, working with the world’s most 
eminent photographers, and was responsible 
for the photographs taken by Cecile Beaton on 
Coronation Day in 1953. His interests included 
fine wines, moths and gardens. From 1959 to 
1964 he helped the Film Producer’s Guild to 
win 25 awards for documentary advertising 
films. Born on the 7th July 1914, he died in 
Brighton on the 25th September 1996.
 £100-200
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516. A rare Chiltern Skater teddy bear, 
From the Cotswold Teddy Bear Museum, with 
golden artificial silk plush, replaced black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
pink and white wool plush high collared coat, 
hat and muff, fixed joints standing on card 
lined felt pads -15in. (38cm.) high (some wear 
and bald spots, missing belt); this bear was 
lot 435 in Bonham’s auction of the museum 
in March 1995 and comes with a copy of the 
catalogue and his original lot tag £500-800
 
517. Four German teddy baby-type 
teddy bears, From the Cotswold Teddy Bear 
Museum, all with beige wool plush, open felt 
mouths and pads, swivel head and jointed 
limbs, three with black plastic and one with 
glass, 1950s -8in. (20.5cm.) high; these 
bears were lot 162 in Bonham’s auction of 
the museum in March 1995 and come with 
original lot tags £80-100
 

518. A 1920s American teddy bear,  with 
golden mohair, black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, remains of cloth under-nose, pink 
stitched mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with black claws and felt pads, rounded hump 
and inoperative growler -23in. (58.5cm.) high 
(general wear and thinning, the odd bald spot 
and repairs to pads) £150-200
 

519. ‘M. Bear’ a British teddy bear with 
provenance circa 1928, with golden mohair, 
pronounced muzzle, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with cloth pads and inoperative growler 
-22in. (56cm.) high (replaced ears, eyes and 
some black stitching, patch to muzzle, worn); 
and three small original photographs of 
the bear with his owner - M. Bear was the 
childhood toy of Audrey Forgreen and was 
given to her on her first birthday in 1928, a 
letter that comes with this bear details their 
life together £200-300
 
520. Two pre-war Chad Valley teddy 
bears, a Magna with golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, horizontal black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with brown cloth pads and red and 
white woven label -23in. (58.5cm.) high (some 
wear and general thinning); and a small Chad 
Valley bear in knitted romper, with a tag from 
Teddy Bears of Witney stating this bear was 
the model for the Witney 2007 Bear (wear)
 £80-120
 
521. Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears,  One with golden mohair, 
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limb 
with oil-cloth pads and inoperative squeaker 
-14in. (35.5cm.) high (some general wear); a 
smaller example with plastic nose; and Dean’s 
Childsplay cub teddy bear £60-80
 
522. Various post-war teddy bears, A 
Tara musical teddy bear with golden mohair, 
orange and black plastic eyes, key-wind 
musical mechanism and Eire tag in foot 
seam -22½in. (57cm.) high; another, possibly 
Ealon Toys; a Dean’s Childsplay cub; a brown 
Knickerbocker and two others  £70-100
 

523. Three Merrythought 1960s Cheeky 
teddy bears, All with golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, inset velvet muzzles, 
black stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs 
and yellow printed labels -13in. (33cm.) high 
(some general wear) £100-150
 

524. A small Farnell teddy bear 1910-
1920s, With golden mohair, black boot button 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with felt pads, slight hump and inoperative 
squeaker -9in. (22.5cm.) high (general wear, 
the odd bald spot); and another early British 
teddy bear (wear) £100-150
 

525. ‘Edwina and Duncan’ a Chad Valley 
teddy bear and a monkey, The bear with 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, blue wool skirt and knitted 
pink jumper -7½in. (19cm.) high; and a brown 
mohair jointed monkey with velvet face, ears, 
hands and feet - a note attached ‘Edwina 
1922’ and Duncan, 1930, sadly provenance 
unknown £100-150
 
526. A Chad Valley teddy bear 1930s, 
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs, inoperative squeaker and button in ear 
-12in. (30.5cm.) high (pads recovered and 
some general wear); and a Chad seated Cubby 
(worn and patches to bottom) £60-80
 
527. Two teddy bears 1910-20s, A 
German teddy bear with golden mohair, 
orange and black glass eyes, slotted-in ears, 
elongated body, swivel head and jointed 
limbs -20½in. (52cm.) high (pads recovered, 
nose stitching replace and general wear); and 
another similar with boot button eyes wearing 
old clothes (ears missing) £60-80
 

528. An unusual black mohair teddy 
bear 1920s,  Probably German with shorter 
plush, black boot button eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, restitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with black felt pads 
and hump -18in. (46cm.) high (wear, pads 
damaged and part recovered) £300-400

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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529. An Omega black cat tea cosy 
1920s-1930s,  with black mohair, clear and 
black glass eyes with green painted backs, 
pink stitched nose and mouth, whiskers, felt 
ears, tail lying over back and orange velvet 
lining -13in. (33cm.) long £70-100
 

530. A rare British Manufacturing 
Company Omega Coaster Monkey 1920s, 
with brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes 
with brown painted backs, felt face, ears, 
hands and feet, swivel head, jointed limbs 
and metal framed trolley with wooden wheels 
-11½in. (29cm.) long (some general wear, 
damage to hands) £150-200
 

531. A British musical begging terrier 
1930s, Possibly Omega with white wool plush, 
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, felt lined ears, jointed 
front legs and pressure-operated musical 
mechanism -13in. (33cm.) high; an unusual 
Farnell alpaca Buster (replaced eyes); a yellow 
velvet dog and another (some slight wear)
 £100-150
 

532. Various soft toy dogs and teddy 
bears, A post-war Chad Valley terrier with 
label; two British Pekinese, other dogs, a 
cat and four post-war teddy bears (various 
condition) £50-80
 
533. A Chad Valley baby bunting rabbit 
doll 1930s, with green artificial silk plush, 
brushed cotton face with inset blue eyes and 
button on back of neck -11½in. (29cm.) high 
(feet pads recovered); a turquoise wool plush 
outfit girl doll, a monkey; two other rabbits 
and some post war Steiff animals £50-80
 
534. Various soft toys, Pedigree - dog 
with red felt slipper in mouth -11in. (28cm.) 
high and a monkey; a Steiff post-war lying 
German shepherd; a German brown mohair 
jointed poodle and othrers £60-80
 
535. Two post-war Chad Valley teddy 
bears, Both with golden mohair, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, 
the smaller with orange and black glass eyes 
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (some general wear); 
and the larger with plastic eyes (fairly worn 
and bald spots) £80-120
 
536. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth 
pads and inoperative growler -23in. (58.5cm.) 
high (general wear and thinning, bald spots); 
and an unjointed 1960s Chiltern £60-80
 
537. A Steiff teddy bear 1960s, with 
brown mohair, brown and black plastic eyes, 
inset mask and muzzle, brown stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and 
button in ear -9in. (23cm.) high (slight wear)
 £30-40
 
538. Two Twyford teddy bears,  Both 
with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head and jointed limbs -16in. (40.5cm.) height 
of largest (slight general wear, pads worn)
 £50-80
 
539. Two post-war British teddy bears, 
One with light golden mohair, orange and 
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with brown painted pads 
and inoperative squeaker -16½in. (42cm.) 
high; and a larger Pedigree with golden 
mohair/mix and label in side seam
 £60-80
 
540. Three post-war British teddy bears, 
One with golden mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head and jointed limbs with leatherette 
pads -14in. (35.5cm.) high; and two others, 
one smaller and one larger (slight wear)
 £70-100
 
541. Two post-war British teddy bears, 
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched noses, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with oil cloth pads -22½in. 
(57cm.) height of smallest (general wear and 
thinning, the odd bald spot) £60-80

 542. A British teddy bear 1940s, with 
golden mohair, pronounced muzzle, remains 
of black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads and 
inoperative squeaker -16in. (40.5cm.) high 
(missing eyes, lacking some stuffing and 
general wear); with a leather pair of slippers
 £50-80
 
543. A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s,  
with golden mohair, orange and black glass 
eyes, remains of black stitching, swivel head 
and jointed limbs with cloth pads -19in. 
(48cm.) high (head needs re-attaching 
correctly, general wear and damage to two 
pads); and a one-armed Tara teddy bear
 £60-80
 

544. A excellent Blue Ribbon Musical 
Teddy 1950s, with golden mohair, orange and 
black plastic eyes, felt noses, stitched mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown pads, 
key-wind musical mechanism, original ribbon 
and card tag -12in. (30.5cm.) high  
£60-80
 
545. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet 
pads and inoperative squeaker -24in. (61cm.) 
high (thinning to legs and slight general wear)
 £50-80
 
546. A post-war Chad Valley musical 
teddy bear, with golden synthetic plush, 
orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with painted brown pads, key-wind musical 
mechanism and label in side seam -13½in. 
(34cm.) high (slight wear); a modern Dean’s, 
Merrythought and Heartfelt bear 
£50-80
 
547. Two Pedigree teddy bear 1950s, 
Both with felt noses, golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, swivel heads, jointed 
limbs with velvet pads, inoperative voices 
and labels in back seam -21½in. (55cm.) high 
(some general wear) £60-80
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548. A German teddy bear 1920s, with 
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
slotted-in ears, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, elongated body, 
jointed limbs with replaced felt pads, hump 
and inoperative growler -24in. (61cm.) high 
(some thinning and general wear) £60-80
 
549. A German teddy bear 1920s, 
Possibly Schuco with short golden mohair, 
black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with felt pads and inoperative 
growler -14in. (worn, hole to top of muzzle)
 £50-80
 
550. A British  teddy bear 1920s, 
Probably Chad Valley with golden mohaIr, 
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs, rounded hump 
and inoperative growler -21in. (53.5cm.) high 
(worn, pads and eyes replaced); and a Teddy 
Tail jubilee medal 1935 £60-80
 
551. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear 
1960s, with golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, velvet muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells, swivel 
head, jointed limbs and yellow printed label 
-11in. (28cm.) high  £50-80
 
552. A  Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear 
1940s, With orange and black glass eyes and 
oil-cloth pads -19in. (48cm.) high (wear); a 
Pedigree bear (missing nose); and a small 
modern bear £50-80
 
553. A large Merrythought Cheeky teddy 
bear 1960s,  with golden mohair, orange 
and black plastic eyes, velvet muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears with 
bells, swivel head, jointed limbs and yellow 
printed label -25in. (63.5cm.) high (some bald 
spots from moth attack, dusty 
 £50-80
 

554. A collection of play-worn teddy 
bears, A 1940s Chad Valley -16in. (40.5cm.) 
high, a 2nd WW knitted teddy, a Dean’s 
Childsplay cub, a 1930s Merrythought and 
others (some very worn) £60-80
 
555. Two  Merrythought teddy bears 
1930s, with golden mohair, one with velvet 
pads, both with button in ear and woven 
labels -16½in. (42cm.) high (worn) £60-80
 
556. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear, 
late 1950s, with shaggy golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, white printed Reg. Design label 
and dressed in vintage clothes -11½in. (29cm.) 
high (general wear); and a Merrythought 
Washboard Willie limited edition golliwog
 £60-80
 
557. Post-war and modern Steiff, Post-
war - two miniature hedgehogs and a pom-
pom mouse with buttons and yellow tags, four 
Meckis and another Dralon rabbit; a Reuge 
musical crib toy rabbit (not working); and five 
modern Steiff bears £60-80
 

558. A post-war Steiff Waldili, Standing 
dog doll in green felt hunting outfit with 
original wooden gun, button, yellow cloth 
tag and chest tag -9in. (23cm.) high; and two 
long haired Waldi, one with button and yellow 
cloth tag £80-120
 

559. Seven post-war Steiff wild 
animals, Lama llama -6½in. (16.5cm.) high, 
okapi, velvet zebra, Jocko monkey, Mockie 
hippopotamus, Nosy rhinoceros and Kangoo 
with rubber Joey, most with buttons and chest 
tags £100-150

 

560. Post-war Steiff rabbits and other 
small mammals,  Four rabbits, two standing 
on hind legs -3¾in. (9.5cm.) height of smallest, 
three with buttons and two with chest tags; a 
Perri squirrel and a Goldy hamster  £80-120
 
561. Steiff post-war hooved animals, 
Two Rocky mountain goats -7½in. (19cm.) 
length of biggest, a Snucki ram, a horse and 
two kids, two with buttons and four chest tags
 £70-100
 

562. Five post-war Steiff Cockie spaniels, 
Two standing black and white Cockies, a 
seated -4in. (10cm.) and standing brown 
Cockies and golden standing Cockie, three 
buttons, two yellow and and two chest tags on 
smallest pieces £100-150
 
563. Five post-war Steiff animals, A 
Renny reindeer -6in. (15cm.) long, beige bear 
on all fours, Tabby kitten, Robby seal and 
running Yolanda pig, four buttons, four chest 
tags and three part yellow tags £80-120
 

564. Five Steiff post-war dogs, A Peki 
pekinese -6in. (15cm.) long, a black, white 
and grey Snooby poodle and standing golden 
Cockie, four buttons, two yellow and four 
chest tags £80-120
 
565. Six Steiff post-war woodland 
animals, A Nagy beaver -4in. (10cm.) high, a 
wild boar, a Perri squirrel, a Maxi mole, Bambi 
and fawn, five button, three yellow and three 
chest tags £70-100
 

566. Seven post-war Steiff dogs, A seated 
Molly -3½in. (9cm.) high, three Foxy terriers 
and three Tessie schnauzers, seven buttons, 
four yellow cloth and five chest tags
 £100-150
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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567. Six post-war Steiff wild animals, a 
running leopard -9in. (23cm.) long, a reclining 
tiger and lion, Jocko, Mungo and Coco 
monkeys, one button, six chest tags (some 
fading) £70-100
 
568. Six post-war Steiff dogs, Two 
standing and one seated Boxer -7in. (18cm.) 
long, two seated Mopsy and a reclining 
German shepherd dog, four buttons, three 
chest and two yellow cloth tags £80-120
 
569. Five post-war Steiff woodland 
animals, a wild boar -11in. (28cm.) long, a Piff 
marmot, Joggi hedgehog and Possy and Perri 
squirrels, four buttons, five chest and three 
yellow cloth tags (boar with one loose tusk)
 £80-100
 

570. Five Steiff post-war dogs, A Beppo 
-8in. (20cm.) long and two Hexie dachshunds, 
a Biggie beagle and a Basset, five buttons and 
three worn yellow cloth tags   £50-80
 
571. Steiff post-war birds and a tortoise, 
A Sutty turkey -4in. (10cm.) high, a Peggy 
penguin, a Hucky crow, a owl, duck and Slo, 
three buttons with yellow cloth tags £50-80
 

572. A large Merrythought Cheeky teddy 
bear, late 1950s, with golden artificial silk 
plush, orange and black glass eyes, inset velvet 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
ears with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
felt pads and white printed Reg Design label 
-26in. (66cm.) high (feet pads well replaced, 
plush matted) £150-200
 

573. A large Merrythought Cheeky teddy 
bear, 1960s, with golden mohair, orange and 
black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears with 
bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt and 
cloth pads -26on. (66cm.) high £150-200
 

574. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy 
bear, late 1950s, with pinkish brown synthetic 
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, inset 
velvet muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, ears with bells, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with brown felt pads and white printed 
Reg Design label -14in. (35.5cm.) high (slight 
wear) £100-150
 

575. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear, 
late 1950s, with shaggy golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears with 
bells, swivel head and jointed limbs with white 
printed Reg. Design label -11½in. (29cm.) high 
(slight wear) £80-120
 

576. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy 
bear, circa 1960, with blonde synthetic plush, 
orange and black plastic eyes, inset velvet 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
ears with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
felt pads and printed yellow cloth label -15in. 
(38cm.) high (feet pads well replaced) £60-80
 
577. A small Merrythought Cheeky 
teddy bear, 1960s, with golden mohair, 
orange and black plastic eyes, inset velvet 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
ears with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
felt and cloth pads with yellow label -9½in. 
(24cm.) high £60-80
 

578. A small Merrythought Cheeky 
teddy bear, late 1950s, with blonde synthetic 
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, inset 
velvet muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, ears with bells, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with felt pads and printed white Reg. 
Design label -11in. (28cm.) high   £60-80
 
579. A Merrythought musical Cheeky 
teddy bear 1960s, with golden mohair, orange 
and black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, 
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears 
with bells, swivel head, key-wind musical 
mechanism, jointed limbs with felt and cloth 
and felt pads -18½in. (47cm.) high (scratched 
eye) £60-80
 
580. A small Merrythought Cheeky 
teddy bear, 1960s, with golden mohair, 
orange and black plastic eyes, inset velvet 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, 
ears with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs 
with felt and cloth feet pads with yellow label 
-11in. (28cm.) high £60-80
 
581. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear, 
1960s with golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt and cloth and 
felt pads with yellow label -15in. (38cm.) high 
(missing hand pads) £60-80
 
582. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy 
bear, circa 1960, with blonde mohair, orange 
and black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, 
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears 
with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt 
and cloth feet pads with yellow label -13in. 
(33cm.) high (slight thinning)  £70-100
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583. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear 
1960s,   with golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt and cloth and felt 
pads -13½in. (34cm.) high  £60-80
 
584. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear, 
late 1960s, with minky synthetic plush, orange 
and black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle and 
ear lining, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, ears with bells, swivel head, jointed 
limbs and yellow label -18in. (45.5cm.) high
 £30-50
 
585. Teddy Bear ephemera, A Selchow 
& Righter New York Teddy Bear Paper Doll 
with remains of envelope (surface damage 
to paper), When Teddy Comes Marching 
Home sheet music with photo of Roosevelt on 
cover, a M A Donohes & Co The Three Bears, 
photographs, postcards and other items
 £50-80
 
586. More About Teddy B and Teddy 
G the Roosevelt Bears by Seymour Eaton, 
Printed by Edward Stern & Company, 
Philadelphia, 1907 (edges worn) £40-60

 
587. A rare original artwork for Mrs 
Cinnamon Bear The Thanksgiving Dinner 
circa 1907, Illustrated by Louise Bacquet, the 
story of Sara Tawney Lefferts, the original ink 
and grisaille watercolour on card, featuring 
Dorothy Vandevare, Mr Cinnamon Bear, two 
other bears, three dolls and her pet dogs and 
cat, published in 1907 by The F.A. Bassette 
Company, Springfield, Mass., USA, pencil 
printing size instruction to bottom 438” and 
not to reverse 40111 L?ees 133 ?????? make 
right print on copper -20½in. (52cm.) x 15in. 
(38cm.) dimensions of board  £200-300
 

588. An original illustration from ‘Well 
Done Noddy!’ 1952, By Hamsen van der Beek 
for an Enid Blyton book, page 35, featuring 
Noddy talking to Mrs Tubby -6½in. (16.5cm.) 
width of image, framed and glazed - original 
artwork, from the Sotheby’s auction 24th 
November 1998 and includes a recent copy of 
the book £200-300

589. An unusual dangling teddy bear 
similar to a Chad Valley Tango, with remains 
of pink mohair, clear and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, 
long legged green velvet body and inoperative 
squeaker -11½in. (29cm.) high (repairs  to 
shoulder and mohair bald) £60-80

 
590. A fine velvet teddy bear pin 
cushion, 1910-1920s, The yellow bear with 
black bead eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, pin-jointed limbs, seated on a pink and 
brushed yellow cotton cushion with yellow 
ribbon trim -4½in. (11.5cm.) high (slightly 
faded) £200-300

 

591. A rare Steiff seated Bully late 
1920s, with ginger and white mohair, clear 
and black glass eyes with brown backs, velvet 
muzzle, black stitched nose and claws, swivel 
head, badger fur collar and FF button -5¾in. 
(14.5cm.) high (dirty) £300-500 

592. A Steiff jointed dachshund circa 
1910, Of black and brown burlap, black boot 
button eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and squeaker 
-17in. (43cm.) long (some wear and repaired 
tear to head) £200-300
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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593. The childhood Steiff toys of Inge 
Friedlaender born in Germany 1933, a velvet 
squirrel with mohair ears and tail, black glass 
eyes, velvet nut and FF button, 1930s -5in. 
(12.5cm.) high and a Jocko glove puppet 
with brown mohair, felt face, ears and hands, 
brown and black glass eyes and FF button 
-8¾in. (22cm.) high; three pages from an 
album with twenty-four photographs of Inge 
in the early 1930s, two showing her with the 
squirrel and one with the monkey; a copy of 
her British naturalisation certificate date 1946, 
when she came over with her father and 
mother and changed their name to Freeman; 
two charming letters written to her father 
in 1941 and 1949; a school report for 1943 
from The Girl’s Grammar School Bradford; and 
four film reels from the early 1930s of Inge 
and her family - it is presumed that Inge and 
her Jewish family were refugees from Nazi 
Germany £300-500

594. Two Steiff lionesses 1920s-1930s, 
with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes 
with brown backs, pink stitched noses and 
black mouths and claws, swivel heads and 
jointed limbs -9½in. (24cm.) high (fairly worn, 
one eye missing, one balding) £60-80
 

595. A rare Steiff felt Village Band 1911-
1913, The three farmer dolls with small boot 
button eyes, wool strand tufts of hair, swivel 
heads and jointed limbs with integral black, 
blue and red clothes, each with eight Steiff FF 
buttons down waistcoat, black leather boots, 
pillbox hats with tassels, large hands holding a 
clarinet, bassoon and modern cello, two with 
a FF button in left ear and one with a button in 
each ear, on later stands -12in. (30.5cm.) high 
(two with mouth area and chins over covered 
with felt, other small holes and repairs, a little 
dusty and faded)  £1500-2000
 

596. A fine and large Steiff teddy bear 
with provenance circa 1910, with golden 
mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced 
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated 
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative 
growler and FF button in ear -29in. (74cm) 
high (a little worn around muzzle, small hole 
in seam at top of left ankle, holes in toe of 
feet pads and very slight general wear); and 
an original photograph of this bear with his 
original owner, the little girl is believed to be 
May who was from Greater Manchester
 £3000-5000

END OF DAY ONE
Lot 593

Lot 596

Lot 595
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Post-war Dolls
 

597. Two Old Cottage Dolls, With plastic 
heads, felt bodies, dressed as a prince and 
princess with card tags, and one Design Centre 
tag -9¼in. (23.5cm.) high £60-80
 
598. Two Old Cottage Dolls, With plastic 
heads, felt bodies, dressed as a Scotsman 
and a bridesmaid with card tags, one Design 
Centre tag -9¼in. (23.5cm.) high £60-80
 
599. Two larger Old Cottage Dolls, With 
rubber heads, blonde plaited wigs, felt bodies, 
gingham dresses, one pink and one blue 
with straw hats -11½in. (29cm.) high (rubber 
wrinkling, some moth damage to felt) £60-80

 
600. A Götz limited edition Sasha Doll 
Alan Eskimo boy, 85 of 500, in original tube 
with tags, 2001 £200-300
 

601. A Trendon Sasha Doll Caleb, In pale 
yellow knitted jumper, beige trousers and 
shoes; and an extra blue jumper £80-120
 
602. A Trendon Sasha Doll blonde 
Gregor, In Mushroom Suit with matching cap 
(no shoes), an extra blue knitted jumper and 
purple and white striped shirt  £60-80
 
603. A Trendon Sasha Doll Gregor,  In 
Dark Denims £60-80
 
604. Two Trendon Sasha Doll babies, A 
black Cara in Moses basket, in original window 
box; and a strawberry blonde baby in brown 
and white gingham dress £50-80
 
605. Two Heidi Ott Little Ones black 
children,  Girl and smaller boy, in original 
window boxes £30-50
 
606. Ex-Shop Stock post-war dolls, Four 
Palitoy celluloid head dolls in red dungarees 
and two in black, in original cellophane 
-14½in. (36.5cm.) high; two others and a 
Lefray teddy bear £60-80
 
607. A Pedigree hard plastic Princess 
Anne doll,  In Norman Hartnell dress -13¾in. 
(35cm.) high £30-40
 
608. A Trendon Sasha Doll blonde 
Gregor, In Denims, in original tube with leaflet 
(missing tube lid) £60-80

 

609. A rare 1960s Götz Puppenfabrik 
‘sharp nose’ Sasha Doll Gregor,   With blonde 
hair, hand painted brown and grey ‘slate’ 
eyes and pink lips, brown corduroy dress and 
white shoes -16½in. (42cm.) high (hair a little 
trimmed, face a little dirty)  £200-300

 
610. A rare 1960s Götz Puppenfabrik 
Sasha Doll, With blonde hair, hand painted 
brown and grey ‘slate’ eyes and pink lips, 
brown corduroy dress and white shoes -16½in. 
(42cm.) high (face a little dirty) £200-300
 
611. Trendon Sasha and baby, Sasha with 
dark hair and gingham dress; and a baby with 
strawberry blonde hair and brown gingham 
dress with wrist tag £80-120
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

Day Two  28th November 2018 at 11:00
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612. Two Trendon Sasha babies, Both 
with white blonde hair,  one in blue gingham 
smock top and red tights and the other in blue 
dungarees £60-80
 
613. Sasha clothes and pattern, Sasha 
patterns M, clothes including a brown 
leatherette mini-dress with braces, a tartan 
cape, brown and black boots, a navy blue felt 
jacket and other items, some homemade
 £80-100

Dolls’ Houses & Chattels
 

614. A Grodnerthal dolls’ house doll, 
Carved and painted wood with black painted 
hair with curls falling onto face, yellow comb, 
jointed body with yellow painted shoes, 
original pink silk with white muslin over 
dress, lace trim, pink sash and bloomers -4in. 
(10cm.) high (black staining to sash at back)
 £200-300
 

615. A German dolls’ house turned and 
painted wooden wash set, Cream painted 
ground with blue leaves, flowers and berries, 
comprising jug, basin, chamber pot and two 
covered dishes -2in. (5cm.) height of jug
 £150-200
 

616. A German dolls’ house turned and 
painted wooden tea set, Painted cream with 
green scrolling foliage with blue, red and 
yellow flowers, comprising bulbous teapot of 
stemmed base, six similar teacups and saucers 
-2in. (5cm.) high (missing teapot lid and slight 
wear) £150-200
 

617. A Grodnerthal dolls’ house doll, 
Carved and painted wood with black painted 
hair, jointed body and redressed in light brown 
silk -4¼in. (10.5cm.) high (one replaced lower 
leg and chipped paint to back of hair)
 £80-120
 
618. A German dolls’ house turned and 
painted wooden part dinner service, Cream 
painted ground with blue leaves, flowers 
and berries, comprising tureen (missing 
handles), four small lidded broth bowls (one 
lid missing), a small bowl on stemmed foot, six 
meat plates, five side plates, four soup bowls 
and three serving bowls £200-300
 
619. An Evans & Cartwright tinplate 
fireplace hearth,  Painted black with gold 
detail -4¼in. (10.5cm.) high; a similar fender, 
a soft metal tripod table with bronze wash, 
a similar griddle, a tinplate coal scuttle and 
other items £100-150
 

620. A rare all-original French market 
Mignonette dolls’ house doll,  All-bisque 
fixed dark blue glass eyes,  long blonde 
centre-parted wig in two long plaits, jointed 
at shoulders and hips, brown painted heeled 
boots with white socks with a blue edge, 
original white dress with lace and red ribbon 
trim with gold bead buttons -3¾in. (9.5cm.) 
high (one arm needs attaching, silk frayed)
 £300-500
 

621. A German gilt metal dolls’ house 
parrot cage on stand, With wax parrot on 
perch, the ornate separate stand -4¾in. 
(12cm.) high; and an Art Nouveau chair
 £100-150
 

622. German gilt metal dolls’ house 
lighting, A figure of a lady holding an oil-lamp 
-3½in. (9cm.) high (shade damaged at base); 
three matching candlesticks with twisted 
stems; and another pair £60-80
 
623. German gilt metal dolls’ house desk 
items, An ink stand with glass ink well (missing 
one ink well and discoloured around one 
well), a blotter, a clock with cherub on top, a 
pair of candlesticks and a chamberstick 
 £100-150
 
624. A German dolls’ house drawing 
room set circa 1910,  A sofa upholstered in 
figured Burgundy velvet -5½in. (14cm.) wide, 
five matching chairs, a upright piano and a 
music cabinet (missing one finial) £100-150
 
625. Schneegas dolls’ house furniture,  
Two Art Nouveau single beds -6½in. (16.5cm.) 
long (three legs missing); an extending dining 
table, a marbled top washstand and a towel 
rail  £70-100
 

626. Two male dolls’ house dolls, Both 
with blonde painted moulded hair, painted 
blue eyes and moustache, stuffed bodies with 
bisque limbs, the gentleman with moulded 
top hat dressed is red felt coat with white 
wool plush collar and brass buttons -5in. 
(14cm.) high (shoe front missing) and his 
driver with black moulded cap and brown oil-
cloth coat with black bead buttons - ideal for 
your Bing open-tourer £100-150
 

627. A dolls’ house bride and groom 
1890s,  Both shoulder-heads with stuffed 
bodies and bisque limbs, the bride with 
blonde mohair with piled high on her hair 
with a foliage sprig, a cream silk satin gown 
with huge leg of mutton sleeves and train; the 
groom with moulded blonde moustache, silk 
covered top hat and black tails -6¾in. (17cm.) 
high (bride missing foot)  £150-200
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 628. Soft and cast-metal dolls’ house 
chattels, Two soft metal chandeliers, one five 
and one six lite (one missing one branch and 
one with a broken branch), a tray of cutlery, 
pair of candlesticks, two chambersticks and 
two bowls on stemmed foot £60-80
 
629. French Penny Toy dolls’ house 
items, A highchair convertible into a rocker, a 
dressing table, two tables, a rocking chair, four 
candlesticks and other items (a few repainted 
and some damage) £50-80
 
630. Two German all-bisque dolls’ house 
children,  Both with glass eyes and jointed at 
shoulder and hip, the boy with blonde curly 
wig, original cream felt suit with wool collar 
and metal ice skates in hand -3½in. (9cm.) 
high; and a girl in red dress with straw bonnet
 £80-120
 
631. Two German all-bisque dolls’ house 
children,  Both girls with blonde mohair wigs, 
jointed at hips and shoulders, one with blue 
painted eyes and brown heeled shoes with 
yellow socks -4in. (10cm.) high and the other 
with glass eyes £70-100
 
632. Two pairs of German dolls’ house 
twin girls, A bisque shoulder-head pair with 
blonde moulded hair, bisque limbs, stuffed 
bodies and lace dresses -3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; 
and a pair of all-bisques with blonde moulded 
hair held with blue ribbons and crochet blue 
dresses  £100-150
 
633. Oak dolls’ house furniture, A large 
wardrobe -8½in. (21.5cm.) high, a single bed, 
a dressing table, a hall stand with mirror, two 
cupboards and a chair (slight damage)
 £60-80
 

634. Three dolls’ house fireplaces, 
Tinplate and soft metal - two ornate fireplaces 
with flaming and smoking fires -4in. (10cm.) 
largest (largest old repaint to white area); a 
similar range, a cast-metal coal scuttle and 
various fire irons £80-120
 
635. Dolls’ house glass and ornaments, 
three jugs, one pink, yellow and green, glasses 
and decanters; a bisque bust and statue; and a 
porcelain figure of a sailor -1½in. (4cm.) high
 £40-60

 

636. A bisque shoulder-head Gentleman 
dolls’ house doll, With moulded black wavy 
hair, painted brown eyes, stuffed body with 
bisque limbs, black frock coat, high collar, 
orange cravat, waistcoat and pink trousers 
-6in. (15cm.) high (slight moth damage to 
coat); and a similar lady with blonde mohair 
wig, wearing remains of pink silk dress, 
bonnet and parasol £70-100
 
637. Two German all-bisque dolls’ house 
children,  The boy with socket head, blue glass 
eyes, blonde curly wig, green jacket, white 
trousers, shirt and bow-tie -4¼in. (10.5cm.) 
high; and a girl with fixed neck and blue glass 
eye £60-80
 
638. Tinplate dolls’ house items, A 
circular folding table painted beige, the top 
with stamped design of animals surrounding 
a farm house -2½in. (6cm.) high; a similar 
armchair; and a claw foot bath £50-80
 

639. Soft metal dolls’ house furniture, A 
silver and gold coloured fireplace with ornate 
over-mantel -5in. (12.5cm.) high (missing 
mirror); a ornate half-tester bed (top broken 
off base), a cupboard, a two-seat sofa, a small 
scale cupboard and two fenders, probably of 
more recent manufacture £100-150
 
640. A pair of gilt metal dolls’ house 
mirrors,  Faux bamboo construction -3¼in. 
(8cm.) high; another rectangular mirror with 
rounded corners; and bronzed soft metal wall 
clock £50-80
 
641. Tinplate dolls’ house items, 
A bath on stand -3¾in. (9.5cm.) long, a 
washstand (needs re-soldering to base), a red 
chamberstick and other items (some chipping)
 £40-60
 

642. A German dolls’ house doll with 
trousseau, With blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, composition body and blue 
sailor’s dress trimmed with rik-rak -5in. 
(12.5cm.) high, a small trunk, a red cape and 
bonnet, a cream dress and other items
 £60-80
 

643. Two German bisque headed dolls’ 
house dolls, One with blue sleeping eyes, 
open mouth and blonde wig, the other with 
fixed dark eyes and reddish brown wig, one 
wearing green and white crochet outfit -4½in. 
(11cm.) high  £60-80
 
644. Three all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, 
All with painted eyes, wigs, jointed at shoulder 
and hips, the largest in white work cotton 
dress -4¼in. (10.5cm.) high £60-80
 
645. Two bisque shoulder-head dolls’ 
house dolls, The smaller originally a boy 
with blonde moulded hair with stuffed body, 
pink lustre shoes and later pink hooded 
dress -3½in. (9cm.) high; the other a girl with 
blonde moulded hair with painted Alice band, 
wearing later knitted clothes £40-60
 

646. Tinplate dolls’ house items, A good 
quality single bed with springs -6in. (15.5cm.) 
long, a blue and white perambulator with 
bisque baby (one wheel damaged), a Meier 
Penny Toy sewing machine and a Holdfast 
mangle £80-120
 
647. Dolls’ house miniatures, A glass 
flower pot with metal flowers, a lead dog, a 
stick telephone, a Toby Jug, cracker charms 
and other items £40-60
 
648. Gilt metal dolls’ house chattels, 
A pair of oval pictures with winter scenes; a 
gong on stand -2¾in. (7cm.) high; and a clock 
under glass dome £40-60
 
649. Various dolls’ house kitchen 
equipment, A copper kettle, three saucepans 
and coal scuttle, pewter plates and other 
items; and a brass fender £40-60
 
650. 1930s and 1950s dolls’ house items, 
Two Tri-ang Period Furniture chairs, a Pit-a-Pat 
green velvet three piece suit, a glass mantel 
clock and other items (some damage)
 £60-80
 
651. Miniature dolls’ house dolls, An 
all-bisque baby with blonde moulded hair and 
bent-limbed -1¾in. (4.5cm.) high, five tiny pin-
jointed bisque dolls, two in original crochet 
dresses (one foot missing), two similar painted 
bisque examples (one arm missing); and a few 
other toys £50-80
 
652. Three dolls’ house dolls, Two 
all-bisque both with glass eyes, jointed at 
the shoulder and hips, a girl dressed in pink 
with needle holder attached to front -3¾in. 
(9.5cm.) high; a similar doll dressed as a boy 
(missing leg); and a bisque headed doll with 
composition body (missing arm and front of 
feet) £70-100
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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653. Four dolls’ house dolls, A black 
bisque headed doll with fixed dark eyes, black 
mohair wig, composition body and cotton 
baby robe -4¼in. (10.5cm.) high (body maybe 
repainted), an unusual all bisque doll with 
fixed neck and unjointed legs with painted 
yellow boots (modern arms); an all-bisque 
baby; and a bisque headed doll (replaced legs)
 £80-120
 
654. A quantity of dolls’ house furniture, 
A German pair of dark wood bedside 
cabinets, a Schneegas chair, two armchairs, 
other manufactured and some home-made 
furniture (some damage) £50-80
 
655. Dolls’ house kitchen items, Two soft 
metal cutlery trays, plaster food, a plate rack, 
a lead cat and dog and other items £50-80
 
656. A quantity of dolls’-house furniture,  
Mainly home-made, a brass fender, some 
manufactured £30-50
 
657. Dolls’ house chattels, A gilt-metal 
pictured with two children, a all-bisque 
maid, soft metal piece including a repainted 
fireplace and two beds (one missing legs) and 
other items £40-60
 
658. A quantity of dolls’ house furniture, 
An oak sofa and two chairs with velvet 
upholstery, a single bed and two side tables, 
two bedside cabinets and other items (some 
damage) £40-60
 
659. A quantity of dolls’ house dolls, 
Mainly re-made from found bisque and china 
shoulder-heads, one all-bisque and one 
dressed as a maid £30-50
 

660. A rare Queen Mary’s dolls’ house 
Chivers Olde English Marmalade 1924, With 
contents, label and waxed paper cover - 5/8in. 
(1.5cm.) high £30-50
 

661. A 18th Century Dutch dolls’ house 
miniature silver pipe brazier, By Fredrik van 
Strant I, Amsterdam, with turned wooden 
handle -3in. (7.5cm.) long £300-500
 

662. A 19th Century Dutch dolls’ house 
silver footed ewer, By Wed. W. De Pleyt, 
Schoonhoven, 1878-1892, scroll handle -2in. 
(5cm.) high   £40-60

 

663. A 19th Century Dutch dolls’ house 
silver coffee pot,  By Wed. W. De Pleyt, 
Schoonhoven, 1878-1892, engraved with 
initials M.K. -2in. (5cm.) high (missing lid)
 £40-60
 
664. A 19th Century Dutch dolls’ 
house silver sauceboat and cream jug, The 
sauceboat on fixed stand by Wed W. De Pleyt 
-2in. (5cm.) long; and an unmarked jug
 £50-80
 
665. An English silver miniature Art 
Nouveau hand mirror, Decorated with ladies 
head in profile, Levi & Salaman, Birmingham, 
1903 -2¼in. (5.5cm.) high; silver plated 
miniatures - Guernsey cream jug pepperette, a 
wine taster and a paper knife by Walker & Hall
 £80-120
 

666. 19th Century Dutch dolls’ house 
silver cutlery, By Wed. W. De Pleyt, 1878-
1892, cartoon XXX Amsterdam town marks, 
two knives, two forks and a spoon; and 
another spoon, possibly 18th Century
 £50-80
 

667. A Dutch dolls’ house  unmarked 
silver teapot possibly 18th Century,  With 
19th Century Dutch tax marks, bird’s head 
spout -1½in. (4cm.) high  £100-150
 
668. A Dolls’ house kitchen,   a pine 
dresser -5½in. (14cm.) high, a china shoulder 
head cook, a Huntley & Palmers Cornish 
Wafers sample tin, a brass trivet, a copper 
kettle (missing lid), other copper pots and 
other items  £60-80
 
669. Dolls’ house chattels, five miniature 
watercolours in gold painted frames, an 
electric tinplate lamp with celluloid share, 
cast metal - two telephones and bookends 
with books; and embroidered table cloth with 
napkins £50-80
 
670. Various dolls’ house items,  A 
painted soft metal and tinplate fireplace 
-2¾in. (7cm.) high, a French penny toy cradle, 
a pressed cardboard garden table and other 
other items £50-80
 
671. Tri-ang Period boxed dolls’ house 
furniture, Queen Anne dining table -5in. 
(12.5cm.) long and writing arm chair, in 
original green boxes (slight repair and table 
leg glued, base of table box a paler green)
 £20-30
 
672. A Dol-Toi Floral Bedroom Suite,  N 
White, in original box, 1960s £30-50
 
673. A Dol-Toi Floral Bedroom Suite,  N 
Pink, in original box, 1960s £30-50
 
674. Dol-Toi dolls’ house items, DB H1 
Draped Bedroom set, in original window box, 
1970s; AP 05 Food Set C, Nos.18 Double sided 
blackboard easel, 24 two serving dishes of 
food and 39 cat, basket and kittens, in original 
packaging £50-80
 
675. Dol-Toi dolls’ house items, two 
Saucepan and one Tea Sets, in original window 
boxes; and two food packets £40-60
 
676. An unusual Lundy Rainbow kitchen 
set, No.2071 in pastel colour, in original 
window box, 1980s £30-40
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677. A Tootsietoy dolls’ house Furniture 
set, Comprising diecast gramophone, radio, 
hostess trolley, standard lamp, gold painted 
settee and chair, beige painted corner display 
cabinet (one hinge damaged), a circular table 
and four chairs, in original box (very good, box 
lid edges repaired) £200-300
 
678. Tootsietoy dolls’ house furniture, 
comprising die cast blue bedroom set, green 
and cream kitchen set, green and cream bath 
room set with a pink laundry basket and 
brown dining room set (some wear) £100-150
 

679. A rare American O B Andrews 
printed cardboard Colonial dolls’ house, 
Self-assemble in red, green and white with 
open back showing rooms, garden wall, 
garage, greenhouse, formal garden and trees, 
a printed plan dated 1939 and a card box from 
Spiegel Inc., Chicago addressed to a Miss Pearl 
F Merrill, circa 1940 -12¼in. (31cm.) height to 
top of roof - Designed for use with Tootsietoy 
metal furniture, although the cardboard floors 
do not really take the weight! £300-400
 
680. A Japanese inlaid wooden dolls’ 
house furniture set, Comprising knee-hole 
desk, chair with lidded seat, corner cupboard, 
cupboard with mirror, two stools and a table, 
in original box with initials KK £40-60
 
681. An Althof Bergmann & Co tinplate 
kitchen, late 19th Century, With embossed 
floral patterned walls and floors, painted brick 
stove and chimney, two copper jelly moulds 
on hooks and a cast-iron frying pan -6¼in. 
(16cm.) wide (some wear and rusting lower 
edge of wall) £40-60
 

682. A rare Rock & Graner painted 
tinplate kitchen 1875, Three three walls 
painted bright yellow, a circular window, the 
floor with painted light brown flagstone, the 
yellow grouting painted with perspective, 
green water pump behind right side wall, 
wood grained chicken coop, a black range 
with brass door, two pots and a red hood with 
white chimney, two blue plate racks, two sinks 
and various hooks, accessories including a 
green and red painted pierced ladel decorated 
with flowers, various pots and plates -20½in. 
(52cm.) wide (right wall loose from base, 
some slight wear and chipping)  £800-1200
 

683. A German painted tinplate Eis-
Schrank (Refrigerator),  Yellow grained wood 
finish with black lining, two hinged lids two 
the top, the left side an iced water tank with 
brass tap at the bottom, the larger right side 
with hinged door revealing a pale blue interior 
with shelf, bun feet -4¾in. (12cm.) wide
 £100-150
 

684. A German chromolithographed 
paper covered dolls’ house furniture,  Rose 
and other flower on gold ground including a 
two seater sofa with blue upholstery -3½in. 
(9cm.) wide, two cupboards, a mirrored stand, 
a table and two chairs (damage, missing 
cupboard door and chair back, other damage); 
and some other furniture £80-120
 
685. Unusual horn dolls’ house 
furniture, A three-seater sofa -4½in. (11.5cm.) 
wide and two matching chairs with pierced 
seats and back rests; and two rocking chairs 
and occassional table £70-100
 
686. Dolls’ house bead furniture, With 
multi-coloured bead backs and legs, the seats 
covered in figured velvet with Dresden paper 
trim comprising a sofa -5¾in. (14.5cm.) wide, 
six chairs and a circular table, possibly late 
19th Century  (slight damage) £40-60
 
687. A set of Japanese dolls’ house 
furniture, Black-painted wood with gold 
decoration including a five fold screen -6in. 
(15cm.) high; and two stencilled landscape 
paintings on balsa wood date April 1928
 £60-80
 
688. An album of Queen Mary’s dolls’ 
house postcards,  Forty nine; and fifteen of 
Titania’s Palace £100-150
 
689. Schneegas dolls’ house dining 
room furniture,  a large extending table with 
two leaves -8in. (20.5cm.) long extended; a 
butler’s tray on stand and three chairs
 £80-120
 

690. Schneegas dolls’ house bedroom 
furniture,  A large dressing mirror with marble 
topped cabinet either side -8¾in. (22cm.) 
high; a dressing table and washstand both 
with marbled tops, a single bed and two chairs
 £80-120
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

Lot 682

Lot 691
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691. Rare large scale Märklin tinplate 
dolls’ house furniture, A red silk upholstered 
sofa with button back on tinplate frame -9½in. 
(24cm.) wide, a matching armchair and two 
armless chairs (upholstery perished on two); 
and a grained tinplate table -6¾in. (17cm.) 
long (missing three struts)  £300-400
 
692. An unusual and fine Märklin dolls’ 
school,  The teacher’s desk with lifting lid, 
glass ink well, gold painted gallery and sliding 
chair -3½in. (9cm.) high, and two sets of three, 
three seater desks with painted ink wells and 
benches, all painted grained wood tinplate 
and stamped Märklin crest trademark
 £500-800
 

693. Five German dolls’ house wire 
‘bent-wood’chairs,  With mesh ‘caned’ seats, 
one with arms -4in. (10cm.) high; and a similar 
rocking chair (arm loose); and a repainted 
Rock & Graner type chair £60-80
 
694. Dolls’ house chattels, A cast-metal 
table top hob, coal scuttle and gold painted oil 
lamp, a soft metal basket, two tinplate ladders 
and other items  £40-60
 
695. Dolls’ house chattels, soft metal 
- bronzed key cabinet (cabinet loose from 
frame), gold wall clock (needs repair) and 
three parts of a screen; pressed brass - mirror 
with crucifix and picture frame with child; four 
small scale Waltershausen chairs and a table; 
and three modern pictures £50-80
 
696. Dolls’ house glassware, A quantity 
of bottles and decanters, mainly clear glass, 
one with ‘Fanny’ painted on; some doll size 
glass £50-80
 
697. A quantity of turned boxwood 
miniatures, Including cups, vessels, a shell and 
dishes; and turned jewellery stand? £100-150
 
698. Fine modern model miniature dolls’ 
house furniture, a sofa table with fold down 
ends -3½in. (9cm.) wide (missing some inlay); 
and a larger scale chair £20-30
 

699. 19th Century dolls’ house bone 
accessories, Two trays of vessels, one with 
a brown stained base -2¼in. (6cm.) wide; an 
ivory tray with two goblets, bowl and box; and 
a bone work table on legs (lower half of legs 
missing, one leg damaged) £60-80
 
700. A carpenter-built wooden dolls’ 
house, With central front door, five windows, 
front opening in two parts to reveal five 
rooms, repainted and redecorated -38¾in. 
(98.5cm.) high; and a large quantity of modern 
furniture and chattels £50-80
 
701. A late 19th Century German 
warehouse, Three storeys, central tinplate lift 
shaft, ground floor stone and top two brick 
paper facade, six delivery doors and three 
rooms, pencil mark to base ‘tomb 32?’ -27in. 
(69cm.) high (missing three delivery doors and 
two surrounds and back of building, some old 
worm and repairs) £80-100

702. Two The Smallest Doll in the World,  
Two German jointed peg wooden dolls with 
painted detail - ¾in. (1.75cm.) high, in original 
turned wooden eggs painted green and purple
 £60-80

703. Three small Grodnerthal dolls’ 
house dolls, Painted heads, hand and feet 
with red shoes, jointed -1¼in. (3cm.) height of 
tallest, in a fine woven basket  £200-300
 

704. A German tinplate dolls’ house 
water can, Painted white with transfer of 
Blue Tit in nest on one side and flowers on 
the other -1¾in. (4.5cm.) high; a red painted 
tinplate desk calendar; a chamberstick and a 
doll’s tray £60-80

 705. A Limoges dolls’ house coffee set, 
Hand painted with flower on tray, a large pink 
and gilt coffee set, three hand painted glasses, 
a tiny glass dish with cherub, probably Orefor 
and some pewter plates £60-80
 
706. Dolls’ house dolls, A French bisque 
headed doll with brown mohair wig -3½in. 
(9cm.) high; three tiny all bisques in original 
crocheted outfits; an all bisque with loop for 
ribbon in hair; and two shoulder head dolls
 £70-100
 

707. Various dolls’ house items, 
An Erzbebirge flower basket, a printed 
cardboard hat box sweet box, a piano stool 
with adjustable seat, and other toys and doll 
accessories  £50-80
 
708. Three dolls’ house dolls, A Franz 
Schmidt bisque headed doll with blue sleeping 
eyes, blonde mohair wig, composition body 
and brown velvet suit -5in.(12.5cm.) high; 
and two other bisque headed girls with 
composition bodies £100-150
 
709. Various dolls’ house  and doll 
items, A hallmarked silver miniature table and 
two chairs with cherub decoration, by L & S, 
Birmingham 1901-1902 -1¾in. (4.5cm.) high; 
a Mauchlin cradle; a silver doll’s hand mirror, 
The Smallest Doll in the World in wooden egg 
and other items £80-120
 
710. Dolls’ house dolls, An all-bisque 
doll with blue glass eyes, possibly made up 
from parts -4in. (10cm.) high (one arm short); 
and four all bisque babies, two with moulded 
blonde hair and one with moulded boots
 £70-100
 
711. Dolls’ house dolls, Including a 
miniature brown all-bisque -15/8in. (4cm.) 
high, two painted bisque children in crèche 
clothes, two bisque-headed dolls with modern 
bisque bodies; three pin cushion dolls and 
other items £60-80
 
712. An interesting wooden Japanese 
kitchen, Contained in a folding wooden box 
with sink, well, cooker and various pots and 
pans, early 20th Century -7½in. (19cm.) high 
 £40-60
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Traditional Toys

713. Rare Talfourd Toys Alice in 
Wonderland set,  Articulated wooden figures 
from Tenniel’s illustration for Lewis Carrol’s 
Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking 
Glass comprising the Queen of Hearts, The 
Dodo, Jabberwocky, Rabbit, Griffin, Alice, Door 
Mouse, Mad Hatter, White Queen, Walrus, 
Red Queen, Bill the Lizard, Red King, Nave of 
Hearts, Fish Footman, White Rabbit, Duchess, 
Mock Turtle, Carpenter, Tweedledum, 
Tweedledee, Cook and Humpty Dumpty -3in. 
(7.5cm.) height of Alice (some very minor 
damage) - Talfourd Toys were made by two 
Spinster Sisters who live in Telfourd Cottage, 
Reigate in Surrey, England. Some are stamped 
Talfourd on soles of feet.  £700-1000
 

714. Unusual French papier-mâché 
skittles set, A wheeled painted carton lying cat 
with glass eyes holding five assorted coloured 
kitten skittles in her back, 1920s -13in. (33cm.) 
long (some light speckled staining to top 
surface of cat) £300-400

715. A German toy farm in original 
wooden box, Composition girl feeding 
chickens -3½in. (9cm.) high, ten composition 
poultry, plain wood farm buildings, green 
stained fencing, loofah trees and a few items 
from other sets, in original wooden box, 
written on lid in pencil in a child’s hand ‘Farm 
Yard - Mary & Boy’ and remains of paper label 
on underside, late 19th Century  £300-400
 

716. An Elastolin horse-drawn 
Menagerie cage, Blue painted wood cart with 
spoked wheels, grey painted roof, red side 
panel with yellow ‘Menagerie’, opening to 
reveal two cages with bars, the back opening 
for access, a composition heavy horse on 
wheeled platform, the base stamped Elastolin 
-22in. (56cm.) long (horse colour worn)
 £300-400
 

717. A 19th Century John Gilpin 
dissected puzzle,  Hand coloured paper 
laid onto wood, in original wooden box 
with sliding lid, an end label reads ‘Sold at 
Dunnett’s Toy Warehouse, Cheapside, London 
-14¼in. (36cm.) x 8¾in. (12cm.) (missing 
corner, ink staining and minor damage)
 £80-100
 

718. A 19th Century The Kings of 
England dissected puzzle,  Hand-coloured 
paper laid onto wood, in original wooden box 
with sliding lid and printed information sheet 
including a poem to learn the order -14in. 
(35.5cm.) x 8¾in. (22cm.) (stain to top and 
small piece missing) £100-150
 

719. A rare Brett Lithographing Company 
The Great American Centennial Exhibition 
Puzzle Blocks 1876, comprising five panoramic 
dissected colour printed puzzles laid on wood, 
1. Art Gallery, 2. Machinery Hall (missing 
one or two pieces), 3. Horticultural Hall, 4. 
Agricultural Hall and 5. The Main Building, in 
original paper-covered wooden box - each 
20½in. (52cm) wide, approx (some wear and 
discolouration) £200-300
 
720. A small Erzgebirge painted wooden 
Noah’s Ark, With lift-off roof, painted green, 
cream and grey with a small quantity of 
assorted animals -6¼in. (16cm.) long (roof 
corner damaged) £80-120
 
721. An Erzgebirge painted wooden 
village, For the German market - nine 
buildings including a church -4¾in. (12cm.) 
high, a Volks school and town hall  £80-120
 
722. A skin-covered horse on wheeled 
platform, With glass eyes, carved mood 
muzzle and hooves, leather saddle, red pained 
wheeled platform with cast-iron wheels, 
circa 1900 -32in. (81.5cm.) long (rear wheels 
replaced with plastic and some damage to 
horse) £100-150
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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723. A painted wooden pull-along horse 
on wheeled platform, Painted white and 
grey, original oil-cloth sale and tack, nose bag 
and wooden platform with cast metal wheels 
-12in. (30.5cm.) long (slight wear); and a 
wooden swing boat £50-80
 
724. A wooden cart and horse,  The 
varnish wood No.3 tipping cart, probably by 
Lines Bros with spoked metal wheels with 
rubber tyres -25½in. (65cm.) long (one tyre 
damaged); and a carved and painted wooden 
horse on platform with cast metal wheels 
(repainted) £60-80
 
725. An Ayres No 2 wooden farm cart,  
With tilt action and wooden wheels with 
repainted spokes -29½in. (75cm.) long (one 
shaft end broken off, but there); a repainted 
wooden horse on wheeled platform; and 
another similar horse and cart £50-80
 
726. A pedal-driven Velocipede circa 
1900,  With cast-iron head, carved and 
painted wooden body, oil-cloth body, three 
metal wheels and chain drive -30in. (76cm.) 
long (some wear, eye missing and one 
replaced) £150-200
 
727. A small Tri-ang Ice Cream cart, On 
three wheels with handle -18in. (46cm.) high 
(repainted); a similar repainted milk float; and 
a Mobo Scottie (worn) £50-80
 
728. A red and blue painted wood cart, 
With wooden wheels -17½in. (44.5cm.) long; 
a Lines Bros Tri-ang Toys wooden cart (slight 
damage); and a skin covered deer £50-80
 
729. Various toys, A turned wooden egg 
with coloured transfer scrap style decoration, 
opens at the middle -5¾in. (14.5cm.) high 
(wear); a bronze hedgehog pen wipe (missing 
brush); a bone rattle/whistle (damaged); some 
plain wood Noah’s Ark animals and other 
items £70-100
 

730. A rare 19th Century L S & C The 
American Circus, The American Acrobats, two 
composition headed acrobats with special 
wood pin and groove joints, original blue silk 
and red velvet costumes, a printed paper 
on cardboard articulated horse and various 
accessories, in original box with sliding colour 
illustrated lid and diagram instructions -11in. 
(28cm.) heigh of horse on stand (silk perishing 
and slight wear) £300-500
 

731. A rare Pfeiffer figure of an officer,  
With composition head, helmet, breastplate, 
hands and boots, wired cloth body, Dresden 
paper detail and cast metal sword -5½in. 
(14cm.) high; and a similar theatre figure 
dressed in yellow hooded costume   £50-80
 
732. A printed paper covered wood The 
Church constructional toy, In original wooden 
box with sliding lid with the initials JS; and a E 
Chevalier Splendides Blocs, cube construction, 
in original wooden box (some wear) £100-150
 

733. A German The Tower Bridge of 
London card construction toy, A detailed and 
delicate embossed plain card construction 
to of the Tower Bridge, with instructions, in 
original box with decorative label showing 
the bridge spanning the Thames with an 
assortment of sail and steam boats in the 
foreground No.2315 ‘The Tower Bridge 
of London - A very nice Model for Self-
Construction’, late 19th Century (sone slight 
damage) £150-200

 
734. A rare large pair   Pulcinella and his 
wife bristle dolls, Painted composition with 
articulated legs, he playing a guitar and both 
with feathered paper hats -3½in. (9cm.) high; 
and five smaller comprising two soldiers, a 
couple and a priest, mounted in a display case 
with paper label on front and base detailing 
owners Julia E Adams Bridport 1874 and Cyril 
H Wilsheath? 1911 (four arms and four legs 
replaced, some flaking) £300-400
 
735. Lionel farm and zoo, A zoo keeper 
with bucket and broom, a Dromedary camel,  
eight cows including lying and pigs (one leg 
gone, some wear) £40-60

 
736. Three lead figures with lamp posts, 
Two dogs, one in top hat; and ballerina with 
balloons -6in. (15cm.) high (one repainted, 
one retouched) £50-80
 Lot 730
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737. An unusual Golliwog jack in the 
box 1920s,  With carton head, fur hair and felt 
clothes, in printed paper covered wooden box 
-7¾in. (19.5cm.) height open  £80-120
 
738. A collection of Robertson 
Golliwogs, Seven enamelled badges including 
two golfers (one worn), twenty four plaster 
band members, eleven footballers, four 
plastic, a crossing golly, an egg cup  and a 
cloth golly £100-150
 

739. Forty-nine Raphael Tuck & Sons 
Florence K Upton Golliwogg postcards, 
Including three Golliwogg’s Auto-Go-Cart 
1904, two At the North Pole 1905 and 
Christmas Series (three heavily creased, nine 
with old ink writing to front, general wear); 
and a party invitation  £250-350
 
740. Ninety-two Raphael Tuck & Sons 
black interest postcards, Including Happy 
Little Coons (sic) Series, Coon Kids, Seaside 
Coons, Dark Girls & Black Boys and two Phyllis 
Cooper artwork cards featuring Golliwoggs 
(two with chewed corners, one heavily 
creased, five with old ink writing to front and 
general wear) £350-450
 
741. Black interest postcards, Sixty-seven 
postcards featuring black children including 
five Little Darkies and The N****r (sic) Series; 
and others with adults £300-400
 

742. A large quantity of black interest 
postcards, Approximately one hundred and 
seventeen mainly by artist F.G. Lewin, adults 
and children including Valentine Coon Series 
and Comique  £600-800
 
743. The Adventures of two Dutch Dolls, 
By Florence K Upton (worn and loose pages); 
two other small format 1968 editions and 
some loose pages £30-50
 
744. A set of Primus Ten Little N****r 
(sic) Boys Lantern Slides, Eight coloured 
slides, in original box (one damaged); and 
another set of Sinbad the Sailor £30-50
 
745. A Tri-ang milk float, painted light 
blue wood with red metal wheels, two 
tinplate milk churns and wooden milk bottles 
-19in. (48.5cm.) high £60-80
 
746. A carved and painted wooden 
rocking horse,  With glass eyes and trestle 
rocker -44½in. (113cm.) long (completely 
repainted) £150-200
 
747. A post-war German wooden horse-
drawn hay cart, Two carved and painted 
horses with fur manes, one yellow wheeled 
platform, blue, red and varnished cart -27in. 
(68.5cm.) long £50-80
 
748. A Tri-ang wooden Store, With nine 
storage drawers, sliding glass serving hatch 
-31½in. (80cm.) high (old woodworm, missing 
back edge which allows the hatch to slide, old 
part repaint) £30-50
 

749. A chromolithographed pop-up 
motor car Valentine card,  With cherub driver 
and passenger, a dove and floral decoration, 
crêpe  paper honey-comb fill, early 20th 
Century -11in. (28cm.) long (repairs from 
behind) £30-50
 

750. A chromolithographed motor car 
Valentine card,  With boy driver, crêpe paper 
honey-comb to side and back full of flowers, 
early 20th Century -11¾in. (30cm.) long (slight 
repair) £30-50

 
751. A chromolithographed motorcycle 
Valentine card,  With boy rider, covered in 
flowers and honey-comb crêpe  heart, 1920s 
-11½in. (29cm.) long (slight repair) 
£30-50

 

752. A Meier Penny Toy tinplate pecking 
chickens,  With two lithographed chickens on 
a painted base, when a lever is pulled they 
peck at a basket -5in. (12.5cm.) long (slight 
wear to base) £80-120
 
753. A Penny Toy tinplate Swiss Chalet 
bank,  Lithographed wood chalet with slot in 
roof and opening back -2½in. (6.5cm.) wide 
(some wear and slightly dented) 
£80-120
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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754. A Meier Penny Toy tinplate horse 
on wheels, lithographed dapple grey, saddle, 
green base with red wheels -3in. (7.5cm.) long 
(small blob of wax on neck, slight speckling)
 £80-120
 

755. A Meier Penny Toy tinplate rabbit 
on wheels, lithographed brown bunny with 
blue collar, green base with red wheels -2¾in. 
(7cm.) long £80-120
 

756. A Meier Penny Toy tinplate sail 
boat, Lithographed rocking sail boat with 
sailor, the sea base with gold wheels -3in. 
(7.5cm.) long (speckling to boat) 
£300-500
 
757. A Penny Toy tinplate flywheel 
driven steam boat, Lithographed red and 
white with gold funnel and wheels -4½in. 
(11.5cm.) long (very slight wear) £80-120
 
758. An Issmayer bath toy boat circa 
1860,  Painted green tinplate with yellow 
interior, two lead figures and a red flag -4¼in. 
(11cm.) long (some flaking to interior)
 £80-120
 

759. An 19th Century Rock & Graner 
painted tinplate Royal Coach, Repainted blue 
with yellow lining, orange window frames 
and black roof, the drivers seat draped in red 
with gold tassels, two carved and painted 
wooden  dappled grey trotting horses with 
Dresden paper tack -14in. (36cm.) long (coach 
completely repainted, the horses generally 
original, but six legs restored) £500-800
 

760. A German painted tinplate horse-
drawn Hansom cab,  the green cab with 
red interior, black and cream roof with rose 
transfer, orange wheels and black trotting 
horse with small wheel to hoof, circa 1900 
-9in. (23cm.) long (some paint loss and wear)
 £80-120

761. A 19th Century wooden Brougham 
carriage, Painted black with yellow and white 
lining, opening doors, acid-etched windows 
and chamfered spoked wheels -33½in. (85cm.) 
long (some slight repair and damage)
 £150-200

 
762. An interesting Lee Tsing model 
of Junk, Wooden detailed model or toy, 
the hull painted black, green and white 
with carved eye, the back of the boat with 
painted decoration, red canvas sails, metal 
anchor, stand and label on hold lid ‘Lee Tsing 
- Carpenter, Painter & Sculptor. Manufacturer 
of High Grade Furniture & Toys Model Junks of 
Ningpo & Native Styles Made to Order. MAIL 
ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY No.6 Road PORT 
EDWARD WEI-HAI-WEI -32in. (81cm.) long 
(some damage) £150-200

 

763. A rare Schoenhut Humpty-Dumpty 
Circus kangaroo,  With glass eyes -7¼in. 
(18.5cm.) high (slight wear) £150-200
 

764. A rare Schoenhut Humpty-Dumpty 
Circus goat,  With glass eyes and leather 
horns, ears, tail and beard -8in. (20cm.) long 
(wear to sides and missing ear) £80-120
 
765. A Schoenhut Humpty-Dumpty 
Circus grey horse, With glass eyes, painted 
cream with grey dappling -9¼in. (23.5cm.) 
long (stringing loose) £60-80
 
766. A Schoenhut Humpty-Dumpty 
Circus mule, With glass eyes -9½in. (24cm.) 
long (worn); and a set end label box side
 £40-60
 

767. An Ernst Nister The Noah’s Ark 
book,  The ark shaped book with illustrations 
signed GHT -12¼in. (31cm.) wide (some 
repairs and creasing) £30-40
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768. A German ‘Excursions on 
Land & Sea - The World’s Wonders’ 
chromolithographic card and paper theatre 
optical toy, With crank operated scenic paper 
roll and back lit by candle, JMB trademark 
-7in. (18cm.) high (slight wear) £200-300
 
769. A Pollocks Toy Theatre, 
Manufacture paper laid onto plastic 
proscenium arch with wooden staging -14in. 
(35.5cm.) high; and a small selection of older 
scenery and characters £30-50

770. A Crawford & Sons Mabel Lucie 
Attwell Bicky House biscuit tin,  Lithographed 
tinplate thatched cottage with little girl at 
door, the roof a money box, 1930s -8¼in. 
(21cm.) wide (slight wear and fading) £80-120

 
771. A Crawford & Sons The House of 
Knowledge biscuit tin, Lithographed tinplate 
house decorated with Signs of the Zodiac 
and star constellation, the roof a money 
bank,1930s -7¾in. (20cm.) wide (slight wear, 
lid corners bumped) £80-100
 

772. A Huntley & Palmers ‘Cannon’ 
biscuit tin 1914, With scenes of The Victory 
either side -5½in. (14cm.) wide (wheel loose); 
and Carrs ‘The Old Game of Sheep in the Corn’ 
(both with slight wear and ageing) £60-80

 773. A rare Huntley & Palmers General 
Double Deck Motor Bus biscuit tin circa 1929, 
Lithographed tinplate in red and cream with 
passengers and driver at windows, Huntley & 
Palmers Breakfast Biscuit advertisement, six 
wheels, clockwork mechanism and lifting roof 
lid, made by Huntley, Boorne & Stevens -9¾in. 
(24.5cm.) long (some wear, dented, litho 
speckled and missing staircase runner)
 £300-500
 
774. A W & R Jacobs & Co Coronation 
Coach biscuit tin, lithographed tinplate, in 
original box -9in. (23cm.) long (some wear 
to box); six miniature Guinness bottles, in 
original cardboard box crate; a Fry’s chocolate 
box; and a doll’s tea set £80-120
 

775. A Märklin child’s botanical 
specimen box,  Green-painted tinplate with 
black transfer decoration banding to each end, 
the lid decorated with hunting dogs including 
a dachshund -13in. (33cm.) wide (slight wear)
 £80-120
 

776. An early German painted tinplate 
miniature wheel barrow,  Painted red with 
yellow edge, blue painted interior with cast-
metal wheel -8in. (20cm.) long (slight wear)
 £50-80
 

777. An Ernst Plank painted tinplate  
street water bowser, Pull-along red tank with 
black and gold lining, No.2 on rear, the chassis 
painted green with yellow lining, filler cap 
and pierced water sprayer -11in. (28cm.) long 
(missing two wheels, the other two loose, 
slight wear) £80-120
 
778. A Märklin dustpan and brush,  The 
tinplate dustpan and matching wooden broom 
painted white with blue and gold lining -4½in. 
(11.5cm.) long; a German gold spirit lacquered 
Petroleum can; a painted tinplate umbrella 
stand; and a china doll’s tea set £40-60
 

779. A large German painted wooden 
Noah’s Ark, Painted beige, pale blue, brown 
and yellow with curtained windows, the 
carved hull painted brown -32½in. (82.5cm.) 
long (some retouching); twenty-two skin 
covered animals including four bears and  four 
composition humans (some damage)
 £200-300
 

780. An early German wood and 
composition water toy of a spring, With a 
man resting on a bench and woman fetching 
water, the ‘stone’ spring attached to a pipe 
which when connected to water will allow it 
to flow out of the spring, into a jug and then 
down the front of the toy, on a wooden base, 
possibly Erzgebirge -9in. (23cm.) wide (some 
retouching) £80-120
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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781. An early Erzgebirge sheep farm,  
Four plain thin wood building with red painted 
roofs and applied paper decoration -8¼in. 
(21cm.) width of largest; fifteen sheep, a 
shepherdess and some fencing  £150-200
 

782. A Roullet & Decamps manivelle 
pig,  Suede covered with glass eyes, the tail 
cranks to play music -8½in. (21.5cm.) long (tail 
detached) £80-120
 

783. An early Thuringia papier-mâché 
miser tobacco jar, The glass-eyed gentleman 
with disdainful expression, bushy eyebrows, 
hooked nose and lid in the form of a tasselled 
cap -4½in. (11.5cm.) high (some retouching to 
cap and collar) £80-120
 
784. Four skin-covered farm yard 
animals, a bull -5½in. (14cm.) long, a cow, a 
boar and sow with glass eyes, wooden hooves, 
three with collars  £60-80
 

785. Two rare skin-covered pug dogs, 
With orange and black glass eyes, one seated 
and one running, both with brass studded red 
collars -2¾in. (7 cm.) high (wear to legs)
 £60-80
 

786. A pair of composition political 
wrestling figures,  Possibly Lloyd George and 
Asquith, one with brown painted hair and 
moustache, wearing brown and the other with 
grey hair and blue jacket, wooden joined arms 
and dangling legs -9in. (23cm.) high
 £200-300
 
787. Two German flat-bottomed Noah’s 
Arks,  painted wood with hinged roofs -23in. 
(58.5cm.) length of largest (paint flaking, some 
wood worm, damage and the smaller missing 
hinged roof) £60-80
 
788. A Japanese Kobe dice shaker 
modelled as a man,   Carved hardwood 
figure, large top hat box housing dice and 
popping out bone eyes -7in. (18cm.) high; two 
Japanese carved figural groups and a soap 
stone seal £60-80
 
789. A fine Tonbridge Ware cribbage 
board,  With Masonic compass symbol and 
various pegs -13in. (33cm.) long £80-100
 
790. The Royal Game of Billiard Bowls,  
Eight finely turned Lignum Vitae bowls with 
inlaid numbers, chute, instructions, in original 
box (some damage to box); and a large 
quantity of stone marbles £50-80
 
791. A quantity of shop stock Salco 
Colors marbles, Approximately forty string 
bags with card top, Made in Hong Kong (some 
holes and escaped marbles) £30-50
 
792. A fine bone Spelling Alphabet,  
Fifty-four two sided letter squares with 
capitals on the reverse, in a wooden box with 
sliding lid; and a forty-five small size dominos 
up to eight dots £150-200
 
793. A fine turned wood Parachute Top,  
In original box with instructions, in original 
box -5½in.( 14cm.) high; and Märklin spinning 
tops - two butterflies and a flower £80-120
 

794. A Märklin 9086 Flying Tops set, 
Three lithographed tinplate multicoloured 
propellor blade tops, driving stick, catalogue, 
in original box with Gamages label £60-80
 
795. Two Märklin Choral Tops,  Red and 
black painted tinplate with fixed driving sticks 
-10½in. (26.5cm.) height of largest (one faded, 
some wear) £100-150
 
796. An Ebo Surr-Surr gyroscope 
toy,  lithographed tinplate crank clockwork 
mechanism, in original box with instructions 
(slight wear, box with wear) £40-60
 
797. A rare can and string ‘telephone’, 
With turned wood listening and speaking cans 
with vellum diaphragms attached to each 
other with blue string (one can split); and a 
Longines box  £20-30
 
798. Two late 19th Century Continental 
playing card packs,  Double-ended court tarok 
cards, one a C Titze & Schinkay; and the other 
Ferd. Piatnik & Sons (with wear) £40-60
 

799. Two early wooden dissected 
puzzles featuring children, An early 19th 
Century oval of a boy and a girl with ewe on 
mahogany  -10in (25.5cm.) wide (small part of 
piece missing from centre); and Pretty Little 
Things by JRB?, with illustrated lid from sliding 
wooden box and printed guide (missing piece)
 £60-80
 
800. Three wooden dissected puzzles, 
Two mid 19th Century Betts’s Geographical 
Pastime -Europe Delineated with printed 
guide and booklet (two pieces missing) and 
North African Adventures; and a William 
Peacock & Sons double sided puzzle of a map 
of England & Wales and Kings and Queens of 
England, 1909, in original wooden box with 
half the lid (missing Cumberland and broken 
pieces) £60-80
 
801. Various toys, A Tri-ang Teecham 
Toys house and garden; a Spear’s Flying Hats; 
a S & L Fretwork set; and a Nicoltoys Lyd 
Multi-Builder, in wooden box £40-60
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 802. A McLoughlin Bros New York The 
Babes in the Wood dissected puzzle,  Wooden 
pieces with story book; and a J Jaques & Son 
Picture Loto, in original box £60-80
 
803. A J W Spears & Son The Little 
Hollanders dissected puzzles,  Three wooden 
puzzles, in original box; and a 19th Century 
picture box, in original box (two blocks 
missing) £50-80
 
804. An interesting firing castle game,  A 
wooden-constructed box with one end with 
scenery pieces, a printed castle and two later 
watercolour battlements, the other end with 
crank-handle firing cannons, possibly designed 
for shooting down toy soldiers -24½in. 
(62.5cm.) long; and a ‘Come Down’ printed 
gas street lamp laid onto board with nails 
arranged for something to cascade down
 £100-150
 

805. A John Fairburn ‘A New Dissected 
Map of Scotland for Teaching Youth 
Geography’, A hand-coloured map laid onto 
wood, in original wooden box with sliding lid 
-11in. (28cm.) high (one small piece missing 
and some damage) £60-80
 
806. An 18th Century Wallis’s New 
Geographical Game Exhibiting a Voyage 
round the World,  Hand-coloured paper laid 
onto canvas, featuring the world shown in 
two circles and directions of a route around 
the world starting in Portsmouth and ending 
100 stops later in London, in original case, 
published January 20th 1796 (slight wear)
 £200-300
 
807. A Mickey Mouse illustrated Movie 
Stories,  Printed Dean & Son Ltd, London with 
black and white illustrations, 1930s -8½in. 
(21.5cm.) high (slight wear) £20-30
 
808. Various toy and games,  The 
Game of Attack, pieces, board and box base; 
Korbuly’s Matador construction set and 
Interlocking Building Blocks, in original boxes; 
two Pickwick Zig-Zag puzzles and card games
 £40-60
 
809. A Montgolfier paper balloon,  The 
red, white and blue tissue paper balloon with 
metal frame for spirit ignition, in the remains 
of an original packet with complete printed 
label £30-50
 

810. A 1960s Erzgebirge wooden 
miniature ‘Der Adler’ train set, With plastic 
wheels; a Donald Duck metal pencil sharpener, 
two Erzgebirge motor bikes, an Italian Mickey 
on scooter and other items 
£60-80
 
811. Various toys, A German pressed 
card whistle in the form of a baby -3½in. 
(9cm.) long; an Erzgebirge Punch & Judy 
theatre; a Swiss chalet (damage); and other 
items £50-80
 
812. Various items, A reproduction 
Halloween witch candy container, part set 
of Hood’s paper dolls, in original envelope, 
a Steiff Nosy rhinoceros, a Lehmann seal, a 
reproduction Thaumatropic amusements, a 
silhouette and a teddy bear cup 
£50-80
 
813. A quantity of German 19th 
Century composition figures, Including a fat 
school boy (paint lifting), three gentlemen 
in traditional dress (each missing an arm), 
two smaller; and a quantity of mainly seated 
figures, some reproduction (damage and 
heads missing) 
£70-100
 
814. Various German 19th Century 
seated composition elderly people, A large 
couple with nodding head and metal framed 
glasses, cloth clothes, seated on tinplate 
bench -6in. (15cm.) high (woman with 
retouched face), a seated couple on wooden 
stools; and others 
£70-100

 

815. A 1930s Tyrol carved wooden 
whistling tramp automaton, The man in 
carved and painted dented top hat, red bow 
tie, brown jacket, belted trousers, bottle in 
his pocket, hole in his shoe, leaning against 
a lamp post with a guitar leaning against 
it, when wound up, his head turns and he 
whistles into a harmonica held in his left hand 
on a stick, lamp post lit by battery -19½in. 
(49.5cm.) high £200-300
 

816. A French clockwork white rabbit 
1930s, White rabbit fur, glass eyes, the 
integral keywind mechanism causing him to 
play celluloid maracas and wiggle his ears 
-15in. (38cm.) high £150-200
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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817. A French clockwork white rabbit 
1930s, White rabbit fur, glass eyes, the key-
wind mechanism causing him to play cymbals 
and wiggle his ears -12in. (30.5cm.) high
 £150-200
 

818. An unusual pull-along baby in cot 
automaton 1930s, The composition headed 
baby seated in a basket, cream clothes and 
basket lining, when pulled along on wheels, 
the arms and legs wiggle and cries -13½in. 
(34cm.) long (cry mechanism not working)
 £150-200

 
819. A Japanese (C.K.) clockwork 
Marionette Theatre 1930s, With celluloid 
Pierrot and Columbine, lithographed tinplate 
base and card board roof, in original box -10in. 
(25cm.) high £200-300
 

820. A German clockwork The Famous 
Juggler,  the composition headed clown 
dressed in felt, spinning plastic hoops on 
plastic hands and nose, in original box -11in. 
(28cm.) high (fading, some damage to hoops 
and paint blob on lid) £100-150
 

821. An unusual percussion instrument/
one man band,  With painted composition 
clown head wearing top hat, a long wooden 
shaft with one long wire string, when plucked 
a drum is hit and cymbals above his head 
clash, possibly for leading a parade or regional 
dance -76in. (193cm.) high  £200-300
 
822. Ex-shop stock 1950s, A display 
box of Truart Series Christmas Gift Tags, two 
Juvenile Productions Alice in Wonderland, 
four Luminous Eye books and others £50-80
 

823. Ex-shop stock 1950s, A display box 
of Truart Series Christmas Gift Tags, three 
Juvenile Productions Alice in Wonderland, six 
Luminous Eye books and others £50-80
 
824. Ex-shop stock greeting card sales 
albums, Rapael Tuck & Sons Christmas 1950, 
Sharpes Classic Christmas 1956, Kardonia 
Christmas 1956 and others; and a trade box of 
Hong Kong plastic Nativities  £50-80
 
825. Ex-shop stock 1950s, Two wooden 
pull-along rabbits with delivery carts -11½in. 
(30cm.) long; a Sturdi Toys girl with goose, a 
dog and a chicken  £40-60
 
826. Three Scottish pressed pulped 
card Father Christmas gift holders, Two with 
sacks coming out of chimney and one walking 
with sack on back -10¼in. (28cm.) high (one 
repainted) £60-80
 

827. Two Mazda Disney Christmas tree 
light sets, Fantasia and Bambi, in original 
boxes with inner card for display (boxes with 
some wear) £60-80
 
828. Mazda Disney and other Christmas 
tree lights, Disney Mickey Mouse and 
Fantasia, in original boxes (wear, no inner 
card); and some other boxed sets £40-60
 
829. A very large collection of vintage 
Christmas tree lights, Some in the shape of 
Father Christmas and snowmen, many as 
Chinese lanterns, two early boxed set lids, a 
Coronation Lighting Set; other later boxed sets 
and many spare bulbs £100-150
 
830. Various toys, A Dean’s Rag Book 
Nursery Rhymes from designs by John Hassall, 
The Prince’s Quest - A Rairy Race Game board, 
a T. Ordish & Co Fairyland or Through the 
Enchanted Forest board, a circus snakes and 
ladders, a Jeu de l’Oie, in wooden box and 
other items £80-100
 
831. A rare Dean’s Rag Book The Life 
of A Bold AB on his ship in the rolling C,  By 
William Kidd, 2nd Edition -13½in. (34cm.) 
high; and six other Dean’s Rag Books (some 
wear) £30-40
 
832. Assorted tin toys, A Wells clockwork 
lithographed tinplate fire engine -9in. (23cm.) 
long, a Chad Valley drum set with golliwogs, 
and other toys £30-50
 

833. A unusual Terman Test Material 
teaching aid of Dinky toy interest, By Lewis 
M Terman and Maud A Merrill, various items 
contained in a box for identify removed 
items and improving memory including three 
excellent condition post-war DInky 35a Saloon 
Cars in yellow, blue and green with black tyres, 
in plain card box, 1950s £100-150
 
834. Teaching in Practice for Seniors,  An 
album of approximately 100 colour illustrated 
sheets including biology, history, geography 
and science, in black cloth covered folder
 £30-50
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 835. A Frederick Warne & Co Ltd Peter 
Rabbit’s Race Game, Folding board, pastel 
painted lead Timpo playing pieces, in original 
box (slight wear to box) £40-60
 

836. A rare Schoenhut lady golfer, From 
golfing set dressed in red and green -7½in. 
(19cm.) high (some wear) £80-120
 
837. A cottage industry manufactured 
wooden coaching inn, Suitable for Britains 
and other farms, thatched roof and folding 
garden -10½in. (27cm.) high; a composition 
headed Popeye doll with velvet body; The 
New Picture Book by Nicholas Bohny, a 19th 
Century teaching book (damaged) and a 
boxed solitaire  £50-80
 

838. A large Premier Toy Company 
painted wooden ride on locomotive, Painted 
red with black and yellow lining, oil-cloth seat, 
metal spoked wheels and card tag to the front 
‘From the Premier Toy Company Maidstone 
E’ -43in. (109cm.) long (wear, some worm 
damage and dusty) £150-200
 
839. An Elastolin horse-drawn log cart, 
Two well modelled heavy horses with ornate 
collars on wheeled platforms, one stamped 
Elastolin -8½in. (22cm.) long (cracking down 
centre and one missing ears), a wooden log 
cart with logs (missing shaft); and an Indian 
painted wooden horse £40-60
 

840. Five Pelham limited edition 
Thunderbirds puppets, Parker, Lady Penelope, 
Scott, Virgil and Brains, each an edition of 
2000, in original boxes, 1992
 £200-300
 
841. Six late Pelham Puppets, Mickey 
Mouse, Donald Duck, Alice in Wonderland, 
Pinocchio, dog and cat, in original red and 
yellow window boxes; and an older black 
poodle, in original box £70-100
 

842. A Japanese (C.K.) clockwork 
Marionette Theatre 1930s, With celluloid 
Pierrot and Columbine, lithographed tinplate 
base -10in. (25cm.) high 
£150-200
 
843. A child’s ride-on wicker cart with 
later horse, The front and back facing seat 
with two large wheels, foot rests and wooden 
shaft/handles; with an associated recent 
leather horse, probably on earlier wheeled 
platform -54½in. (138cm.) long
 £150-200
 
844. A Christmas wax-headed angel 
candy container,  With blue glass eyes, 
transferred brows, wax arms, dressed in 
cotton wool covered in mica -7in. (18cm.) 
high; a cardboard Easter egg containing a 
composition dolls’ house doll Dutch boy and 
girl; a half doll; and two others 
£100-150
 
845. China and bisque figures of 
children, Two girl nodders (missing legs); 
two children on swings, Snow Babies and a 
monkey in a dress (some damage)
 £50-80
 
846. Continental china and bisque 
figures of adults, Including a courting couple, 
a Dandy and a Dandy and his lady in pink, 
mainly late 19th Century/early 20th Century 
-18½in. (47cm.) height of largest (damages)
 £50-80
 

The following four lots were the property of 
the actor Anthony Valentine, and thence by 
descent; it is believed that they were given to 
him as a First Night present by Vivien Leigh. 
Anthony worked twice with Laurence Olivier: 
in 1958 he played Olivier’s son,  Erhart,  in 
Olivier’s first television play for ITV, ‘John 
Gabriel Borkman’ and in the 1959 stage 
production of ‘The Shifting Heart’ by Richard 
Benyon at the Nottingham Playhouse; it was 
during this period Anthony was given the dolls

847.   A Galluba & Hoffmann bisque 
bathing beauty, The naked lady kneeling on 
the floor with bottom raised, resting on folded 
arm, pink slippers, the head turned slightly 
to the right and original blonde mohair wig 
-3½in. (9cm.) long £200-300
 

848. A Galluba & Hoffmann bisque 
bathing beauty, The naked lady lying on her 
back, with one knee bent and foot on the 
ground, the other leg raised in the air held by 
her hands, white ballet shoes, head turned to 
the left and original strawberry blonde wig, 
stamped on base 407 W -3½in. (9cm.) long
 £200-300
 

849. A Galluba & Hoffmann bisque 
bathing beauty, The naked lady lying on her 
back with legs crossed, one raised slightly in 
the air, the arms crossed behind her head, 
pink ballet shoes and original brown mohair 
wig -4in. (10cm.) long £100-150
 

850. A Galluba & Hoffmann bisque 
bathing beauty, The naked lady lying on her 
front with one leg raised in the air, white 
ballet shoes, resting on her elbows, one arm 
to her face and original blonde mohair wig 
-4¼in. (11cm.) long  £100-150Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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Doll’s Accessories
 

851. A late 19th Century Bristol 
Perambulator, With wooden black painted 
carriage with gold lining, oil-cloth hood, metal 
suspended frame, spoked wheels, marbleised 
porcelain handle and label to rear -42in. 
(107cm.) high (some wear and missing tyres) 
 £60-80
 
852. Two 1910s doll’s perambulators, 
One with black painted wooden carriage with 
white lining, metal suspended frame, spoked 
wheels and porcelain handle -31in. (79cm.) 
long (replacement hood and handle needs 
screws); and another similar with restored 
papier-mâché body  £50-80
 
853. Two 1920s doll’s perambulators, 
One Leeway with maroon painted wooden 
body, spoked wheels with white rubber 
tyres and label on rear -35in. (89cm.) long 
(hood and cover replaced); and another with 
Hastings of Clapham Junction label (missing 
hood) £50-80
 
854. A Lines Bros doll’s perambulator 
circa 1910, With black painted wooden 
carriage with white lining, oil-cloth hood, 
metal suspended frame, spoked wheels, 
porcelain handle and Thistle motif label on 
back -29in. (64cm.) long (chip to handle)
 £40-60
 

855. A large decorative wicker 
perambulator, circa 1910, Painted white with 
eau de Nil oil-cloth interior upholstery and 
hood, fold down foot rest/step, a pair of large 
and smaller wheels -52½in. (132cm.) high 
(white area old repaint, rubber tyres loose)
 £80-120

 

856. Four doll’s umbrellas, Two with 
patterned material, wooden stick with 
celluloid handle -8½in. (21.5cm.) larger; and 
two black umbrellas (one with a few slight 
holes, the other torn) £40-60
 
857. A wooden pull-along hand cart, 
Varnished with red painted wooden spoked 
wheels and seat, circa 1900 -33½in. (85cm.) 
long (split to seat) £30-50
 
858. A Hamley’s Noah’s Ark pull-along 
hand cart, Wooden with wicker back support, 
metal spoked wheels and ivorine label to 
back, 1920s -28in. (71cm.) long  £30-40
 
859. A mahogany child’s high chair, With 
balloon back, turned front legs and stretchers 
with cane seat and back, late 19th Century 
-35½in. (90cm.) high (holes to caning, guard 
bar replaced) £30-40
 
860. A children’s rocking chair, Of turned 
brown painted wood with carpet upholstery 
and spring mechanism, circa 1900 -24¾in. 
(63cm.) high £30-40
 

861. A toy/doll’s upright piano circa 
1900, Of grained wood, brass carrying 
handles, candle sconces, turned ebonsied 
supports, bone keys and inside lid printed with 
musical scales -15¾in. (40cm.) wide (missing 
one sconce) £80-120
 
862. A French doll’s dinner service,  With 
Burgundy painted detail including five tureens, 
two sauceboats and three graduated meat 
plates (slight damage) £80-100
 
863. Doll’s tea sets, Five part tea or 
coffee sets of different scales, mainly hand 
painted, one transfer printed (some damage)
 £60-80
 
864. A doll’s oak washstand, 1920-30s 
-9½in. (24cm.) high; a transfer printed wash 
bowl, jug and waste bucket; and a cream 
painted rocking chair with roses transfer to 
back £60-80

 865. Doll’s hygiene, A tinplate bath 
painted blue, gold and pink -15½in. (39cm.) 
long, a toy sewing machine, three irons, a 
tinplate washstand (leg loose), two folding 
screens, a washing dolly and a clothes airer 
 £50-80
 
866. Oak doll’s furniture, A two seater 
sofa upholstered in purple velvet -12in. 
(30.5cm.) wide (missing finial); a buffet, the 
doors with composition modelled heads and 
corner decoration, shelves above; and four 
chairs £80-120
 
867. Doll’s wicker furniture, Eleven bent 
bamboo pieces with floral printed oil-cloth 
seats and table tops; four basket chairs and a 
table £40-60
 
868. Doll’s furniture, A varnished wood 
two seater chair -16½in. (42cm.) high; an oak 
chest of drawers with brass handles with head 
motif; a tripod tip-top table; and a modern 
yew dining table £60-80
 
869. Three children’s chairs, a high chair 
converting into a rocking chair -21in. (53cm.) 
high; a country chair with rush seat; and 
balloon backed chair with caned seat (some 
damage)  £50-80
 
870. Doll’s chairs, A balloon-back wicker 
chair with tapestry seat -22in. (56cm.) high, 
a turned wood chair, a high chair (damage) 
and a modern two seater; and a toy piano 
(replaced lid) £40-60
 
871. A good quality brass doll’s 
bedstead,  With brass head and foot with 
knobs, metal casters and springs -27in. 
(68.5cm.) long (one piece missing from head 
of bed) £40-60
 
872. Doll’s perambulators, A folding 
pushchair with velvet upholstery, a small 
brown pram -19in. (48.5cm.) long, a smaller 
pram, a modern wicker pram and sledge 
(some damage) £40-60
 
873. Two doll’s bedsteads, An ornate 
brass and cast-iron bed with china casters 
-19in. (48cm.) long; and a all-brass bed
 £60-80
 
874. A brass doll’s bedstead, With 
knobs, guard rails with string nets, springs and 
mattress -30½in. (77.5cm.) long (missing to 
brass bolts from back guard rail) £40-60
 

875. Doll’s chair and table set, Two chairs 
and a two-seater with red oil-cloth seats 
and back rests; and a folding table -16¾in. 
(42.5cm.) high £40-60
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 876. A German steel toy cooking range,  
With polished tin oven doors, vent, plated 
brass claw feet and rail, steel cooking pots and 
two burners -15½in. (39.5cm.) wide (black 
areas repainted and possibly replacement 
chimney)  £80-100
 
877. Eight full-size parasols,  One with 
bone and one with carved ivory handle, others 
wood, original silks, mainly damaged  £50-80
 
878. An American pair of large doll’s 
or child’s boots, Of green and brown leather 
with brass button, the leather soles stamped 
‘Smaltz Monroe & Co - Phila’ -4¼in. (10.5cm.) 
long; and a doll’s wash set £60-80
 
879. Four doll’s chairs, A good quality 
bent-wood chair with cane seat -16¾in. 
(43cm.) high; a Naether chair; a 1920s and 
1950s high chair £40-60
 
880. Three whitework children’s smocks, 
all smocked across the top, two at wrist, 
all with tucked skirts and mother of pearl 
buttons, 1900-1910  £80-100
 
881. A good quality 19th Century 
mahogany child’s chair, With scrolling 
arms and back, turned legs and stays, later 
upholstered seat -26½in. (67cm.) high £60-80
 
882. Three children’s chairs, A 1930s 
armchair on casters -23in. (58cm.) high (re-
upholstered); a plain wood chair; and a wicker 
basket chair £30-50
 
883. An unusual Swiss model sofa bed, 
1952, Ideal teddy or doll size, probably a shop 
display, blue corded upholstery, brass studs 
and wooden feet, the seat pulls forward and 
the back lies flat to form a bed -35½in. (90cm.) 
wide  £50-80
 
884. A German cast-iron child’s sewing 
machine,  painted black with silver Art 
Nouveau decoration -6½in. (16.5cm.) high; an 
electric child’s cooker; doll’s clothes, parasol 
and cooking equipment; a home made doll 
and some plastic dolls £70-100
 

885. A 19th Century Continental walnut 
armoire,  With string inlay, brass escutcheon 
and bun feet -13in. (33cm.) high  £40-60
 

886. A Matador Brenner toy range 
cooker, Of steel and brass with claw feet, 
three doors, chimney and copper pans -8½in. 
(21.5cm.) wide (pots probably not original to 
cooker) £150-200
 
887. Various doll’s china tea and dinner 
services, Including a Sevres white cup and 
saucer with broad gilding, a Continental hand 
painted tea and coffee part set decorated with 
flowers and a part dinner service £80-120
 
888. A German toy range cooker, Black 
painted tinplate, steel top and feet, chimney 
and pots with brass tops and two oven doors 
-12¾in. (32.5cm.) wide; a Japanese Willow 
pattern tea set, in original box; and an extra 
aluminium pot £100-150
 
889. An album ‘Samples of Needlework 
1878’,  By Mrs Thompson of Thingwall, 
Liverpool including a dress with tucked 
skirt, a shirt with pleated sleeves, bonnets, 
patchwork, button detail, stitching, apron and 
socks, in a blue album -11¼in. (28.5cm.) high 
 £100-150
 
890. Brownfield children’s tea cups and 
saucers, Five matched transfer and hand-
coloured with subjects comprising riding an 
Ordinary cycle, playing with a hoop, fishing, 
butterfly catching and flying a kite (one saucer 
repaired) and three additional saucers and 
cup  £30-50

891. A German 19th Century wooden 
dinner service,  Turned wood comprising 
plates, water glasses, wine glasses and cutlery, 
additional cooking equipment, in an original 
split wood box the lid inscribed in pencil 
‘Wooden dinner service - E M Cross 1882 
-11in. (28cm.) long   £100-150
 

892. Doll’s furniture and accessories, 
Large dolls’ house or small scale doll oak 
furniture; a tinplate range (incomplete), 
brooms, pots and pans and other items
 £50-80
 
893. Three doll’s parasols,  The largest 
pink -15½in. (39.5cm.) high (the two largest 
with tears); a white mohair doll’s cape and 
hat; and a blonde mohair doll’s coat, hat and 
muff £100-150
 
894. A doll’s sleigh bed, With bedding, 
second half of the 20th Century -20¾in. 
(52.5cm.) high £30-50
 
895. A large quantity of dolls spares, 
wigs, limbs, pates and other items £50-80
 
896. Two dolls’ trunks, One red oil-cloth 
with brass studs, three lift-out trays -18¼in. 
(46.5cm.) wide (some damage); and an 
American-type domed trunk  £50-80
 
897. A doll’s perambulator,  Black 
painted wooden body with yellow lining, 
oil-cloth hood and lining, metal frame, spoked 
metal wheels and wooden handle -24in. 
(61cm.) high (some worm to handle) £30-50

Antique & Vintage Dolls
 

898. A rare Chad Valley Pantomime 
Buttons doll, With pressed painted cloth 
face, brown mohair wig, blue velvet integral 
suit, metal buttons, woven label on foot and 
printed card label -10½in. (26.5cm.) high - 
Alexandra Theatre B’Ham Pantomime 1935-
1936 Cinderella ‘Good Luck from Buttons’ 
printed on label £80-100
 
899. A rare Chad Valley Pantomime Man 
Friday doll, WIth pressed painted velvet face, 
black mohair shock of hair, velvet body, brass 
hoop earring, bracelets and anklets, grass 
skirt, woven label on foot and printed card 
label -9¾in. (25cm.) high - Alexandra Theatre 
Birmingham Pantomime 1931/32 ‘Good Luck 
from Robinson Crusoe’ printed on label
 £80-100
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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900. A rare Chad Valley ‘Ada Penny’ 
theatre doll, With pressed stockinette face, 
blue glass eyes, brown mohair curls, yellow 
and black velvet winter clothes, women label 
on foot and printed card label ‘Ada Penny’ 
-11½in. (29cm.) high £80-100

 
901. A rare Chad Valley Emile Littler’s 
Pantomime Jack from Jack & Jill,  With 
pressed painted cloth face, blonde mohair 
wig, cloth body, red jacket and shorts, 
bandage to head, cardboard bucket and 
woven label on foot -12in. (30.5cm.) high
 £80-100

 
902. A rare Chad Valley Oliver Twist 
theatre doll, With pressed stockinette face, 
blue glass eyes, blonde mohair curly wig, 
black and yellow, velvet and felt costume and 
paper card spoon and bowl with ‘More’ on the 
outside and Chad Valley on the reverse -11in. 
(29cm.) high £80-100

 903. A Chad Valley Pantomime Magic 
Goose soft toy, With white wool plush, orange 
and black glass eyes, felt beak and feet, pink 
printed bonnet, woven label on underside and 
card tag -9¼in. (23.5cm.) high (faded) - Good 
Luck from the Magic Goose - Theatre Royal 
Pantomime Birmingham 1937-38 printed on 
label  £60-80
 
904. A Norah Wellings Little Pixie doll,  
With pressed and painted cloth face, green 
and orange velvet costume, brown felt hat, 
wings and shoes, woven label on foot, printed 
card swing tag and material content label 
-9½in. (24cm.) high £60-80
 

905. A Norah Wellings schoolboy 1930s,  
With pressed felt face with brown painted side 
glancing eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed felt 
body, original orange and yellow felt uniform 
with brown felt shoes, cotton shirt, tie and 
woollen socks, label on left foot -14¾in. 
(37.5cm.) high (slight wear and fading)
 £80-100
 
906. A Chad Valley Highlander doll,  
With pressed felt face, blue glass eyes, brown 
mohair wig, jointed cloth body, felt and wool 
uniform, black mohair bearskin and woven 
label on foot -14in. (35.5cm.) high (fading and 
wear) £40-60
 
907. An unusual Kingram black 
stockinette doll,  With clear and black oily 
glass eyes with brown painted backs, stitched 
and shaped broad nose, embroidered smiling 
mouth and brows, black wool curls, stuffed 
body, woven label on lower back Kingram Irish 
Toy Industry Dublin -17½in. (44.5cm.) high 
(fading, repaired holes and redressed) 
 £80-100
 

908. A Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth 
914 toddler doll, With blue sleeping eyes, 
brown mohair wig, toddler composition body, 
printed dress, blue felt coat and tan shoes 
-9in. (23cm.) high £80-100

 

909. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt child doll, With blue sleeping eyes, 
blonde mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed 
composition body, cream silk dress with lace 
trim, bonnet and undergarments -19¾in. 
(50cm.) high £200-300
 

910. A Kestner 171 child doll, With 
brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, 
jointed composition body, cream silk dress 
and modern leather boots -25in. (63cm.) high
 £150-200
 
911. An Armand Marseille 390n child 
doll, With blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair 
wig, jointed composition body, cream wool 
dress, lace bonnet, underclothes and brown 
leather shoes -15in. (38cm.) high   £40-60
 

912. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt child doll, With blue sleeping eyes, 
blonde mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed 
composition body, white spotted muslin dress, 
underclothes and blue oil-cloth shoes -23in. 
(58.5cm.) high £200-300
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 913. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll, 
With lashed blue sleeping eyes, light brown 
bobbed mohair wig, jointed composition 
body, green lace evening gown with train and 
bolero, floral head band, underclothes and 
white shoes -20in. (50.5cm.) high £60-80

914. A DEP closed mouth child doll,  
With fixed blue eyes, closed mouth painted 
with slight gap between, pierced ears, blonde 
hair, wig, jointed papier-mâché French body, 
floral sprig printed dress, black velvet coat 
and matching hat, Ermin muff, pink corset, 
underclothes and tan leather shoes -19in. 
(48cm.) high (colour rubbed slightly from one 
cheek) £600-800
 
915. A large character baby marked 23, 
Probably Recknagel with lashed blue sleeping 
eyes, replacement brown wig, bent-limbed 
composition body, white cotton dress and 
bonnet -23in. (58.5cm.) high £60-80

The Lillian Middleton Collection of Wax Dolls
 

916. Two Pierotti poured wax sisters, 
One head turned to the left with moulded 
muscles at the shoulders, bright blue almond 
eyes, light brown inserted with a central 
parting and gathered at the nape, the older 
sister with wide grey/blue eyes and blonde 
inserted hair piled on her head, both with 
stuffed bodies, wax limbs with metal eyelets, 
artificial violets in their hair, fine muslin frocks, 
undergarments and brown kid slippers; with 
an original wooden doll box with pink lining  
-23in. (58cm.) high (one leg replaced, one leg 
restored and some clothing not original) - a 
note attached suggests that these dolls once 
belonged to Charles Dicken’s wife’s mother, 
but dating from the mid 19th Century this 
would appear to be incorrect, were they his 
children’s dolls, his last girl Dora Annie Dickens 
was born in 1850. £600-800
 

917. A large fine quality poured wax 
child doll 1880s, With head turned slightly 
to the left, striated glass blue eyes, a distinct 
upper lid, inset long brown hair with fringe, 
stuffed body with wax limbs attached by brass 
eyelets, fat roll at wrist, wearing midnight 
blue silk velvet frock, edged with lace, 
purple ribbon and black silk frill, fine lawn 
embroidered apron, undergarments and lace 
edged bonnet -27½in. (70cm.) high (missing 
two fingers) £600-800

 
918. An unusual poured-wax boy doll, 
late 19th Century, With head turned slightly 
to the right, blue striated glass eyes, arched 
brows, open mouth showing tongue, short 
inset blonde curls, stuffed body with wax 
limbs attached by brass eyelets and dressed 
as a sailor girl and undergarments -22½in. 
(57cm.) high £300-500

 
919. A Lucy Peck poured wax boy doll 
circa 1900, With head turned slightly to the 
right, dark blue striated glass eyes, long brows, 
short inset brown hair, stuffed body with Lucy 
Peck ink stamp for Regent Street, wax limbs 
attached with brass eyelets, wearing sailor 
top with embroidered pale blue collar, dark 
wool knickerbockers and underclothes -19½in. 
(49cm.) high (one finger and one sock missing)
 £300-400
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price

Lillian Middleton with some of her dolls.
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920. A Pierotti poured wax doll circa 
1880, With head turned slightly to the right, 
pale blue eyes, deep brows, inset light brown 
hair falling on the forehead, cloth stuffed 
body with wax limbs attached with metal 
eyelets, wearing Ayrshirework baby robe  and 
undergarments -21½in. (55cm.) high (upper 
lid missing from right eye, probably originally 
sleeping eyes) £300-500

 
921. A large and fine English dipped wax 
doll circa 1850, with deep blue eyes, finely 
modelled nose and mouth, face colouring 
beneath wax, inset blonde centre parted hair, 
stuffed body with finely modelled large hands 
with separated fingers, the legs with shaped 
soles and toes, wearing heavily embroidered 
robe, possibly Bazzoni -23½in. (60cm.) high 
(cracking to face and arms) £200-300

 
922. A late 19th Century English poured 
wax child doll, With head turned slightly 
to the right, large blue striated glass eyes, 
feathered brows, short blonde inset hair with 
fringe, stuffed body and wax limbs attached 
with brass eyelets, wearing cream silk frock, 
blue caped coat and matching hat and 
underclothes -25in. (64cm.) long (damaged 
thumb, ankle reattached and faded) £200-300

 

923. A small Pierotti poured wax baby 
doll,  With down cast light blue eyes, short 
inset pale blonde curls, stuffed body with 
sewn on wax limbs, dressed as a baby in long 
robe and undergarments -14½in. (37cm.) high 
 £150-200
 

924. A rare Pierrotti olive-skinned 
poured child doll late 19th Century,  With 
head turned slightly to the left, deep blue 
eyes, dark painted brows, short brown 
hair inserted in slashes, stuffed body with 
similar wax limbs attached by metal eyelets, 
wearing elaborately lace trimmed robe and 
undergarments -19½in. (49cm.) high (large 
piece missing from back shoulder plate and 
crack at front) £150-200
 
925. A mid 19th Century small poured 
wax child doll, With deep blue eyes, inset 
blonde centre parted hair, stuffed body with 
wax sown on limbs and pink striped muslin 
dress, matching cap and undergarments -14in. 
(35cm.) high  £80-120
 
926. A small poured wax baby doll,  With 
pale blue eyes, inset short strawberry blonde 
hair, stuffed body with sown on wax limbs, 
dressed in a robe with undergarments, 1880s 
-15in. (38cm.) high (missing left hand and 
damage at back of shoulder plate) £60-80
 
927. A poured wax child doll,  With pale 
blue eyes, remains of inset short blonde hair, 
stuffed body with wax limbs, fat creases at 
wrists and base of shoulder plate, dressed 
in robe with undergarments, 1870s  -17in. 
(43cm.) high (four fingers missing on right 
hand, damage to shoulder plate) £80-100
 

928. A Pierotti poured wax doll, The 
head turned to the left, deep blues, a slightly 
open delicately painted mouth, remains of 
short brown hair inserted in slashes, stuffed 
body with wax limbs, wearing robe, Baby 
brooch and undergarments -19½in. (50cm.) 
high (restored shoulder plate, probably 
replacement limbs) £80-120
 

929. A Lucy Peck poured wax child 
doll, The head turned to the right, large 
blue striated eyes, inset short blonde curls, 
stuffed body with Lucy Peck Regent Street 
ink stamp, wax arms attached with metal 
eyelets, wearing broderie  Anglaise dress and 
undergarments, circa 1895 -20in. (51cm.) high 
 £250-350
 

930. A rare Lucy Peck sleeping-eyed 
child doll 1890s,  The blue eyes operated by 
a lever in the lower body, the wax of unusual 
deep construction and olive hue, short blonde 
hair insert in tuffs, stuffed body with metal 
eyelets attaching the shoulders and limbs, 
rare rectangular ink stamp of 131 Regent 
Street, wearing pink printed muslin dress and 
undergarments -18in. (46cm.) high £800-1200
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931. An English poured wax child doll,  
With pale blue striated eyes, remains of 
blonde insert hair, fat creases at wrists and 
base of shoulder plates, attached with metal 
eyelets to the stuffed body, wearing robe and 
undergarments, circa 1880 -19in. (49cm.) 
high (repair to shoulder plate and right arm, 
replacement legs) £80-120
 
932. A poured wax child doll, With deep 
blue eyes, inset light brown centre parted hair, 
stuffed body with stitched no wax limbs and 
striped muslin frock and underclothes -21in. 
(53cm.) high (replaced left hand, probably re-
haired and general restoration)  £80-120

 
933. A fine quality poured wax baby 
doll, With head turned slightly to the right, 
pale blue striated eyes with a darker edge, 
remains of inset hair, stuffed body with wax 
over papier-mâché arms held with metal 
eyelets, fine worked robe and underclothes 
-25in. (63.5cm.) high (repaired shoulders)
 £150-200
 
934. A poured wax child doll 1890s,  
With head turned to the left, pale blue eyes, 
insert blonde hair and eyebrows, stuffed 
narrow waisted body, wax arms, cream silk 
dress and underclothes -23½in. (59.5cm.) high 
(repaired neck) £100-150
 

935. An early and fine poured wax baby 
doll,  With pale/yellowish wax, blue eyes with 
a dark edge, remains of inset blonde hair, 
double chin, fat folds, stuffed body with wax 
limbs held with metal eyelets, robe, wool 
cape and bonnet and undergarments -23in. 
(58.5cm.) high (repair to left arms, some 
recent additions to clothes) £200-300

 
936. A poured wax child doll 1880s, 
With head turned slightly to the left, deep 
blue eyes, inserted centre parted brown hair, 
stuffed body with wax limbs held with metal 
eyelets, black velvet waistcoat and jacket, 
tartan kilt and sash, stripped socks and Paris 
leather shoes with greyhound motif and 
rosette -18½in. (47cm.) high (shoulders untied 
from body, missing thumb and one ankle 
broken through) £200-300
 
937. A poured wax baby doll, With pale 
blue eyes, inserted blonde hair, pouty mouth, 
stuffed body, wax limbs, nightdress and 
underclothes -17½in. (44.5cm.) high 
 £100-150
 
938. A poured wax doll, With blue 
striated blonde hair, inserted blonde wig, 
stuffed body with wax limbs, white cotton 
dress and underclothes -17in. (43cm.) high 
(repaired shoulders, missing fingers on right 
hand) £60-80
 
939. A poured wax Pierotti-type baby 
doll 1880s,  The head slightly turned to the 
left, blue glass eyes, inserted blonde hair, 
stuffed body, wax limbers and robe -18½in. 
(47cm.) high (restored shoulders and leg)
 £80-100
 

940. A poured wax sleeping eye baby 
doll,  With blue glass eyes, inserted blonde 
hair, stuffed body, later German composition 
arms and legs, robe, Baby brooch and 
undergarments -19in. (48cm.) high (damage 
to left lower eyelid, repaired and cracked 
shoulders) £100-150
 

941. A Pierotti poured wax doll, With 
blue glass eyes, inserted blonde hair, stuffed 
body with wax limbs, robe and undergarments 
-18in. (46cm.) high (poor red repair to 
shoulder and left arm) £60-80
 
942. A poured wax doll,  With blue glass 
eyes, stuffed body and wax legs, some modern 
clothes -18in. (45cm.) high (for restoration, 
damaged shoulders, no arms or feet) £40-60
 
943. A German wax over composition 
child doll,  with blue glass eyes, blonde wig, 
stuffed body, composition arms, red wool 
dress, matching hat and underclothes -21in. 
(53.5cm.) high (slight cracking to face)
 £80-100
 
944. A German wax over composition 
Guardsman,  with blue glass eyes, blonde 
mohair wig with ribbons, stuffed body with 
composition arms, original red, black and 
white guards uniform with brass buttons 
and black mohair bearskin -15½in. (39cm.) 
high (missing feet, nose damaged and some 
cracking) £60-80
 
945. A rare German fashionable doll’s 
kid body, With slender bisque arms, kid 
hinged at knees, hips and shoulders, pink 
stitched seams with wax shoulders and 
original shift, one stocking and stays trimmed 
in blue -12in. (30.5cm.) high; two wax doll’s 
bodies and two wax heads for repair £80-120
 
946. Three modern wax dolls, One lady, 
one baby and one all wax jointed toddler 
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (head detached from 
body), some old clothes  £60-80

Various Properties
 

947. A good poured wax child doll 
1870s, with pale blue/green eyes, inserted 
strawberry blonde hair in ringlets, stuffed 
body with wax limbs, dusty pink Princess line 
silk dress with bustle and train, underclothes 
and brown shoes -24½in. (62cm.) high (hair 
sparse on top of head, some fraying to silk); 
and a later hat £600-800
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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948. Two German composition-headed 
babies, One with stuffed body and one with 
composition bent-limbed body with clothes 
-22in. (56cm.) high; and a repainted white 
wrought iron rocking cradle with net canopy 
 £50-80
 

949. A Simon & Halbig 1299 child doll, 
With brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair 
wig, pierced ears, jointed composition body, 
dressed as a baby in robe, bonnet, cape and 
underclothes -18in. (46cm.) high £200-300
 
950. A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder-
head doll,  With blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, kid Universal jointed body with 
composition limbs, dressed as a baby in robe, 
cape, bonnet and underclothes -18in. (46cm.) 
high £80-100
 
951. A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder-
head doll,  With blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, kid Universal jointed body with 
composition limbs, white cotton dress, beige 
cape and hat, undergarments and tan shoes 
-23in. (58.5cm.) high £100-120
 
952. Two late 19th Century German 
composition dolls,  The larger with head 
turned slightly to the right, sleeping 
brown eyes, blonde wig, stuffed body with 
composition limbs, white dress, bonnet 
and underclothes -15in. (38cm.) high; and 
a smaller similar doll with fixed brown eyes 
(sewn in dress, so unchecked for condition)
 £70-100
 

953. A rare Kestner 212 character child 
doll, With blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair 
wig, closed mouth, chubby cheeked, jointed 
composition body and white cotton sailor suit 
-17in. (43cm.) high (broken and repaired at 
forehead) £200-300

 954. A small Kestner 155 child doll, 
With brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair 
wig, composition straight limbed body with 
painted shoes and socks and original clothes 
-7½in. (19cm.) high £60-80
 
955. A small all-bisque child doll, Marked 
6343 with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair 
wig, fixed neck, jointed at shoulders and hips, 
moulded and painted socks and shoes and 
original pink and white printed dress -7½in. 
(19cm.) high £60-80
 
956. A small Armand Marseille 390 child 
doll,  With blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair 
wig, jointed composition body and white work 
dress -8in. (20cm.) high; and a German bisque 
head dolls’ house doll with blonde mohair wig 
 £60-80
 
957. A small Wilhelm Goebels 200 
character baby,  With blue sleeping eyes, 
brown mohair wig, composition toddler’s 
body and cotton dress -7in. (17.5cm.) high 
(body washed); and a composition Kewpie 
stamped FGJ (chip to shoulder) £60-80
 
958. Two small German bisque headed 
dolls, one unmarked with fixed blue eyes, 
closed mouth, composition straight limbed 
body an original costume -7¾in. (19.5cm.) 
high (tiny eye chip); and another £60-80
 
959. A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder-
head doll,  With blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, gusseted kid body with bisque 
arms, white cotton dress and underclothes 
-17in. (43cm.) high  £50-80
 
960. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt 126 character baby, With brown 
sleeping flirty eyes, blonde mohair wig, bent-
limbed composition body and recent green 
dress -20in. (51cm.) high  £60-80
 

961. An unmarked Jumeau bébé,  With 
fixed blue striated eyes with dark edge, closed 
mouth painted with slight gap, light brown 
brows, blonde mohair wig, jointed papier-
mâché body with fixed wrist, Jumeau ink 
stamp on lower back, blue velvet dress with 
eau de Nil front, lace trim, some underclothes 
and white leather shoes -13½in. (34.5cm.) 
high (head badly broken and glued, arms 
repainted) £80-120

 

962. An Etienne Denamur bébé No.12, 
With fixed blue eyes, open mouth with 
moulded top row of teeth, pierced ears, 
brown hair wig, jointed papier-mâché body, 
cream silk dress, cap, bonnet, undergarments 
and brown leather shoes -27in. (69cm.) high 
(hairline down left side of face) £300-400
 
963. A large S.F.B.J 301 child doll, 
With brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair 
wig, pierced ears, jointed papier-mâché 
body, white cotton dress, cream cape and 
undergarments -29in. (73.5cm.) high (back of 
head broken and glued) £60-80
 
964. A Kestner 192 child doll,  With 
brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, 
pierced ears, jointed composition body, white 
cotton dress and underclothes -13½in. (34cm.) 
high  £60-80
 
965. A Heinrich Handwerck shoulder-
head doll,  With fixed blue glass eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, kid body with bisque arms, 
turquoise dress, white cotton pinafore, bonnet 
and underclothes, impressed Hch 3/o H -21in. 
(53 cm.) high £60-80
 
966. A small Armand Marseille 1894 
child doll,  with dark brown sleeping eyes, 
blonde mohair wig, composition shoulders, 
jointed arms and lower legs, stuffed body, 
cream lace trimmed dress, matching hat 
and undergarments -12in. (30.5cm.) high 
(composition repainted) £60-80
 
967. A German bisque headed doll 
marked C,  with blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
hair wig, jointed composition body, white 
work cotton dress and underclothes -12in. 
(30.5cm.) high; and a small AM 390 £60-80
 
968. Four Armand Marseille bisque 
headed babies, Three 351 with blue sleeping 
eyes, blonde painted hair, bent-limbed 
composition bodies and white cotton dresses 
with bonnets and a similar 341 with closed 
mouth and brown sleeping eyes -17in. (43cm.) 
largest £100-150
 
969. A small Armand Marseille brown 
390 child doll, with fixed brown eyes, black 
mohair wig, jointed composition body and 
lace dress -10½in. (26.5cm.) high (repainted 
body); an all-bisque baby -5in. (12.5cm.) high 
(factory? chip to toe); and small Heubach 300 
baby £80-120
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970. A small Gebruder Heubach laughing 
boy, with open/closed laughing mouth 
showing bottom teeth, blue intaglio eyes, 
blonde painted hair, composition body and 
original felt costume, indistinctly stamped 
7804? -6¾in. (17cm.) high; and a Gebruder 
Heubach 6894 baby  £80-120

 
971. A Cuno & Otto Dressel 93 child doll,  
The head turned slightly to the right and tilted 
upwards, fixed blue glass eyes, brown mohair 
wig, stuffed body with composition limbs, red 
dress and underclothes -18½in. (47cm.) high
 £80-120
 
972. A German bisque shoulder head 
lady doll,  with moulded and painted blonde 
hair, plaited in two loops on the top and back 
of head, blue painted eyes, stuffed body, 
bisque arms, composition legs and pale green 
dress -13in. (33cm.) high (chipped nose and 
replaced arm); and a similar boy in blue velvet
 £60-80
 
973. A small Simon & Halbig 950 
shoulder-head doll, with brown sleeping eyes, 
ears pierced into head, stuffed body with 
bisque arms and green dress -8in. (20cm.) 
high (eyeball damaged, restored arm); and an 
unusual bisque character toy head 4120 with 
blue painted eyes, open-closed smiling mouth, 
solid domed head, two tie-holes and a stuffed 
body with composition shoulders and limbs 
-10½in. (26.5cm.) high  £80-100
 
974. A Chad Valley Snow White and 
five Dwarves,  with original dress and black 
mohair wig -16½in. (42cm.) high; and dwarves 
including Dopey and Grumpy with chest labels 
(one shoe missing) £100-150
 

975. A Simon & Halbig 1080 shoulder-
head doll,  With fixed blue eyes, pierced ears, 
reddish brown hair, stuffed body with bisque 
arms, pink wool dress, blue cape, white-work 
bonnet and underclothes -18½in. (47cm.) high
 £80-100
 
976. Six damaged bisque headed dolls, 
Including a Belton-type with domed head 
-18in. (45.5cm.) high and a S.F.B.J. 301, all 
dressed (heads mainly damaged and restored)
 £60-80
 
977. A Kathe Kruse Doll No1, With 
stuffed body, wide-hipped, hinged arms and 
jointed legs with red number stamp on foot 
-17in. (43cm.) high (head badly and heavily 
overpainted) £60-80
 
978. A Heinrich Handwerck shoulder-
head doll,  With head turned slightly to 
the  right, fixed blue glass eyes, blonde hair 
wig, stuffed body with composition limbs, 
light brown dress and underclothes -16in. 
(40.5cm.) high £60-80
 
979. Three unusually large German 
composition shoulder head dolls, For 
restoration, the largest with sleeping eyes, 
the other  two fixed, stuffed bodies with 
composition limbs -36in. (91.5cm.) high (one 
completely repainted, one with head smashed 
in and one part repaired) 
£50-80
 
980. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer 
& Reinhardt 126 character toddler, With 
sleeping brown eyes, brown mohair wig, 
jointed composition body, white work cotton 
dress and underclothes -14in. (36cm.) high 
(eyes need resetting) £50-80
 
981. A Simon & Halbig 1249 DEP child 
doll,  with brown sleeping eyes and jointed 
composition body -15½in. (39.5cm.) high 
(missing wig and slight repair to body) 
 £60-80
 
982. A Bahr & Proschild 309 shoulder-
head doll,  with brown sleeping eyes, brown 
mohair wig, kid Universal jointed body with 
composition limbs, a turquoise dress, cap and 
bonnet, undergarments -18in. (45.5cm.) high
 £80-100
 
983. A Gebruder Heubach 6894 
character baby doll, with blue intaglio eyes, 
closed pouty mouth, blonde painted hair, 
bent-limbed composition body and white 
dress with underclothes -13in. (33cm.) high
 £70-100
 
984. Six damaged bisque headed dolls, 
including a S.F.B.J. 60 -21in. (53.5cm.) high and 
a Simon & Halbig 1078, clothed (heads mainly 
damaged and repaired, some with cracks)
 £60-80
 

985. Two English bisque shoulder-head 
dolls, One a boy with moulded blonde hair, 
painted blue eyes, stuffed body with purple 
suit -17in. (43cm.) high; and a girl with blue 
glass eyes, blonde wig and white cotton dress
 £40-60
 
986. An English wax-over papier-mâché 
doll, with dark eyes, replaced blonde wig, 
stuffed body with pink kid gloves, white and 
blue striped dress, underclothes and leather 
shoes -25in, (63.5cm.) high; and a dipped-
waxed Taufling baby with sleeping dark eyes 
and blue printed dress (wear and cracking)
 £60-80
 
987. Three bisque head German dolls, 
An Armand Marseille 390 -19in. (48cm.) high; 
an Ernst Heubach 250, both dressed; and a 
Recknagel 1909 (repainted limbs) £70-100
 
988. Two large German bisque shoulder-
head dolls, A Heinrich Handwerck 1900 with 
fixed blue glass eyes -25½in. (65cm.) high; and 
L & H with fixed blue glass eyes on an earlier 
body with wax over composition legs £80-120
 
989. Six damaged bisque headed dolls, 
Including a Simon & Halbig DEP 1079 -13in. 
(33cm.) high and Simon & Halbig for Kammer 
& Reinhardt, all dressed (some cracked and 
some smashed and glued) £60-80
 
990. An Otto Ganz child doll,  with brown 
sleeping eyes, replaced brown wig, jointed 
composition body and white work dress with 
matching bonnet and undergarments -21½in. 
(54.5cm.) high £50-80
 
991. Five large dolls for parts,  An HW 
composition head doll with blue sleeping 
eyes -24in. (61cm.) high, another composition 
headed doll and three heavily restored dolls, 
with some good clothing  £40-60
 
992. Ten composition dolls, Mainly 
babies, including two black -17½in.(44.5cm.) 
high (one black repainted and slight 
restoration) £40-60
 
993. Eight composition dolls, including 
a boy in corduroy trousers -17½in. (44.5cm.) 
high and four babies (one repainted and some 
restoration) £40-60
 
994. Three German bisque-headed dolls,  
A doll marked 55 with brown sleeping eyes, 
brown mohair wig and jointed composition 
body -19½in. (49.5cm.) high (crack down 
forehead); a black AM 541 (repair to back 
of head); and a small black AM 341 (head to 
large for body)  £60-80
 
995. An Ideal composition Shirley 
Temple, -18in. (46cm.) high (repainted body 
and new wig); a Universal jointed kid body 
with celluloid head; and another American 
composition £40-60
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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996. A German bisque socket-head child 
doll, With bisque shoulders, fixed brown glass 
eyes, open/closed slightly smiling mouth with 
painted teeth, the back of head impressed 
46 triangle 7, the shoulders impressed 8, 
gusseted kid body with bisque arms, modern 
pink dress, old underclothes and shoes -20in. 
(51cm.) high (hair line down back of head)
 £60-80
 

997. A large S.F.B.J Tete Jumeau No.12, 
with fixed brown eyes, pierced ears, brown 
mohair wig, jointed papier-mâché and wood 
body, net, lace and muslin clothes, straw 
bonnet, underclothes and light brown shoes, 
Tete Jumeau stamp to back of head -26in. 
(66cm.) high (flaking to hands) £200-300
 
998. A S.F.B.J. 301 child doll,  With fixed 
blue glass eyes, brown hair wig, pierced ears, 
jointed wood and papier-mâché body, white 
silk dress, underclothes and white kid shoes 
-28in. (71cm.) high (hairline crack down 
side of face and repainted arms) - this doll is 
known as Louise £60-80

 
999. A late S.F.B.J. Tete Jumeau bébé 
No.11,  The 301 head with lashed blue 
sleeping eyes, open mouth with moulded top 
row of teeth, pierced ears, original brown 
hair wig, back of head stamped Tete Jumeau, 
jointed papier-mâché and wood body with 
label on lower back, original floral printed 
cotton dress with lace trim, underclothes, 
socks, Jumeau size 11 shoes and bébé Jumeau 
ribbon on front, in original box -24½in. 
(62cm.) high (box lid corners split) £500-800

 

1000. A Tete Jumeau bébé No 6, With 
fixed blue striated eyes, brown arched brows, 
closed mouth, pierced ears with gold and 
blue glass drop earrings, blonde mohair wig 
on cork pate, jointed papier-mâché and wood 
body, ink stamp on lower back, underclothes, 
bronzed Jumeau size 6 shoes and a grey 
brushed cotton dress -16in. (40.5cm.) high 
(fine kiln dust speckling to face) £800-1000
 

1001. A Simon & Halbig for Heinrich 
Handwerck child doll, with brown lashed 
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair 
wig, jointed composition body, blue and white 
striped dress, underclothes, black shoes and 
bonnet -14in. (35.5cm.) high £200-300
 

1002. A rare Kley & Hahn 525 character 
toddler, With blue sleeping eyes, open mouth, 
blonde mohair bobbed wig, jointed chubby 
body, white cotton dress and bonnet -14in. 
(35.5cm.) high  £200-300

 

1003. A Unis 301 child doll,  With lashed 
blue sleeping eyes, open mouth with moulded 
top teeth, blonde hair wig, jointed papier-
mâché body, white work cotton dress with 
lace trim, underclothes and white shoes -25in. 
(63.5cm.) high  £200-300
 

1004. An Armand Marseille 353 Oriental 
baby,  With brown sleeping eyes, closed 
mouth, black painted hair, bent-limbed 
composition body and probably original 
clothes -16in. (40.5cm.) high  £250-350
 
1005. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt 126 character toddler, with brown 
sleeping flirty eyes, replaced strawberry 
blonde hair wig, jointed composition toddler 
body, silk dress and jacket, whitework 
underclothes and bonnet -26in. (66cm.) high 
 £70-100
 

Lot 1000
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1006. An Armand Marseille 390n child 
doll,  With blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair 
wig, jointed composition body, pink dress, 
black and white checked coats, underclothes 
and white leather shoes -22½in. (57cm.) high 
 £70-100
 
1007. A Cuno & Otto Dressel shoulder-
head child doll, With brown sleeping eyes, 
blonde mohair wig, gusseted kid body with 
bisque arms, cream silk dress, pink coat, 
underclothes and modern hat -21½in. 
(54.5cm.) high (chipped thumb) £60-80
 
1008. Two German bisque headed 
babies, An AM 1330 with toddler body -16in. 
(40.5cm.) high; and 339 with closed out, 
stuffed body (top of head broken and glued, 
missing hand)) £70-100
 
1009. An Armand Marseille 3200 in a bed,  
The shoulder-head doll with Universal jointed 
kid body with jointed composition arms 
and underclothes -15in. (38cm.) long; and a 
wooden doll’s bed on brass castors  £60-80
 
1010. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll, 
with lashed blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair 
wig, jointed composition body and white dress 
-18in. (46cm.) high; and a damaged English 
bisque shoulder-head doll £50-80
 

1011. A Kestner 249 child doll,  With blue 
sleeping eyes, replaced blonde wig, jointed 
composition body, blue velvet coat with 
matching hat, olive green dress, underclothes 
and cream shoes -21½in. (54.5cm.) high
 £200-300
 
1012. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt 117n child doll,  with blue lashed 
sleeping eyes, replace brown nylon wig, 
jointed composition body, cream silk and lace 
dress, flower-trimmed bonnet, underclothes 
and beige shoes -25in. (63.5cm.) high - this 
doll is known as Rachel £150-200
 
1013. Two Ernst Heubach 250 child dolls,  
The larges with blue sleeping eyes, brown 
mohair wig, on a French jointed composition 
body, white cotton dress, straw hat and 
underclothes -24 1./2in (62cm.) high; and a 
small doll with brown eyes and hair - these 
dolls are known as Phoebe and Harriet 
 £60-80
 

1014. Two Armand Marseille dolls, An AM 
390 and AM 1894; a composition shoulder-
head with modern wig; a small quantity of 
doll’s clothes and an all-bisque dolls’ house 
doll (some damage) £100-150
 

1015. A large Kestner 249 child doll,  with 
blue sleeping eyes, jointed composition body 
and some underclothes -30½in. (77.5cm.) high 
(glue around head from poor replacement wig 
and slight wear to body) £200-300
 
1016. A German composition doll’s body, 
In underclothes -18in. (45.5cm.) high; a nice 
quality pink bonnet, a brown doll’s wig, a pair 
of glass weighted eyes and a blue velvet doll’s 
coat and matching bonnet £30-50
 
1017. An Armand Marseille 390 child 
doll,  With later sleeping eyes and blonde 
wig, jointed composition body, dark green 
patterned dress and underclothes -23½in. 
(60cm.) high (broken and glued head) £30-50
 
1018. An Armand Marseille 390 child 
doll, With blue sleeping eyes, replaced brown 
hair wig, jointed composition body and floral 
printed dress -25½in. (65cm.) high  £60-80
 
1019. A bisque head child doll probably 
Kestner, With fixed striated blue glass eyes, 
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed 
composition body with fixed wrists, blue 
cotton dress, underclothes and lace bonnet 
-18½in. (47cm.) high £150-200
 
1020. A Bergmann 1916 child doll, With 
composition jointed body -25½in. (64.5cm.) 
high (broken and glued head); a pair of wood 
Cantonese glove stretcher; small novelty 
boxing gloves, a pair of boots; Kettering school 
medal and miniature Coronation coach
 £50-80
 
1021. Four bisque dolls, A Kammer 
& Reinhardt 192 child -11in. (28cm.) high 
(repainted body); an Ernst Heubach 300 baby 
doll; and two others £100-150
 
1022. An Ernst Heubach shoulder head 
doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, head turned 
slightly to the right, blonde mohair wig, 
stuffed body, jointed composition arms, 
composition legs with moulded shoes and 
socks and white cotton baby robe -14½in. 
(37cm.) high £60-80

1023. Three Armand Marseille baby dolls, 
a 341 with stuffed body -21in. (53cm.) high 
(composition hands seem a little large); a 
smaller 341 with composition body and a 351 
composition body, all in white clothing
 £70-100

 1024. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt 126 character baby, With blue 
sleeping flirty eyes, modern blonde wig, bent-
limbed composition body, blue sailor’s suit 
and straw hat -16½in. (42cm.) high  £80-120
 
1025. A quantity of doll’s clothes, A white 
wool cape, five hats, a red velvet cape, white 
work clothes and other items £40-60
 
1026. Two German bisque headed dolls, 
An Armand Marseille 390 with brown sleeping 
eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition 
body, pink silk dress with lace, underclothes 
and white shoes -18½in. (47cm.) high; and a 
Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1908 in pink dress 
with black lace overlay £100-150
 

1027. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, 
blonde mohair wig and later blonde wig, 
pierced ears, jointed composition body and 
nylon peach lace dress -25½in. (65cm.) high 
 £150-200
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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1028. A small DEP walking and kiss-
throwing doll, With fixed blue eyes, brown 
mohair wig, straight-legged papier-mâché 
body, red tartan dress and yellow raffia hat 
-14¾in. (37.5cm.) high  £200-300
 
1029. Pam an Ernst Heubach 300 
character baby doll,  with blue sleeping eyes, 
blonde mohair wig, bent-limbed composition 
body and pink dress -19in. (49cm.) high 
(damaged foot); a Pedigree hard-plastic 
walking doll (possibly re-wigged); a black 
Rosebud; and a vinyl Roddy doll  £50-80
 

1030. Rare German all-bisque character 
baby triplets,  Each with blue painted eyes, 
blonde painted hair, open/closed mouth 
showing white for teeth, bisque body jointed 
at neck, hip and shoulders with starfish hands, 
impressed 2126-21 across back, eating in 
matched knitted pink top, bonnet, shorts and 
booties -8¾in. (22cm.) high; in a wooden bed
 £600-800

1031. A Kestner character baby,  With 
blue painted eyes, blonde painted hair, open/
closed mouth, double chin, bent-limbed 
composition body, nightdress and bonnet 
-13½in. (34cm.) high £100-150

 1032. A Kestner 211 character baby, With 
brown sleeping eyes, blonde fur wig, open/
closed mouth, double chin, bent-limbed 
composition body, nightdress and bonnet 
-13½in. (34cm.) high (chip to right upper 
eyelid) £80-120
 
1033. A Kestner 211 character baby, 
with brown sleeping eyes, brown hair wig, 
open/closed mouth, double chin, bent-
limbed composition body, net dress, bonnet, 
underclothes, bonnet and attached to 
padded cushion -12½in. (31.5cm.) high (arms 
repainted) £80-120
 

1034. An S.F.B.J. 236 character baby,  
With blue sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth 
showing two teeth, blonde hair wig, bent-
limbed composition body, beige velvet jacket, 
dark pink shorts and cap -10in. (25.5cm.) high
 £100-150
 
1035. A Gebruder Heubach 7642 
character baby, with intaglio eyes, closed 
pouty mouth and bent-limbed composition 
body -9in. (22.5cm.) high (crack up back of 
head); and an all-bisque girl with bows in hair
 £40-60
 
1036. An Armand Marseille 1894 DEP 
child doll, With fixed brown glass eyes, brown 
hair wig, jointed composition body with fixed 
wrists, printed dress, underclothes and wicker 
shoulder bag -15in. (38cm.) high (missing 
finger and some retouching to body) £80-100
 
1037. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt 126 character toddler, with blue 
sleeping eyes, long blonde mohair wig, jointed 
chubby body, red, white and black checked 
dress, blue pinafore, underclothes and white 
shoes -19in. (48cm.) high (head seems a little 
small for body socket) £100-150
 
1038. An Ernst Heubach 300 doll in Swiss 
costume, with brown-lashed sleeping eyes, 
brown hair wig, jointed composition body, 
blue wool dress, black lace headress and 
underclothes -20in. (51cm.) high £60-80
 

1039. A Kestner 260 toddler doll,  with 
brown sleeping eyes, brown hair wig, 
composition straight legged tubby body, 
yellow print dress, underclothes and black oil-
cloth shoes -10in. (25.5cm.) high (hairline to 
forehead); and an Armand Marseille 390n on 
toddler body £100-150
 

1040. A Reuge child doll automaton, With 
bisque head, blue glass eyes, blonde wigs, 
head turning and arm lifting mechanism, 
dressed in purple stripes, standing on box with 
key-wind mechanism, 1970s -12½in. (32cm.) 
high £80-100
 
1041. A Reuge child doll automaton, With 
bisque head, blue glass eyes, blonde wigs, 
head turning and arm lifting mechanism, 
dressed in green stripes, standing on box with 
key-wind mechanism, 1970s -12½in. (32cm.) 
high (movement inoperative) £80-100
 

1042. Two small all-bisque dolls, The 
larger with socket head, sleeping eyes, brown 
mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and hips, 
painted shoes and socks and cream clothes 
-6½in. (16.5cm.) high; and another similar 
with fixed neck and brown glass eyes, open/
closed mouth and crochet outfit £150-200
 
1043. A china shoulder-head doll, With 
black moulded hair, stuffed body with wooden 
arms and integral black oil-cloth boots, 
dressed in black and white check with black 
muslin pinafore spotted with white and pink 
trim -17½in. (44.5cm.) high; and a Frozen 
Charlie with blonde painted hair £100-150
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1044. A bisque shoulder head doll, with 
blue painted eyes, blonde moulded and 
painted centre parted hair, stuffed body, 
bisque limbs and colourful clothes -10½in. 
(26.5cm.)high; and a similar boy with curly 
hair and Highland dress £100-150
 
1045. An Armand Marseille 341 baby, 
With brown sleeping eyes, blonde painted 
hair, closed mouth, stuffed body with celluloid 
hands, nightdress, smock, bonnet and 
papouse -14¼in. (36cm.) high £30-40
 
1046. Three wooden dolls, A carved 
wooden Swiss girl hair with plaits down side 
of face and jointed limbs -10in. (25.5cm.) high; 
a peg-wooden doll redressed in green; and an 
Italian Dolfi doll, in original box £70-100
 
1047. A Rheinische Gummi celluloid  
shoulder-head boy doll, With brown glass 
eyes, stuffed body with composition arms 
and integral black oil-cloth boots, dressed in a 
black pinstripes three-piece suit with pocket 
watch and sporting cap-17½in. (44cm.) high; 
and an all-celluloid little girl with plaited hair 
across top of head with winged mermaid mark 
(split across top of head)  £100-150
 

1048. An Ichimitsu Japanese boy doll, 
1930s, With Gofun head, shoulders and limbs, 
brown glass eyes, printed Kimono and three 
character mark on paper body -13in. (33cm.) 
high (missing fingers on one hand and slight 
wear to face) £40-60
 

1049. Japanese celluloid dolls, Comprising 
four American football players with jointed 
arms -6in. (15cm.) high; and ten googlie-eyed 
girls in original clothes £70-100
 
1050. A 1930s Boudoir doll, With painted 
eyes and composition limbs, probably 
redressed -23in. (58.5cm.) high (dented nose 
and discoloured face) £20-30
 
1051. A Norah Wellings Dutch boy, With 
brown side glancing eyes, red and green 
velvet clothes, yellow felt hat and scarf, label 
on foot -19½in. (50cm.) high (discoloured and 
missing buttons), a black Norah Wellings doll 
(redressed), a peg wooden doll, a damaged 
AM 996 and some homemade Punch and Judy 
puppets £40-60
 
1052. A Norah Wellings Girl Guide doll,  
with brushed cotton face, side glancing eyes, 
blue velvet uniform, felt hat and label on foot 
-11in. (28cm.) high; and a Welsh doll £40-60
 
1053. Two European cloth dolls, One 
with brushed cotton face, brown painted side 
glancing eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed 
cloth body, elaborate costume, probably off 
an earlier doll -16¾in. (42.5cm.) high (some 
wear and discoloured); and a cloth doll in 
traditional European costume  £30-50
 
1054. A Merrythought Cowboy pyjamas 
case, Seated with pressed brushed felt face, 
blue painted eyes, orange and velvet top, 
white wool plush chaps, black felt Stetson 
and feet with yellow and black woven label 
on foot -22in. (56cm.) high (some fading); and 
an unusual cloth Dutch doll with stencilled 
painted features £30-50
 
1055. A large Norah Wellings-type 
sailor doll,  With painted cloth face, velvet 
body, sailor’s collar, hinged joints and cloth 
hands and feet -28in. (71cm.) high (fading, 
feet possibly replaced and arms  joints need 
repair); a Stred Eastern European hessian 
rocking horse; and a Chiltern horse on wheels
 £50-80
 
1056. A jointed cloth doll,  With blue 
painted eyes, blonde mohair wig and pink 
dress -15in. (38cm.) high (very faded and 
dirty); a dwarf with celluloid face; and a Steiff 
Dralon rabbit £30-50
 

1057. A Dean’s Rag Book Co. composition 
baby doll in original box, With blue transfer 
eyes, jointed bent-limbed body and card swing 
tag, in original plain card box with end label  
-16½in. (42cm.) high (crazing to body) £40-60
 

1058. A Dean’s Rag Book Co. Betty Oxo, 
with pressed printed cloth face, brown mohair 
wig, jointed body, velvet hands, pink velvet 
legs, matching coat with white artificial silk 
plush trim and hat, black and white woven 
label on foot, 1930s -16in. (40.5cm.) high 
(some discolouration, fading and small stains)
 £150-200
 

1059. A Dean’s Rag Book Co. Betty Oxo, 
with pressed printed cloth face, light blonde 
mohair wig, swivel head, jointed limbs, light 
pink velvet coat, hat, muff and shoes trimmed 
in white wool plush and pink ribbon on muff 
printed with Betty -16½in. (42cm.) high 
(faded, soles of shoes coloured black)
 £100-150
 

1060. A Chad Valley cloth doll, With 
pressed felt face, brown painted side glancing 
eyes, smiling mouth, brown mohair wig, hinge 
jointed cloth body, yellow velvet coat and hat, 
striped dress, black shoes and printed label on 
coat -13½in. (34cm.) high (some staining); and 
another cloth baby doll £40-60
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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1061. Norah Wellings dolls, A Dutch girl 
nightdress case with label -19in. (48cm.) high; 
a cloth faced Canadian Mountie; a black doll in 
orange dungarees and two sailor dolls (some 
fading) £70-100
 

1062. Chad Valley Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarves 1930s, The larger size with 
pressed felt faces, painted features, cloth 
bodies, original cloth and felt clothes, Snow 
White with black mohair wig and six dwarves 
with white wool plush bears -16in. (41cm.) 
height of SW, dwarves -10in. (25.5cm.) high
 £400-600

 1063. Chad Valley Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarves 1930s, The smaller size with 
pressed felt faces, painted features, cloth 
bodies, original cloth and felt clothes, Snow 
White with black mohair wig and six dwarves 
with white wool plush bears, most with woven 
blue labels -16½in. (42cm.) height of SW, 
-6¼in. (16cm.) height of dwarves (a little faded 
and SW face a little grubby) £300-500
 

1064. A Lenci pressed felt salon doll 
1930s,  With blue side glancing eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, jointed limbs with elongated 
limbs wearing blue felt jacket with broad 
organdy cuffs, a wide brimmed pink felt hat 
decorated with felt daisies and matching 
bouquet in hand, a full organdy tuck skirt with 
similar underskirts and bloomers, one blue felt 
high heeled shoe and card label on skirt -24in. 
(61cm.) high (some fading and discolouration)
 £300-500
 

1065. A Lenci pressed felt boy doll in 
Italian costume 1930s, With brown side 
glancing eyes, sad expression, ginger mohair 
wig, swivel head, jointed body with thumb 
and forefinger sewn together, original felt 
traditional costume with cloth label on 
waistcoat and card tag on leg -19in. (48cm.) 
high (slight fading) £300-500
 

1066. A Lenci pressed felt 300 Series 
Dutch boy doll 1930s,  With brown side 
glancing eyes, blonde mohair wig, swivel 
head, jointed body, original felt costume with 
black mohair cap, wooden clogs and yoke with 
two pails -17in. (43cm.) high (some fading and 
discolouration)  £300-500
 
1067. A Lenci pressed felt 300 Series boy 
doll, 1930s, with brown side glancing eyes, 
blonde, swivel head, jointed body, original felt 
shirt and replaced clothes -17in. (43cm.) high 
(slight wear) £150-200
 

1068. A Lenci pressed felt 106 girl doll 
late 1920s, With brown side glancing eyes, 
blonde hair in two plaited buns at the side of 
head, double chin, swivel head, jointed limbs, 
pink, white and blue felt dress, white shoes 
and underclothes -21½in. (54.5cm) high (some 
discolouration and slight moth to dress)
 £250-350

 
1069. A Lenci pressed felt 300 Series girl 
doll 1930s, with brown painted side glancing 
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed body, red 
felt dress, cap and cap trimmed with white 
wool plush -17¼in. (44cm.) high (some fading, 
damage to ankle and missing shoes) £200-300

 
1070. A small Lenci pressed felt girl doll 
1930s, With brown side glancing eyes, blonde 
mohair wig in two plaited buns at side of 
head, swivel head, jointed limbs and original 
pink, white and burgundy felt dress, matching 
shoes and underclothes -12½in. (32cm.) 
high (some wear and fading, dress probably 
washed) £100-150

Lot 1064
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 1071. A Lenci pressed felt girl doll 1930s,  
with blue side glancing eyes, blonde curly wig, 
swivel head, jointed body, orange felt dress 
with yellow trim, matching bonnet and shoes 
-21½in. (54.5cm.) high (water stain to face, 
rubbed tip of nose and some general wear); 
and a Lenci Mascot dressed as a bride
 £100-150
 
1072. Four Lenci limited edition dolls, 
Comprising Raffaella, Nadia, Valentina and 
Ivana  with certificates  £40-60
 
1073. Four replica Lenci limited edition 
dolls,  Including a Franca, AY920, in original 
box with certificate; a golfer and two other 
girls with tags £80-120
 

1074. A rare Kathe Kruse Du Mein 
Sandbaby late 1930s, with painted magnesite 
head, weighted stuffed body with sewn on 
naval, stitched fingers and toes and white robe 
-18½in. (47cm.) high (repainted hair and some 
retouching to face) £600-800
 
1075. An Ernst Heubach 399 black baby, 
With black sleeping eyes, closed mouth 
and composition bent-limbed body -12½in. 
(32cm.) high; and an articulated man doll
 £50-80
 
1076. A Porzellanfabrik Burggrub painted 
bisque 170 character baby, And a composition 
headed Ernst Heubach 349 baby, dressed; 
and wrought iron doll’s cot -27in. (69cm.) long 
(missing side) £50-80
 
1077. Three German bisque-headed dolls, 
A 305 shoulder-head doll with gusseted kid 
body -15in. (38cm.) high; another smaller 
similar doll; and a bisque headed doll £40-60
 
1078. A German 118 shoulder-head doll,  
Possibly Kestner with blue sleeping eyes, 
Universal jointed kid body with composition 
arms, wearing modern mauve evening gown 
-19½in. (49.5cm.)high; and an AM 390 n 
dressed as an Edwardian lady (eyelid chip)
 £50-80
 

1079. A Lanternier shoulder-head doll,  
With fixed blue eyes, pierced ears, brown 
mohair wig, kid body with bisque limbs and 
dressed as the Queen -17in. (43cm.) high 
 £60-80
 
1080. Two small dolls, a German bisque 
headed doll with fixed dark eyes, closed 
mouth, sheepskin wig, composition body and 
white cotton dress, impressed 81-12 -5½in. 
(14cm.) high (missing toes); and a similar doll 
with sleeping eyes, on an all bisque body and 
white robe (hairline crack, body appears too 
small for head and repaired foot) £60-80
 
1081. Three small dolls, An all-bisque girl 
marked 156 with sleeping eyes and open/
closed mouth -5½in. (14cm.) high (missing 
arm and top of leg damaged); an interesting 
all-bisque baby marked 289, jointed at 
waist and moulded nappy (repaired across 
shoulders); and a bisque headed fairy £60-80
 
1082. An English bisque Fumsup, with 
jointed arms -8½in. (21.5cm.) high; another 
smaller example with replaced arms; two 
German composition babies in rocker; and a 
quantity of celluloid and plastic dolls (some 
damage) £40-60
 
1083. Kewpie-type dolls, A half doll of a 
kneeling side glancing girl with curled blonde 
hair -2in. (5cm.) high, three plaster Kewpies, a 
head and four celluloid £60-80
 

1084. Four all-bisque character children, 
Three with side glancing eyes, blonde mould 
tufts of hair, smiling open/closed mouths, 
jointed arms, paints shoes and socks -4¾in. 
(12cm.) high (one missing half an arm); and 
another with brown mohair wig £70-100
 

1085. A Grace S Putnam Bye-Lo baby,  
With blue sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair, 
closed mouth, stuffed body with celluloid 
hands, nightdress and bonnet -17in. (43cm.) 
high (damaged hands) £80-120
 
1086. A large Armand Marseille 996 
character baby, with blue sleeping eyes, 
trembling tongue, blonde mohair curly wig, 
composition toddler body, wool coat and hat, 
dress and underclothes -21½in. (54.5cm.) 
high; and an Ernst Heubach 342 painted 
bisque baby (flaking hands) £60-80
 
1087. Three German character babies, an 
Armand Marseille 995 with blue sleeping eyes, 
brown mohair wig, bent-limbed composition 
body and burgundy velvet suit -17½in. 
(44.5cm.) high; an AM 351 and Ernst Heubach 
300 £80-100
 
1088. Various dolls, An Ernst Heubach 342 
painted bisque headed doll -15½in. (39cm.) 
high; a composition HW baby; a black AM 
composition baby; a doll’s body and two 
others £60-80
 
1089. A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & 
Reinhardt 126 character baby, with blue 
sleeping flirty eyes, brown mohair wig, 
bent-limbed composition body, cream dress, 
bonnet and underclothes -19in. (48cm.) high
 £80-120
 
1090. An Ideal composition Shirley 
Temple, In original dress -12in. (30.5cm.) high 
(faded); an Armand Marseille 390; an English 
bisque and another £70-100

1091. Two German bisque-headed 
dolls, A doll marked 53, possibly Recknagel 
with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, 
jointed composition body, pink striped dress, 
underclothes, brown boots and pink hooded 
cloak -18½in. (47cm.) high; and an AM 390 
with blonde mohair wig and pink hooded 
cloak £100-150
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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1092. An Ernst Heubach 250 child doll,  
With brown lashed sleeping eyes, later red 
hair wig, jointed composition body, white 
cotton dress and underclothes -23in. (58cm.) 
high  £50-80
 

1093. An unusual Fortune Teller Armand 
Marseille 390 child doll, With sleeping 
brown eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed 
composition body with fixed wrists, original 
Gypsy costume with red hood cape, deep red 
velvet shawl, white and black skirt with crêpe  
paper wrapped fortunes stitched to it and 
underclothes -10¾in. (27.5cm.) high (missing 
one shoe and arm loose)
 £100-150

 
1094. A S.F.B.J. Unis 301 child doll 
in original condition,  with blue lashed 
sleeping eyes, light brown hair wig, jointed 
composition body, original blue smocked dress 
and matching bonnet, underclothes, white 
shoes and socks -22in. (56cm.) high
 £150-200

 
1095. A late unmarked Jumeau bébé,  
With German head with fixed blue eyes, 
pierced ears, replaced blonde wig, cork pate, 
jointed papier-mâché speaking body, pink silk 
dress and underclothes, impressed 4 -19in. 
(48cm.) high (speaking cords missing, hands 
possibly replaced) £200-300
 
1096. A wax over papier-mâché child doll,  
with dark eyes, remains of pinned on brown 
hair wig, stuffed body with wax limbs and later 
blue dress -20in. (51cm.) high; and a large 
celluloid black baby (missing toe)
 £60-80
 

1097. A large German papier-mâché child 
doll, With dark glass eyes, painted smiling 
mouth with gap, centre-parted moulded black 
hair with ringlets, cloth body with stitched 
toes and kid lower arms with fingers, a light 
cotton two-piece dress and underclothes 
-28in. (71cm.) high (ankles damaged and need 
repair, one hand off one replaced) 
£200-300

1098. A pair of 19th Century composition-
headed dolls in European traditional dress,  
With composition heads, hands and boots, 
the man with large moustache, blue felt 
waistcoat and trousers, linen shirt, white large 
shouldered cloak with applied felt flowers and 
cap to one side, the woman with red floral 
skirt, apron and basket, both with Dresden 
paper decoration and wooden bases -9in. 
(22.5cm.) high  £200-300
 

1099. A Bucherer (Saba) Mutt and Jeff, 
with composition heads, hands and shoes, 
metal articulated bodies and felt clothes 
-8¼in. (21cm.) high (clothes replaced and 
Jeff possibly part repainted); and a book The 
Mutt and Jeff Cartoons by Bud Fisher, The Ball 
Publishing Co, 1910 (some damage) £200-200
 

1100. A Bucherer (Saba) lady, with 
moulded brown hair held in a bun, original 
blue and red felt clothes with striped apron 
-7¼in. (21cm.) high £150-200
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1101. A rare First World War General 
Kitchener doll,  with moulded and painted 
composition head, hands and feet, original 
khaki uniform and cap -19½in. (49.5cm.) high 
(slight wear) £200-300
 

1102. A Continental composition 
and wood fruit seller doll,  The painted 
composition head with hair pulled into a 
bun, blue intaglio eyes, composition hands, 
carved wooden articulated body with bust 
and waist, wearing floral printed white blouse, 
striped skirt, wooden clogs, yolk with basket 
and padded head pillow for carrying basket, 
additional basket, milk churn and composition 
fruit and vegetables -22¾in. (58cm.) high 
(slight restoration) £400-600
 
1103. A French bisque headed marotte,  
with fixed blue striated eyes, closed mouth, 
blonde mohair wig, replacement velvet 
costume and wooden handle -13in. (33cm.) 
high (tiny eye chip, one eye fallen into head 
and mechanism not working) £100-150

 
1104. A Francois Gaultier fashionable 
doll, with fixed pale blue striated eyes, closed 
mouth, arched brows, socket head on bisque 
shoulders, blonde hair wig on cork pate, 
gusseted kid body, pink velvet dress with 
silk buttons and white tassels, underclothes, 
straw hat, white home-made boots and a gold 
painted fan -17½in. (44.5cm.) high (shoulders 
broken) £500-800
 

1105. Two German all-bisque dolls with 
yellow boots, Indistinctly impressed 102?, 
one with brown and one with blue fixed eyes, 
open mouth, socket head, jointed at shoulder 
and hip, with bent arms and chubby legs with 
yellow heeled boots with black detail and 
ribbed white socks, possibly Kestner -8½in. 
(21.5cm.) high (damaged and glued heads, 
various bits of damage to bisque) £60-80
 
1106. An early French fashion doll marked 
B S,  Possibly Blampoix, the shoulder-head 
doll with blue painted eyes, closed mouth 
and gusseted kid body -10½in. (26.5cm.) high 
(head broken); a good silk bonnet (fraying); 
and a closed moth marotte for repair £80-120
 

1107. A clockwork Autoperipatetikos 
girl doll, With bisque shoulder-head with 
moulded and painted blonde hair held with an 
Alice band, blue painted eyes, kid arms, carton 
body housing mechanism, brass legs, printed 
patent details for 1862 on underside and later 
blue silk dress -10in. (25.5cm.) high £300-500
 

1108. A late 19th Century large souvenir 
of Sandown Isle of Wight with French fashion 
dolls, Two French fashion dolls dressed as 
fisherwomen, one with blue glass eyes, kid 
hands, terracotta legs and blue, red and 
black and white strip clothes -10in. (25cm.) 
approximately; the other with blue painted 
eyes, kid body, red wool skirt, cream top, 
black slippers and lace bonnet, mounted 
either side of a wall mounted display case set 
in a cork ‘rock’ niche, the central grotto with 
photographic scene showing Sandown pier 
-29¼in. (74.5cm.) wide (slight damage to case)
 £300-500
 

END OF AUCTION 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595 

mail@specialauctionservices.com
DT271118

NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________

TELEPHONE:  ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________

IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________  METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________

PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________

AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________  

To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The 
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax 
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.  
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future 
auctions. 
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of 
my purchases is required.

SIGNED: __________________________________________  DATE: ___________________________

Lot Number Description Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Paddle
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior   
  
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon 
his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words 'you', 'yours', etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the 
Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.  

Conditions of Sale   
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own 
risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.  
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof 
of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place 
before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are 
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing 
a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and 
authenticity.   
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the 
room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid; an additional 5% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online 
platform; c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.   
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge  
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that 
VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer's premium. VAT will be chargeable at 
the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European 
Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates 
that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 
20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer's premium]. The 
rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer price. This 
is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers' Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as 
input tax.   
Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash 
(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, 
online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and 
shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on 
shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this 
service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect or arrange your 
own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following the day of the 
auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, 
you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  Warranties: The Seller 
warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell 
the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; 
and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice 
displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid 
and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will 
be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.   
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot 
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of 
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the 
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of 
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.  
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling 
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for 
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liab ility for 
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot 
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. 
We will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots 
that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. 
Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.  
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